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Appendix C - Glass Databases

Chapter Six
Results & Discussion
6.1. Introduction
The overarching ambition of this thesis was to explore the typological attributes and
functional role of vessel glass in the western Indian Ocean, particularly in the Persian
Gulf and East African coast. In Chapters One and Two, three main aims or questions
were raised as appropriate issues for exploration within the remit of this research.
These were:

•

To improve recognition of the typological components of the Early Islamic vessel
glass tradition from an archaeological point of view;

•

To assess the practical and social function of vessel glass in material life at different
sites in the western Indian Ocean region;

•

To examine the potential contribution that studying archaeological glass
assemblages can make to current understanding of the nature of the Indian Ocean
‘trade’ and the development of an Indian Ocean ‘world.

Chapters Three, Four and Five have presented and analysed the data through which
these questions might be answered, according to the methodology established in
Chapter Two. As part of this methodology, two main assemblages were selected - one
from the Zanzibari settlement of Unguja Ukuu, the other compiled from a number of
contemporary settlements in Kuwait. Chapter Three was concerned with creating a
typology for these glass assemblages, the results of which were directly applicable to
the aim of better recognising the typological components of the Early Islamic glass
tradition. At the same time, the typology established in Chapter Three formed the
foundation for the site-specific analysis of the glass assemblages in Chapters Four and
Five. These two chapters directly addressed the second aim from their unique
perspectives, that of assessing the practical and social function of glass in material life.
With this in mind, Chapter Six is structured according to these three main aims,
proceeding to address each in turn. If Chapter One presented the voices of others
regarding the issues raised above, then Chapter Six represents my contributions which
have emerged out of the research contained in this thesis.
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6.2. Aim 1: recognising the typological components
of the Early Islamic vessel glass tradition
The aim of improving current understanding of the typological components of the Early
Islamic vessel glass tradition was identified as a fundamental prerequisite to the
advancement of knowledge of Early Islamic glass more generally. The areas identified
as potential beneficiaries of better typological data included those relating to the
scientific analysis of compositional groups, the chronology and provenience of certain
forms and types, their distribution, and their practical function and social role. A major
issue identified in Chapter One was the absence of a formal typology for Early Islamic
glassware, or even an established approach to dealing with archaeological
assemblages thereof. This was an area where this thesis could make a big
contribution, simply by setting out the material it analysed in a transparent, logical and
repeatable way. The second issue holding back the study of Early Islamic glassware
was the dominance of ‘art historical’ perspectives in discussions of the discipline, such
as those promoted by the major museums and private collectors. In fact these two
issues were linked: until the ‘art historical’ point of view was confronted with an
archaeological perspective of the Early Islamic glass tradition, based on a formal
typology of material from non-selective archaeological assemblages, few real advances
could be made in understanding the wider issues concerning Early Islamic glassware.
In creating such a typology in Chapter Three, using material from two different but
contemporary assemblages, this thesis has made a significant step in this direction.

6.2.1. A new typology for Early Islamic glassware
There has never been an explicit attempt to construct a formal typology of Early Islamic
glassware, nor discussion of an appropriate methodology through which to do so. This
state-of-affairs is in stark contrast to the treatment of pottery in the region (e.g., Kennet
2004), which has seen great benefits in terms of the understanding of the chronology
and distribution of the material, and subsequently in advancing knowledge of site
chronologies and patterns of trade. Formal glass typologies are generally rare. For
example, Romanists still rely heavily on Ising’s early attempt (Ising 1957). This is
strange in that almost all archaeological glass reports adhere to the traditional
identification and categorisation of glass according to types, yet without any of the
formal methodological justification which legitimises this approach. De facto reference
typologies for Islamic glass tend to be site specific, such as Lamm’s seminal work at
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Samara (Lamm 1928), Kroger’s comprehensive treatment of the Nishapur material
(Kroger 1995), or Scanlon & Pinder-Wilson’s relatively formal organisation of the glass
from Fustat (Scanlon & Pinder-Wilson 2001). Archaeologically-derived synthetic
typologies are more-or-less absent, owing to a number of obstacles to such an
endeavour when it comes to published material.

6.2.1.1. Formalising the methodological approach to typology
The typological methodology designed and applied in this thesis (§2.2.2.4. and Chapter
Three) has challenged a number of problems with the ‘informal’ approaches which
defined the status quo. Among the main issues with the informal approach to typology
are that they tend to be created on an ad hoc basis and applied in a non-standardised
fashion. While this approach undoubtedly stems from a reasonable attempt to be
flexible when faced with a diverse range of material, it creates problems when
attempting to compare material between sites. This is not to say that all typological
approaches should necessarily be identical and applied in the same way; merely that
the methodology according to which they operate should be clear and stated so as to
allow another scholar to consider different material through the same lens. In other
words, typological methodologies should be made explicit and repeatable. Bearing this
issue in mind, this thesis adopted a novel, formal approach to typology as seen in
Chapter Three. The outcome was a new typology for Early Islamic vessel glass which
is systematic and standardised, ensuring repeatability and facilitating cross-comparison
of results. Perhaps most importantly, this typology is intuitive, easy to ‘learn’ from
published sources, and thus a transferable form of knowledge.

6.2.1.2. Adopting a ‘bottom up’ perspective
Another issue with many typologies is that they are organised according to what might
be termed ‘complete vessel’ principles. Again there is nothing wrong with trying to
formulate a typology of complete vessels (e.g., Kroger 1995); however, this should be
the end goal (and done with caution) rather than the starting point. The archaeological
record is composed of highly fragmentary material in which complete vessels are rare
finds. If complete vessels are the basis of a typology, the glass specialist will find
themselves struggling to predict an entire vessel form from a partial rim fragment. This
is in fact a fools errand when it comes to Early Islamic vessel glass, as a given rim
fragment may belong to a variety of different vessel forms. Formal typologies should
start from the basic unit of archaeological analysis, the fragment, and from this work
upwards towards the entire vessel rather than take a top down perspective. As such,
the typology concentrated on the traits of specific vessel parts, namely the rims, bases
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and ‘miscellaneous’ features, rather than trying to define complete vessel types based
on small fragments.

The eventual aim must be to work towards a complete vessel typology in the future, but
at the moment the material is not sufficiently well known. The rims were broken down
into those which represented ‘open’ and ‘closed & semi-open’ forms. These were then
organised according to specific rim types. Base types were defined in isolation from
rims, while the miscellaneous types were defined on a more ad hoc basis. The result is
one whereby, in principle, any given rim type can be linked with any given base type et
cetera. Thus rims are not restricted to one particular vessel profile or form. Rather, the
range of possible forms associated with a given rim type is discussed where possible in
Chapter Three. Where the evidence from a rim type is insufficient to predict overall
vessel form this is noted in an honest fashion, and no unsupportable leaps are made.

6.2.1.3. Avoiding loaded functional terminology
Certain typologies are organised according to loaded but ambiguous functional
terminology such as ‘bottles’ ‘flasks’ ‘beakers’ ‘bowls’, or even more specific terms
(e.g., Scanlon & Pinder-Wilson 2001). While this approach seems benign, there is no
agreed basis on what they actually mean. Often, at different sites the same types are
discussed using different terminologies with corresponding different implications. Again
there is nothing wrong with trying to predict function and shape category, in fact it is
necessary to do this. However like with the above section, such considerations should
not form the starting point of any typology but be an interpretative end. Again, the aim
was to avoid starting with loaded categorical conceptions like ‘flask’ and ‘bowl’, but
rather work towards function as an end goal.

6.2.1.4. Evaluating the typology and methodology
The value of this methodology can be expressed in a number of ways. It is a method
that can be repeated easily, at different sites and for different periods. It produces an
open-ended typology, meaning new types can be added without putting others out of
place. It is not hierarchical, meaning one vessel could find itself classified under a
number of types - one relevant to the rim, one to the base, one for any miscellaneous
traits, and one for any decorative techniques. This approach, where the typology is
based on the fragment rather than the idea of the complete vessel, better reflects the
state of archaeological data and forces the analyst to think critically about the links
between different vessel parts, for example, the potential relationship between a given
rim type and a specific base. Also important is that the method is easy to learn, being in
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fact self evident once the difference between ‘closed’, ‘semi-open’ and ‘open’ forms is
grasped. As such it is well suited to repetition; and the more a single method is applied,
the greater the value of the results.

Being essentially a structured method of organising fragments, the method is also well
suited to publication. Again, the greatest value will be extracted from the method by
repeated use as a publication framework. The main benefit of universal adoption of this
structured approach would be in the possibilities for cross-comparison of glass
assemblages between sites. A big test of the methodology will involve its application to
published material, a task that this author hopes to proceed with over the long term.
The ambition will be to extract as much information as possible from published data,
and restructure it in a standardised way which allows for greater comparison - the
whole being greater than the sum of its parts.

6.2.1.5. Methodological limitations
The method (and the argument for its universal application to Early Islamic glassware)
obviously has some limitations. There are long established and well publicised
limitations inherent in the concept of typology generally (Shephard 1956; Orton &
Hughes 2013), as outlined in Chapters One and Two (§1.2.5, §2.2.2.4). Putting these
aside for now, and accepting that typologisation is a worthwhile and necessary
endeavour, there are issues more specific to the approach adopted within this thesis.
One is the structural separation of different vessel parts, that is, rims, bases and
otherwise. While the reasons for this approach were outlined above, it does mean that
rare examples of complete vessels will be divided between types. For archaeological
assemblages such as those explored within this thesis this has not been a problem,
complete vessels being absent herein. Otherwise, a separate or parallel typology of
complete vessel forms may be necessary in the long term as further knowledge comes
into being over time. Another problem is that undiagnostic body fragments are left out
of this typology, which is a shame in that they consistently form around 80% of
archaeological assemblages. For less fragmentary material, it may be possible to
identify whether body fragments belong to ‘open’ or ‘closed’ forms, however in the
assemblages dealt with by this thesis this was not the case.

Finally, there is the question of how widely the typology devised within this thesis can
be applied to the whole of the Early Islamic glass tradition. By necessity the typology is
based on original material from small number of sites, reflecting a limited range of
social, economic and geographic contexts. It leans particularly towards the Indian
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Ocean region, and as such is less applicable to the material record from other parts of
the Early Islamic world, for example the Eastern Mediterranean. For the overall
purposes of this thesis this is not a problem, the thesis aimed at understanding the role
of glass in the western Indian Ocean. However, caution must be exercised when
applying the results much beyond this region.

6.2.1.6. Future potential
Ultimately, the success of the method and typology developed within this thesis should
be evaluated according to its productivity in terms of results, particularly in the extent to
which it allowed this thesis to achieve the aims which it set out to address. These
issues will be discussed in the sections below. For now, it is worth reiterating the
opinion that the universal adoption of a structured approach to Early Islamic glass, like
that formulated and applied by this thesis, will allow for huge gains in knowledge in a
relatively short period of time. Its application to the two new assemblages analysed in
this thesis has already proved very productive, while its extension to published data
and new archaeological assemblages in the immediate future by this author will further
demonstrate this point. The ambition is to link the specific types to an interactive GIS,
incorporating spatial data, scientific data regarding chemical composition and sitebased chronologies - thus creating an unrivalled resource for archaeological
assemblages of Early Islamic glassware.

6.2.2. Identifying the diagnostic types of the Early Islamic
glass tradition
What then of the outcomes of this typological methodology, as employed in Chapter
Three, in regard to the glass assemblages from Kuwait and Unguja Ukuu? In short, the
exercise has proven a resounding success, with the analysis of just these two
assemblages already resulting in a much better understanding of the components of
the Early Islamic glass tradition in the western Indian Ocean. A consultation of the
existing literature on Early Islamic glass gives a vague impression of the range of
vessel forms and types which make up that tradition (§1.2.2.). However, few
archaeological glass reports have either attempted (or been able) to make an explicit
statement of how that tradition might be defined in terms of its vessel forms and types.
As a result of the outcomes of the research conducted in Chapter Three, this thesis is
able to make a number of such statements as to the vessel forms and types which are
diagnostic of the Early Islamic glass tradition. Many of these observations are either
new, or confirm impressions than have not been previously substantiated.
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FIG. 6.1. THE ‘CLOSED & SEMI-OPEN’ RIM TYPES

6.2.2.1. The tradition is dominated by a limited range of types and forms
A surprising and original point is that at the sites in question the Early Islamic glass
tradition is dominated by a very small set of vessel forms and rim types, with a wider
variety of more rarely represented types. A discussion of these types demonstrates the
extent to which this is the case. Regarding the ‘closed & semi-open’ vessel forms
Chapter Three reveals just 16 unique types, including three varieties of partially309

diagnostic necks (Fig. 6.1). Eight of these types are represented at both Unguja Ukuu
and in Kuwait, while the remaining types found at just one of the sites are represented
by very small quantities in every case. Surprisingly, the ‘open’ rims reveal an even
more limited range of types with just 10 distinct rim varieties (Fig. 6.2). In addition,
there is an even greater degree of overlap between the two sites with eight types found
in both assemblages. This suggests a very limited range of open vessel types were
widely available in the Early Islamic period in the western Indian Ocean. This is a quite
remarkable degree of overlap considering the geographic distance between Kuwait and
Unguja Ukuu, but also the fact that they represent very different cultural and socioeconomic contexts.
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-
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FIG. 6.2. THE ‘OPEN’ RIM TYPES

6.2.2.2. Rim types diagnostic of the Early Islamic tradition
What then are the most common types which define the Early Islamic tradition at the
studied sites, and how useful are they as diagnostic tools? As figure 6.1 shows, the
most common variety of ‘closed and semi-open’ rim type is the folded and flattened rim,
along with its related neck type A. Also to be taken as common markers of the Early
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Islamic glass tradition are are ribbed necks (narrow) and flaring necks (straight),
probably related to neck type B. This core of types is supplemented by smaller
numbers of a wide variety of flaring neck types, including those with bevelled rims and
rolled-in rims. Unfortunately, however, recognising a type as typical of the Early Islamic
glass tradition does not mean that the type in question can be taken as a type fossil for
that period.

6.2.2.3. Some types are of greater diagnostic value than others
Of all the ‘closed & semi-open’ types, it is perhaps that of the ribbed neck (narrow), a
small bottle with a distinctive scored neck, which represents the best marker of the
Early Islamic period. The examples identified in Chapter Three at Unguja Ukuu, Kuwait
and beyond suggest a late 7th to 9th century AD date range (§3.1.2.). Unfortunately it
is impossible to be any more precise, owing to the nature of the evidence. Among the
‘open’ types, the best indicators include the stepped rims, the related triangular-beaked
rims and the plain rims (rounded). The stepped and triangular-beaked rims have been
identified as representing similar production methods and perhaps, therefore, similar
origins. Based on the parallels identified in Chapter Three, both appear to be
reasonably good indicators of the Early Islamic period - the stepped examples being
more distinctive and thus recognisable (§3.2.1). That said, at Nippur they were
suggested as late Sasanian in date (Meyer 1996: 252), though of the later part of that
period in the 7th century AD. As such it might be suggested that stepped rims are taken
as a mid-7th to 9th century form, with future work needed to refine this dating at either
end. The presence of scratch-engraved decoration on one thin example of a stepped
rim at Unguja Ukuu indicates that this type must have been produced in the 9th century
AD, owing to the accepted chronology of that technique (§3.5.2). Kroger’s suggestion
of stepped rims from the ‘9th-10th century’ at Nishapur should not, however, be taken
as evidence of continuity into the 10th century as the glass from the site was summarily
dated and may well need to be pushed much earlier (Kroger 1995).

6.2.2.4. Possible types representing an (early)-9th century introduction?
The plain rims (rounded) are interesting in that they are almost exclusively found at
Unguja Ukuu, where they are present in huge numbers, with just one example from
Kuwait (Fig. 6.2). The Kuwaiti example was found at the site of Shiqaya, noted to have
been occupied into the 9th century AD in contrast to the coastal settlements. This
distribution might be used to argue that this form and type is not present in the late-7th
and 8th centuries AD, but was introduced in the early 9th century AD. As it is found
almost exclusively in an IB colour, it may also be appropriate to suggest that metal as
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sharing a similar date. Indeed, as shall be seen below, it has been speculated that this
IB colour represents a 9th century AD plant ash glass. A suggestion of a link between
this rim type, metal and the flat to rounded base is made below, thus suggesting a 9th
century AD introduction for all three. As such, it might be worth considering these types
as a glass based variety of the ‘Samara Horizon’ ceramic wares used to date the onset
of the early to mid-9th century AD.

Another rare type that may be a useful indicator of chronology is the plate, particularly
the large dark blue variety represented twice at Unguja Ukuu. It was noted that such
blue plates are often decorated with scratch-engraved decoration, as discussed in
§3.2.10. Although the small Unguja Ukuu fragments are not engraved, the profiles are
certainly reminiscent of types that are. In this case, the presence of these examples
exclusively at Unguja Ukuu seems to fit with a probable 9th century AD date. Within
Kuwait, it is tempting to speculate that the other rim type found at Shiqaya and not at
the coast, the vertical neck (narrow), represents a slightly later introduction (§3.1.4).
This is a dangerous argument however, owing to the fact that very small numbers are
involved.

6.2.2.5. Less reliable indicators of the Early Islamic glass tradition
In spite of their regular presence, the folded and flattened rims are not particularly
useful chronological indicators. It was seen in Chapter Three how the folded and
flattened rim has an extremely wide chronological distribution, from Roman to Mamluk
and beyond (§3.1.1). Likewise, the flaring necks are quite nondescript, lacking a
distinctive feature specific to the Early Islamic variety (§3.1.6). Another common variety,
those fragments with inwards-folded rims, have been shown to span a long
chronological period and thus cannot be taken as type fossils in themselves, though
can certainly be said to have been part of the Early Islamic repertoire (§3.2.3). The
same is true of plain rims (thick) and plain rims (fine), these being more ‘umbrella’
categories than refined types, as well as the other less common types. For these and
the less common types, their presence in Kuwait and/or Unguja Ukuu now at least
provides good evidence of their association with late 7th to 9th century AD contexts.
Altogether, the best way to date an assemblage of must be according to the context in
which it was discovered. With the tentative exception of ribbed necks (narrow), none of
the closed types can be dated precisely enough to determine as Early Islamic based on
profile alone. As will be seen below, colour and decoration, where present, might help
in this dating; but in the vast majority of cases profile will have to stand alone.
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Base types

Kuwait Qty.

Unguja Ukuu
Qty.

Colour

Decoration

Related types

Push-up
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LGB; OG; CL;
IB; EG; BL; TQ
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All rim types?
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2

1

OG; TQ

None

-
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2

1

CL; OG; IB

None

-

Folded ring

1

7

IB; CL; OG;
LGB

None

-

Solid ring

1

0

EG

None

-

Flat disc

1

0

IB

None

-

Flat angular

2

1

OG; CL; TQ

None

-

Flat to
rounded

2

38

IB; CL; OG;
LGB

None

Plain rims
(rounded)?
Pinched
decoration?

Internallyknobbed

1

0

LGB

None

-

Internallystepped

1

0

-

None

-

Pontil pad

3

0

OG; CL

None

-

FIG. 6.3. THE BASE TYPES

6.2.2.6. ‘Push-up’ types dominate the base assemblage
Chapter Three revealed the extent of the dominance of push-up base types in the Early
Islamic glass tradition (Fig. 6.3), with these making up 85.59% of the entire base
assemblage by fragment count! This is not a particularly surprising revelation, but one
that has not actually been substantiated by quantified data. That said, Chapter Three
has also demonstrated a surprising degree of variety in the fact that 11 different base
types were identified (not including the different size categories of push-ups). Of the
types other than the push-up bases, just one (the flat to rounded base) is present in
double figures. The remaining eight types are represented by just a single fragment at
one or both sites. This suggests that all the other types are to be considered rarities
within the Early Islamic glass tradition. Particularly unusual are the internally-knobbed
and internally-stepped bases found in the Kadhima region in Area ABC. It is interesting
that of the 11 types five are unique to Kuwait while none are unique to Unguja Ukuu.
This suggests that a limited selection of the possible base types made it to Unguja
Ukuu, whether due to the slight difference in the chronology of the sites (with the
implication being that these types are earlier varieties and/or push-up bases are
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increasingly dominant as time goes on) or by virtue of what was on supply or in
demand.

6.2.2.7. Potential links between rim and base types
It was noted that it is notoriously difficult to match base fragments with rims. The pushup bases seem to be related to almost all rim types based on published examples of
complete forms from sites elsewhere. The fact that push-up bases are so dominant,
and the other varieties so rare, suggests that very few glass vessels possessed
anything other than a push-up base. The flat to rounded bases identified here however,
particularly those from Unguja Ukuu, seem to be linked to the plain rims (rounded)
open vessel type and the IB colour group. Indeed, as the Kuwaiti examples were both
found at 9th century AD Shiqaya and the type is absent from the coast, these might be
considered another indicator of the 9th century AD.

Miscellaneous Kuwait Qty. Unguja Ukuu Colour
types
Qty.

Decoration

Related
types

Internal body
folds

2

8

IB; LGB

None

-

Applied feet

4

1

CL; CL/TQ; IB None

-

Chunks

1

0

EG

-

None

FIG. 6.4. THE MISCELLANEOUS TYPES

6.2.2.8. The miscellaneous fragments
The three ‘miscellaneous’ types reveal something about the idiosyncrasies of the Early
Islamic glass tradition (Fig. 6.4). First, the internal body folds provide an example of the
type of manipulation to which some vessels were treated. The fact that these appear in
both Kuwait and Unguja Ukuu indicates that this feature must have been reasonably
widespread - yet it is not something particularly easy to recognise in the external
parallels identified. The technique alone is not a particularly precise indicator of an
Early Islamic date as the technique of folding vessels at their midpoint is known in
Roman glassware, though externally-folded examples seem to be more common
(§3.4.1). Nor are the applied feet particularly useful as chronological markers, being a
relatively ubiquitous technique. These are again rare finds, but present both in Kuwait
and Unguja Ukuu. The presence of the single glass chunk in Kuwait may be evidence
of a distribution network for raw glass, should this interpretation be correct. As such,
this suggests more attention should be paid to the possibility of raw glass moving
around, as well as ‘cullet’ for recycling.
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6.2.2.9. Why the limited range of types?
The limited range of rim types found in the Kuwait and Unguja Ukuu assemblages
requires some explanation. On the one hand, expanding the typology to include
material from more sites and a wider region will broaden the picture. However, the fact
that the assemblages from Kuwait and Unguja Ukuu are so similar, in spite of their
various geographic, cultural and socio-economic differences, does warrant some
discussion of why these same types were so popular and widespread. Often fragments
of the same types are found in a range of sizes, suggesting their popularity (and thus
repeated manufacture) among glass workers and users alike may have been down to
their versatility. The other scenario supported by the variability in size is that a single
rim type was associated with a variety of vessel forms. As such, glass workers may
have stuck to a limited range of rim types with which they were comfortable, with this
masking a greater level of variability in production of overall forms. The reasons for the
high level of standardisation in rims are uncertain. A highly localised production seems
unlikely owing to the small number of forms, high level of standardisation, and
distribution across a wide area. Another possible scenario is that glass was mostly
worked by craftsmen whose knowledge was shared across the decentralised
production and working centres. Some movement of craftsmen would be required in
this model.

6.2.2.10. The missing pieces of the jigsaw
If Chapter Three has demonstrated which types composed the Early Islamic glass
tradition as seen from Kuwait and Unguja Ukuu, it remains to ask what aspects of that
tradition are missing from these assemblages. A consultation of the relevant literature
highlights a number of possibilities, however owing to the aforementioned general
problems with how glass reports are structured and published, it is hard to identify just
how frequent these features were within Early Islamic glassware. Potential vessels
missing from these assemblages might include solid stemmed goblets and lamps. It
can be hard to distinguish between whether a vessel represents a drinking goblet or a
lamp owing to the fact that they tend to have a similar stemmed form to which a small
cup-like body is attached (Pollak 1996). Goblets and/or lamps are common at a
number of sites which are broadly similar in terms of assemblage to the sites discussed
by this thesis, such as Nippur (Meyer 1996: 250, no. 28-39), Nishapur (Kroger 1995:
179), Seleucia (Negro Ponzi 1970-71: fig. 54), Manda (Morrison 1984: 174, fig. 143),
possibly Shanga where they are interpreted as ‘phial bases’ (Horton 1996: 316, fig.
241) and Bat Galim (Pollak 2008: 56). The variety of ring bases identified at Kuwait and
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Unguja Ukuu may well belong to such vessels though it is difficult to be certain,
however, there are no solid stems in either assemblage.

Another surprising absence is any evidence of elongated necks, types of which may be
seen at Caesarea (Pollak 2003: 166-169, no. 8-10, 41-43), Kush (Price & Worrell Year:
154), Selucia (Negro Ponzi 1970-71: fig. 49) and Shanga (Horton 1996). That said,
such necks are likely to be highly fragmentary, making them difficult to identify in
archaeological assemblages. Indeed, the flaring necks (wide-mouths) discussed in
Chapter Three may in fact belong to such vessels (§3.1.11), based on parallels with the
above sites and also at Shanga (Horton 1996: 316, fig. 238). One of the problems in
identifying the missing parts of the assemblages is that there is no accepted idea of
what the complete tradition should look like. Attempting to identify the missing parts of
an Early Islamic glass assemblage is like trying to complete a jigsaw with only part of
the pieces and no idea of what the end result should look like. There are so many
variables to account for which may influence presence and absence, ranging from luck
to geography to chronology.

It is worth pointing out the absence of a range of more unusual vessels. These might
include inkwells such as at those seen at Nishapur (Kroger 1995: 176-178) and
Samara (Lamm 1928: fig. 19). The implication might be that this signifies a generally
illiterate community, or at least the absence of professions where writing is important,
though it should be remembered that the numbers involved are small. Also missing are
the distinctive spouted alembics or cupping glasses, such as those seen at Caesarea
(Pollak 2003: 166), Nishapur (Kroger 1995: page), Samara (Lamm 1928) and Fustat
(Scanlon & Pinder-Wilson 2001: 56). By the same tenuous reasoning this might
indicate the absence of chemists or a medical industry. These are the kinds of vessels
likely to be found in larger cities, with larger populations and a wider range of industries
and professions.

6.2.2.11. Filling in the blanks
The reason why these types are missing from Kuwait or Unguja Ukuu could relate to a
range of factors. The first is that these missing types were not all that common. Another
scenario may be that they were confined to certain functional or socio-economic
contexts not represented in the assemblages discussed by this thesis. This is likely true
of the alembics and cupping glasses, normally associated with medicine or distillery;
and the goblets, lamps and more elaborate vessels, these being confined to contexts of
a higher socio-economic status and, in the case of lamps, of greater architectural
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grandeur. The absence of more mundane types is likely due to chance, slight
differences in chronology, or even geographical circumstances as much as anything.
Indeed it is important to remember that the typology presented in Chapter Three is
based, primarily, on just two sites - and these reflecting a bias towards the Persian
Gulf/Western Indian Ocean region. A huge amount of work is required to tackle the
question of just how common these types were in the Early Islamic glass tradition as a
whole. It is not even guaranteed that it is possible to do this from published data alone.
It would perhaps be better to re-examine the original material from certain wellexcavated sites according to the above methodology, consequently expanding the
typology as applied in Chapter Three, rather than attempting to answer this question
through a literature review.

6.2.3. Challenging the ‘art historical’ perspective
An important objective of this thesis was to confront the impression of Early Islamic
glassware offered by publications relating to material from museum and private
collections. Chapter One suggested that an ‘art historical’ approach to glass, reliant on
hand-picked, exceptional material, has created a misleading picture of the components
of the tradition. The above section has produced results which challenge the idea that
glass was a ‘luxury’ item in Early Islamic society. While it may have been valued, all the
vessels identified in both assemblages are types well suited (at least in theory)

to

being employed for practical, quotidian purposes. This point is further explored in the
subsequent section. For now, it is worth considering some of the glass publications
which have been highly influential in Early Islamic glass studies, and contrasting them
with the archaeological assemblages examined in this thesis. The point is not to
denigrate the art historical approach, nor the publication of material from museum and
private collections. Indeed, in the interests of transparency this is imperative. Rather,
the point is to demonstrate the sheer distance between the two perspectives.

6.2.3.1. Understanding the dominance of the ‘art historical’ perspective
An analysis of three well published and influential texts suffices to demonstrate the
emphasis adopted concerning such material. Stefano Carboni’s Glass from Islamic
Lands (2001) publishes the glass held in the al-Sabah collection, owned by the Kuwaiti
royal family, and published by Thames & Hudson. Carboni, along with the late David
Whitehouse, also edited Glass of the Sultans, a summary of glass based on exhibition
of material in New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Corning Museum of Glass,
and the Benaki Museum in Athens, and published by Yale University Press. Most
recently, Whitehouse published volume one of the Islamic Glass in the Corning
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Museum of Glass (2010), published in-house. The range of publishers who have dealt
with this material is already worthy of mention. Thames & Hudson represents an
internationally renowned commercial publisher, whereas the Yale University Press
represents an established academic institution. The credentials of these institutions
undoubtedly influences the reception of the material, introducing it into mainstream
‘public’ academia, while ensuring a high standard of publication. It is only in regard to
the Corning glass where the publisher represents a similar organisation to the owner of
the material subject. There is a huge contrast here with the publication of
archaeological assemblages of glass. Most projects struggle for funding, and glass
reports are rarely a priority. As such, archaeological glass reports are generally brief,
produced to a basic standard, scantily illustrated and often found in academic journals
of restricted access. There is a theme here whereby different groups within the tradition
of glass studies tend to stick to interests which match their own social position. The
wealthy collectors, whether corporations or royal families, tend to fund research into the
more ‘elite’ components of the Early Islamic glass tradition. Meanwhile the
archaeological community, somewhat lower down the socio-economic ladder than
kings, is left to deal with the much more common but mundane material, struggling all
the while for funds and recognition.

6.2.3.2. Reassessing the prevalence of decorated glass in the Early
Islamic tradition
Turning to the contents of the above publications, there is an obvious emphasis on
decorated material. This not only reflects the contents of the collections, but also the
perceived interest and topics thought to be of ‘importance’. Carboni’s Glass from
Islamic Lands focusses on ‘luster-patined’ glass (Carboni 2001: 51-69) and glass with
‘cut’ decoration (Carboni 2001: 71-137). The Kuwaiti and Unguja Ukuu archaeological
assemblages, by contrast, contain no luster painted glass, and just three fragments of
scratch-engraved glass with no examples of the other cutting techniques discussed by
Carboni. The same focus on decoration is seen in Glass of the Sultans and Islamic
Glass in the Corning Museum with considerable attention paid to mould blown, mosaic,
cameo and hot worked glass in addition to the above categories (Carboni &
Whitehouse 2001; Whitehouse 2010). Again these categories are either not present or
seen in tiny numbers in the Kuwait and Unguja Ukuu assemblages. Where there are
overlaps, such as with moulded glass, the examples in these publications are much
more elaborate than the simple dimpled fragments identified in this thesis.
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Kuwait Qty.

Unguja Ukuu Qty.

TOTAL

Appliqué
button

1

-

1

Trailed

10

14

24

Dimpled

36

1

37

Mosaic/
Millefiori

-

1

1

Pinched

-

13

13

Scratchengraved

-

3

3

TOTAL QTY

47

79

5722

TOTAL %

2.24%

0.88%

1.38%

FIG. 6.5. PREVALENCE OF DECORATION

The question is how much overlap there is between the collection perspective and the
archaeological one. Carboni has suggested that 60-70% of an assemblage will be
undecorated (Carboni 2001: 139). When considering this figure, it must be borne in
mind that the undecorated glass mentioned by Carboni includes highly worked and
trailed glass that would be considered decorated within this thesis (Carboni 2001:
192-193). In addition to this are the ‘exception’ types listed as missing above, including
inkwells, cupping glasses, ‘qumqum’ perfume sprinklers, elaborate ewers and objects
with zoomorphic features including camels and birds. Whether these fragments are
included or not, the disparity between Carboni’s idea of the prevalence decoration and
the impression from the archaeological assemblages herein is staggering.

One of the most important results from Chapter Three and the thesis generally is to
show just how little Early Islamic material was in fact decorated. Of the total of 5722
fragments of glass analysed in this thesis, just 79 exhibit any decoration, or just 1.38%
(Fig. 6.5). If the trailed and applied fragments are not included, this figure would be
even lower. The discovery of a single fragment of mosaic or millefiori glass and just
three fragments of scratch-engraved glass, all at Unguja Ukuu, attests to the rarity of
these well-researched decorative schemes. The conclusion here must be that museum
and private collections are not a good guide to the Early Islamic glass tradition. While
this point may seem obvious, it is surprising the extent to which such approaches have
influenced the discipline. Even this thesis has consulted collected material on a
frequent basis. Until archaeological assemblages of glass achieve a higher standard of
publication and wider access (first through well funded online databases and open
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access publishing), the art historical approaches to museum and private collections will
continue to have an undue influence on the discipline.

It is unfortunately very difficult to assess how this picture compares to that at other
archaeological sites. The problem again lies in the absence of quantified assemblages
and the generally selective publication of data. A subjective survey of the literature
would suggest that this figure is quite low. However, even archaeological glass reports
tend to over emphasise decorated fragments, owing to the fact that they are an
important tool for dating and generally garner more interest (see §6.2.3.3). As such,
future work is needed to ascertain how the figure of 1.38% provided by this thesis
compares with other contemporary sites within the Indian Ocean.

It is worth a brief consideration of the implications of this observation on the issue of
‘value’ of the glass. On the one hand, the practical attributes of the forms and the low
proportion of decorated or elaborate material in the archaeological assemblages (in
contrast to the museum and private collection publications) seems to suggest that the
types in question were not particularly luxurious in nature or of high value in an
absolute sense, as much as this is possible to determine. However, we should also
consider the potential impact upon relative value engendered by the type of contexts
from which these assemblages originated. The Kuwaiti sites are, for the most part,
undeveloped in an economic sense. As such, one might make the argument that any
glass (or indeed other material object) would have held a greater value than to be
expected in, for example, an urban environment. At Unguja Ukuu, however, distance
and the inferred social connections embodied by the glass were perhaps more
important factors in determining relative value, a point discussed further in §6.3.2.

6.2.3.3. Although rare, decorated types are the best dated
In spite of their rarity, decorative techniques remain the best dated components of the
Early Islamic glass tradition. The mosaic and scratch-engraved techniques can be
closely dated to the 9th century AD (§3.5.1 and 3.5.2). This chronology is supported by
the results of this thesis, specifically in their presence at Unguja Ukuu but absence
from the earlier Kuwaiti sites. Alternatively, the large quantity of dimpled glass from
Kuwait, which represents the use of a ‘mould-blown’ production method with a great
longevity, seems to support the presence of this technique in the late 7th and 8th
centuries AD. Trailed glass, also suggested as having a long chronology going back
into the Roman period, is also present in considerable numbers at both sites. The
conclusion is that mould-blown and trailed glass, though less well researched and
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poorly dated, are in fact much more common features of Early Islamic glassware than
their better known contemporaries - mosaic and scratch-engraved glass.

The fragments decorated with a pinched technique are only found at Unguja Ukuu, and
exclusively in association with the IB glass used to produced the plain rims (rounded)
and flat to rounded bases. As such, it is tempting to posit a link between this metal, rim
and base type and decorative technique, and perhaps thus a 9th century AD date. That
said, if this technique is considered to be the same as the ‘pinched’ decoration noted
elsewhere, the received dating would be to place it earlier, in the second half of the 7th
century AD and the 8th century AD. In this case, one might wonder why it is not present
in Kuwait but in Unguja Ukuu - rarity of decoration aside. One possible explanation may
relate to its geographic origins, though this remains unexplored. This thesis thus raises
considerable questions about the pinched technique that needs a great deal further
exploration.

6.2.3.4. Deliberately-coloured glass is also rare
It remains to consider the range of colour groups identified. These groups are
described in Chapter Two as part of the methodology. Altogether, 11 different colours
were recognised (not including weathered glass (COR), mosaic glass (MOSAIC),
modern glass (M) and an unknown (U) category). For the most part these groupings
are probably not significant. Problems with recording the colour of glass were noted in
Chapter Two (§2.2.2.5). As such, it is likely that many of the colour groups, particularly
the so-called ‘natural’ categories such as LGB, OG and EG glass represent a mixture
of chemical compositions. Indeed, the posited extent of recycling known to have been a
part of glass production in the Islamic world almost guarantees this. The deliberately
coloured categories include BL, TQ, PK, RD and BK. Among the two assemblages, of
the glass for which colour group can be identified just 3.12% in Unguja Ukuu and
4.87% in Kuwait appears to have been deliberately coloured.

6.2.3.5. A 9th century AD glass group?
The IB glass, very common at Unguja Ukuu but relatively rare in Kuwait, may represent
a naturally-coloured glass with a dramatically distinct chemical composition. Indeed the
metal is, on appearance, markedly different not just in colour but in texture and quality.
In the first instance it was speculated that this metal represents a 9th century AD
‘Abbasid’ plant-ash glass, something which would later be seen to fit with its
widespread distribution in Unguja Ukuu but more or less total absence from the broadly
late 7th to 8th century AD sites in Kuwait. This is not to say that the other metals
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automatically represent glass made using a mineral sodium source, such as natron, as
would be typical of glass made in the Levantine area until the 9th century AD. While
this is a possibility, the difference may also suggest a change in the type of plant ash
glass produced between the centuries.

6.2.3.6. A link between metal and provenance?
Scientific analysis of the Kuwaiti and Unguja Ukuu glass has a huge potential to
enhance the value of the results of this thesis. Should the proposed distinction between
‘IB’ glass and the other natural groups bear out, then this would raise the question of
what different colour groups were doing in Kuwait in the late-7th and 8th century AD.
Part of the distinction may be between plant ash and mineral soda glass, or different
plant ash groups. It is possible that the origins of the mixed metals lies in the division
between glass production and glass working, and in the role played by craftsmen. One
scenario may be that glass production took place in many decentralised locations
throughout the Islamic world, with some or much of the resulting raw glass (produced in
slab form) broken up and distributed to secondary working sites where it could be
worked into vessels on demand. This would also explain the mechanism by which a
narrow range of standardised glass forms are produced across a huge area and in
different colour types. The dramatically coloured metals, such as the BL (Blue), TQ
(Turquoise), PK (Pink), RD (Red) and BK (Black) may well represent close groups, yet
this is not a guarantee as strong colour can be imparted by the addition of a small
quantity of a colourant. For example, the BL colour could be achieved in a range of
different glass compositions by the addition of a small amount of copper or cobalt. In
the event, a more significant point is to note that these groups are found in very small
quantities in both assemblages, vastly outnumbered by the naturally-coloured varieties
described above.

6.3. Aim 2: assessing the practical and social
function of glass
The second aim of the thesis was to assess the practical and social function of vessel
glass in material life at different sites in the western Indian Ocean region. It was earlier
argued that little attention had been paid to the role played by glass in material life
(§1.2.4), this being a symptom of a general lack of attention paid to what might be
termed ‘consumption’ in the discipline of glass studies. This state-of-affairs is true of
glass studies generally with just a few exceptions (e.g. Willmott 1999), but particularly
so in the Middle East and Indian Ocean regions. Of course, information regarding
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‘function’ can be found in glass reports pertaining to this region; the issue is that
discussions of consumption are often summary, rarely take a front seat, and are poorly
theorised. On this point, Chapter Two suggested that object categories tend to be
considered in homogenous terms (§2.1.2), which for glass tends to stray towards the
concepts of a ‘luxury’ commodity, elite status and wealth. Although it doesn’t take much
thought to realise that these associations only tell part of the story, the idea has proven
particularly stubborn to shift. The problem is the general absence of a considered
approach to function in relation to the Early Islamic glass tradition. Daniel Keller’s short
study of the Sasanian and Early Islamic glass from Kush shows the potential for such
an approach (Keller 2010). Unfortunately it is very much limited in its scope, and its
impact is reduced by the lack of comparable studies. This thesis has hopefully
addressed these problems to the extent which it is possible in a research project of this
size.

6.3.1. The results of Chapters Four and Five
The in-depth analysis of the assemblages from Kuwait and Unguja Ukuu in Chapters
Four and Five explores consumption to a degree that for Keller was impossible, while it
also increases the value of his work in producing something that it can be compared to.
This allows the discipline to begin to ask more complex questions, such as how
geographic, cultural and socio-economic context can influence the adoption and use of
material culture. Before comparing the role played by glass in Kuwait, Unguja Ukuu
and at other sites in the western Indian Ocean such as Kush, it is necessary to
reconsider the results from the sites analysed in Chapters Four and Five. Chapter Four
analysed the place of glass in material life at a number of sites in Kuwait. explored by
the Kadhima Project. The different fieldwork and artefact collection methodologies
employed in the various regions inevitably meant that different depths of analysis were
possible at the various sites. As such, the following discussion focuses predominately
on the excavated sites in the Kadhima region (Area ABC and Area E) and Mughaira,
with a brief discussion of the survey material from Shiqaya. Chapter Five analysed the
function of glass at Unguja Ukuu. As the two fieldwork methodologies were different,
the extent to which the two glass assemblages are comparable is inevitably restricted.
That said, the fact that both assemblage were analysed according to the same
methodology has overcome some of these issues. As such, the thesis has been able to
make a number of original contributions to knowledge on this little explored topic.
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6.3.1.1. Accounting for site taphonomy
Throughout the following discussion of practical and social function it is important to
bear in mind the role that various site formation processes and post-depositional
taphonomy have undoubtedly played in structuring the nature of the archaeological
record and thus our interpretations. In the course of Chapters 4 and 5, as well as in
Appendixes A and B, observations were made as to the nature of the contexts of
discovery, with a view to understanding the past activities which might have taken
place at the relevant locations. As such, it is essential to reflect upon the unfortunate
fact that point of discovery does not necessarily correlate with point of use.

The nature of the archaeological sequence in regard to the Kuwaiti sites suggested that
the primary use of the glass fragments could be safely associated with the buildings in
question, particularly owing to the absence of any other material-generating activity and
low-levels of off-site spread. This means it is possible to make predictions as to how
glass was used in and around a given structure. However, what is not certain is
whether artefacts found in, for example, a given room or courtyard, were in fact used in
that locality in a primary instance, whether they were deposited there secondarily, or
finally whether post-depositional processes such as weather action or disturbance saw
them find their point of discovery. Owing to the nature of the deposits and low levels of
post-abandonment activity at the sites, I would be fairly confident that the point of the
discovery of the glass fragments is very close to their primary use context, though it is
impossible to preclude the possibility that secondary processes of discard and dumping
are responsible for the eventual patterns.

At Unguja Ukuu, the archaeological sequence and thus the glass assemblage was
interpreted, for the most part, as reflecting secondary dumping of material used nearby,
with only some glass possibly found in direct association with a built structure in trench
UU15. As such, discussions of the role of glass at Unguja Ukuu must be made without
the benefit of thorough understanding of their primary use context. The result of this is
that the assessments made below are more generalised than those for the individual
Kuwaiti buildings, and focussed more on the wider social role of glass at Unguja Ukuu
as a site, rather than its specific uses in individual primary use contexts.

6.3.1.2. Glass played a variety of roles in Early Islamic Kuwait
Altogether, the most important outcome from Chapter Four is that vessel glass can be
shown to have played a wide variety of roles in Early Islamic Kuwait, in spite of the fact
that many of the sites are in close proximity to one another and overlap in chronology.
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A total of 663 fragments of glass were recovered from Area ABC, with the diagnostic
rim fragments suggesting an estimate of 63 vessels. The context of discovery in Area
ABC was predominately that of a three-roomed mud-brick structure and extra-mural
courtyard. This building was most likely involved in the maintenance and administration
of a stone-lined well and cistern complex, itself designed to facilitate the watering of
multiple pack animals at the same time. Both building and well were initially dated to
the late 7th to 8th century AD on the basis of the ceramic evidence, a claim notcontradicted by the glass. Later reuse of the well may have occurred, but this does not
appear to have left much material trace, if any. The glass assemblage was interpreted
as fulfilling a mix of practical roles, with glass most commonly employed as a tableware
perhaps associated with eating and drinking.

No. Vessels

Type

Tablewares

10

All open vessels

Serving/storage

4

Flaring necks (bevelled); Flaring necks (straight)

Domestic storage

3

Folded and flattened rims

Precious
containers

2

Ribbed necks (narrow)

FIG. 6.6. FUNCTION OF GLASS IN THE MUD-BRICK BUILDING, AREA ABC

6.3.1.3. The role of glass in the mud-brick building (Area ABC)
Based on the survey and excavation assemblages, the estimated 63 vessels include
34 open forms compared to just 29 closed or semi-open forms. The excavated material
from the large building alone produced a more balanced assemblage, in which closed
vessel forms narrowly dominated. Looking at just the excavated material from the mudbrick building, figure 6.6 suggests that the tablewares were accompanied in their role
by at least one ‘serving’ type vessel. The exact role of the vessels represented by the
flaring necks (straight) is difficult to predict but has implications as to how the role of
glass in Area ABC should be understood. They seem to relate to some form of serving
vessel or container that regularly used products could be decanted into on demand. A
smaller role for glass as a more utilitarian storage container was also identified in the
three folded and flattened rims which probably represent cheap globular bottles
(§3.1.1). A final (minor) role for glass in the mud-brick building is as a container for what
might be considered more precious items kept in tiny quantities, whether toiletries,
cosmetics, perfumes, medicines or spices.
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The varied and practical nature of this assemblage seems evident - in other words,
glass does not seem to have been employed in the mud-brick building simply as an
expression of wealth or otherwise. While glass may have had such a status, there is
very little support for this. Very few of the fragments from Area ABC were decorated,
with one dimpled open vessel and a fragment with a coloured rim accounting for most.
Furthermore, almost all the glass was produced in a naturally-coloured metal, with just
a handful of deliberately coloured TQ and BL glass (Fig. 4.21).

6.3.1.4. The role of glass in the row of structures (Area E)
A total of 658 fragments of glass were recovered from Area E, equating to a
conservative estimate of 44 original vessels. Area E was defined by a row of eight
structures, again with evidence of an extra-mural activity zone. Several less substantial
structures were identified in the general vicinity, but for the most part left unexcavated.
The ceramic assemblage for Area E is of an identical chronological range to Area ABC,
suggesting the sites were contemporary. Indeed, as Area E is situated just 200 metres
from Area ABC, the two occupations are almost certainly related. Area E may represent
a domestic setting, whereby the inhabitants took advantage of the availability of
adequate water for their own needs and those of their grazing animals. Alternatively, it
may be seen as a more enterprising set-up, involving exchange with any passing
nomads or travellers using the coastal road suggested as linking southern Iraq with
eastern Arabia and the Hijaz. A mix of these two functions is perhaps the most likely
scenario, and indeed a mixed set of functions is what the glass assemblage appears to
suggest.
No. Vessels

Type

Tablewares

11

All open vessels

Serving/storage

18

Flaring necks (straight)

Domestic storage

5

Folded and flattened rims

Precious containers

2

Ribbed necks (narrow)

FIG. 6.7. FUNCTION OF GLASS IN THE EXCAVATED STRUCTURES AT AREA E

The assemblage includes a similar range of types to Area ABC, but in completely
different proportions. The survey and excavation assemblages produced just 12 open
vessel forms compared to 32 closed vessels, a dramatically different picture to that
witnessed in Area ABC. Looking just at the excavated material (Fig. 6.7), tablewares
still have a strong role, but are eclipsed by whatever function or functions are fulfilled
by the flaring necks (straight). More utilitarian vessels with heavy duty storage functions
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are present in similar proportions as at Area ABC, with a smaller role for glass as a
container for more precious commodities. Like Area ABC, decorated glass was also
very limited, making up just 0.61% of the assemblage, with coloured glass also
incredibly rare.

6.3.1.5. Explaining the differences between Area ABC and Area E:
administration and hospitality versus domesticity?
How should the differences in the assemblages between Area ABC and Area E be
understood? The fact that these sites are so close and seemingly contemporary
suggests that neither geographic nor chronological factors are responsible. As such,
the most likely factors are the functional differences between the two sites and the
(potentially related) socio-economic status of the relative groups. A purely functional
explanation might be that material culture was more integral to the role played by the
mud-brick building in Area ABC - perhaps in providing hospitality for those travelling
through or using the well and cistern complex. It should also be remembered that the
Area E glass is related to multiple structures, eight in the main row, whereas the Area
ABC glass represents an assemblage from just one building. The above functions
outlined in figure 6.7 were thus distributed across multiple buildings, whereas the mudbrick building in Area ABC saw glass fulfil all the functions in one. Should Area E be
interpreted as a more traditional domestic setting, perhaps less glass was actually
required by any one household. This is not completely convincing, however, with the
quantity of glass and the architectural differences also suggesting some difference in
socio-economic status between the inhabitants of Area ABC and those of Area E. It is
likely that a full explanation of the differences between these assemblages will remain
elusive, but it is worth making the point that this analysis of the glass assemblage has
made good progress in elucidating differences between the two contexts which are
otherwise evidenced merely by architecture. Clearly, even in two closely related sites,
consumption of material culture and particularly glass is very sensitive to changing
functional and socio-economic practices.

6.3.1.6. The role of glass at Mughaira
The site of Mughaira offers a third context of discovery for the glass from Kuwait.
Mughaira represents a vast settlement with some 75 partially upstanding structural
features evident within an area of 20 ha, not including the other ephemeral stone
features. The ceramic evidence from Mughaira suggests that it was again occupied in
the late 7th to 8th century AD, thus more-or-less contemporary with Areas ABC and E.
Just one of its more substantial structures, the three-roomed stone-walled building and
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extra-mural courtyard excavated through trench EX49, produced 473 fragments of
glass amounting to 36 original vessels. The glass assemblage for this building was
strongly dominated by closed vessel forms, with the 24 examples of these
outnumbering the 12 open vessels, indicating the majority role for glass was as a
storage vessel rather than a tableware (Fig. 6.8). There is almost no role for glass as a
container for more precious commodities, to an even more extreme degree than that
seen elsewhere.

No. Vessels

Type

Tableware

12

All open types

Serving/storage

9

Flaring neck (straight) & Neck B

Utilitarian storage

9

Folded and flattened rims & Neck A

Precious containers

1

Constricted neck

FIG. 6.8. FUNCTION OF GLASS IN EX49, MUGHAIRA

There is a huge contrast between the quantity of glass in EX49 and that from the three
other structures excavated at Mughaira through trenches EX50-3. These three
structures, built in the same type of simple architecture observed at Area E, produced
just 83 fragments of glass or a rim-derived estimate of five vessels. As noted in Chapter
Four, it is impossible to say much regarding the role played by glass in relation to these
buildings, other than to say that it played very little role indeed. The presence of a glass
‘kohl stick’, however, is evidence of one kind of activity associated with the vessels
considered containers for precious commodities, and as such fits well with the closed
vessel with the flaring neck (concave) identified in this part of the site.

6.3.1.7. Comparing Kadhima and Mughaira: the impact of site function and
socio-economic status on glass assemblages
A comparison of the evidence from Mughaira with that from the Kadhima region
produces some unexpected results. The role for glass predicted for the large building in
EX49 appears much more similar to that seen in association with the collective row of
simple structures in Area E, and quite different from the large building at Area ABC.
Furthermore, the complex of simple structures explored by EX50-53, which are
architecturally identical to those at Area E, produced very little glass at all! It might have
been reasonable to expect that architectural similarities would translate into similar
glass assemblages, and thus similar roles for glass and other types of material culture.
In this part of Early Islamic Kuwait this does not appear to be the case. As such, some
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explanation is required. Presumably the two large buildings, that in Area ABC and that
in EX49 at Mughaira, represent different functions, their similarities in architectural
scale being somewhat misleading.

It has been suggested that the mud-brick building in Area ABC performed a role
relating to the management of the associated well complex located along the coastal
road. As such, the building at Area ABC is likely to have hosted visitors and travellers,
some of whom may have been travelling in an official capacity, with this perhaps
explaining the higher proportion of open tablewares. The two building complexes at
Mughaira (EX49 and EX50-53), like Area E, may represent a more traditional domestic
environment, with the differences in the assemblages between these sites being mostly
one of quantity or scale. One interpretation is that such differences in the quantity of
material culture relate to socio-economic stratification. In this model, the inhabitants of
the large building at Mughaira would be at the top of the ladder, the inhabitants of Area
E somewhere in the middle, and those of EX50-53 very much at the bottom. When it is
remembered that the large building at EX49 produced as many vessels (36) as the
eight structures at Area E put together, the extent of this potential socio-economic
inequality becomes starkly apparent. That said, the inequality within Mughaira, that is,
between EX49 and EX50-53, is even greater, with the latter three structures producing
an estimate of just five vessels in total. The details of the social organisation of these
various structures and structure complexes may have mitigated the extent of this
inequality somewhat, with perhaps more individuals associated with the large building
or otherwise.

6.3.1.8. An alternative cultural explanation for the variation in the glass
assemblages between the sites?
As an alternative explanatory model, cultural differences between the various groups
may have led to considerable variability in demand for material culture such as glass,
visible even within this confined study area. In this interpretation, the large building at
EX49 might represent a sedentary community, prepared to invest in substantial built
architecture and material items, while the EX50-53 and even Area E complexes would
represent a less permanent (seasonal?) presence of nomadic or semi-nomadic
communities. This scenario is less convincing, particularly for Area E, in that it is
uncertain why should groups should have invested in any material culture or built
infrastructure at all.
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No. Vessels

Type

Tablewares

4

All open vessels

Utilitarian storage

2

Folded and flattened rim & Neck A

Precious containers

2

Ribbed neck (narrow) & Vertical neck (narrow)

FIG. 6.9. FUNCTION OF GLASS AT SHIQAYA

6.3.1.9. The glass from Shiqaya: a fourth assemblage pattern?
The final use-context for glass worth discussing is that of Shiqaya, located in the Wadi
al-Batin. Shiqaya was marked as different from the above sites for a number of
reasons: first for its geographic location, being located inland on a major
communication route; second for its chronology, with the presence of a small number of
so-called Samara Horizon ceramic wares indicating occupation into the 9th century;
third for its function, being interpreted as a way-station on the road from Basra to the
Hijaz. The archaeological remains at the site include a large palatial type structure
measuring some 30 x 20 m and with a complex internal tripartite plan delineated by
plastered walls, a series of small structures in the surrounding area, an industrial
complex seemingly concerned with brick production, and at least one major well.
Although just 80 glass fragments were collected during a brief survey, mostly in the
area of the palatial building, the assemblage suggests some differences from the
above. The small number of diagnostics suggested the usual mixed assemblage of
tablewares and closed vessels. However, of the four closed vessels for which function
could be ascribed, two of these belong to small containers for precious commodities or
‘toiletries’. Although the numbers are so small as to preclude any evaluation of the
reliability of this figure, it is worth noting that just one such vessel fulfilled this function
in all the excavated material from the large building at EX49, and similar numbers in
Area ABC and Area E. Yet again, this context has suggested yet another possible
variation on a role for glass within the bounds of Early Islamic Kuwait.

6.3.1.10. Summary of the results from Kuwait
Together these four sites suggest four different roles for glass, in spite of the fact that
their assemblages are composed of similar vessel types on the whole. This overlap,
and the fact that the sites are broadly contemporary, suggests that chronology is not
the main explanatory factor. Nor can geographic differences, which might suggest
diverse origins for the material, be responsible owing to the fact that all the sites are in
close proximity and well connected to eastern Arabia, southwest Iran and southern
Iraq. It appears that the functional and socio-economic context of the various sites is
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the key to understanding the differences in the glass assemblages in Kuwait. This is a
simple point but one that is unexplored in the field of glass studies, particularly within
the study region explored by this thesis. This thesis has demonstrated, for the first time,
that a wide variety of different roles were fulfilled by the same glass components in the
Early Islamic period, even within a region as small as northern Kuwait. Having
presented a picture of how glass was used with these contexts, it is worth comparing
the results with the role of glass as demonstrated at Unguja Ukuu, before proceeding to
discuss briefly the significance of the findings in light of several published sites.

6.3.2. Comparing the results from Kuwait and Unguja Ukuu
Chapter Five presented the glass from the site of Unguja Ukuu. The total of 3625
fragments and 255 vessels vastly surpasses the quantity of glass from all the Kuwaiti
sites, in spite of the fact that the excavations at Unguja Ukuu covered just a small area
of 26 m2. The context of discovery at Unguja Ukuu was less clear cut than in Kuwait,
consisting in the main part of an ambiguous mixture of middens, frequently disturbed
by marine transgression, with a small number of trampled surfaces and just one posthole structure. As such, the interpretation of the glass must take place without a clear
understanding of the use-context for the material. Indeed, it is even possible that glass
came to Unguja Ukuu by virtue of a role as a trading emporia, whereby imported glass
and other commodities were subsequently redistributed elsewhere along the East
African coast. That said, Unguja Ukuu has been interpreted as a substantial settlement
covering some 17 ha. As such it is worth considering the role of glass at the site
according to the assumption that much of the assemblage studied herein entered the
archaeological record subsequent to use, rather than following breakage in transit.

6.3.2.1. The relative quantity of glass is much greater at Unguja Ukuu
The first point to discuss is the sheer quantity of glass at Unguja Ukuu, particularly in
comparison to the rather paltry sum found in Kuwait. The 255 estimated vessels
originated from an area of just 26 m2 in a site suggested to extend over 17 ha. By way
of comparison, Kadhima produced an estimate of 115 vessels and Mughaira a total of
just 42. Obviously the fieldwork methodologies and site contexts are slightly different,
however some comparisons are possible. First, the estimated vessels from Areas ABC
and E represent a fairly full extent of exploration, and as such might be considered
reasonable conservative estimates for the entirety of the sites. At Mughaira, the 36
vessels estimated for the large building at EX49 could be used to extrapolate towards a
figure for the site as a whole. If the figure from EX49 is taken as an average, the 75
definite structures would produce as many as 2664 vessels. Impressive as this figure is
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in comparison to the paltry sum from Areas ABC and Area E, it still falls far short of the
extrapolated figures suggested for Unguja Ukuu. Figure 5.46 showed that if just 1 ha of
the 17 ha site of Unguja Ukuu produced the same amount of glass as the excavated
area, this would still amount to a total of 98,100 vessels.

6.3.2.2. It is most likely that this glass was used at Unguja Ukuu
It is hard to imagine this quantity of glass being used in Zanzibar or anywhere in the
late 1st millennium AD, let alone some of the larger estimates. However, dividing the
total estimated vessels by the number of years of occupation means that much more
realistic import figures of between just 245 and 490 vessels per year are needed to
meet the figure of 98,100. This figure is entirely manageable if the evidence from
contemporary shipwrecks are taken into account. For example, the Belitung wreck, an
Arab dhow which sank in the Java Sea during the 9th century c. 835 AD while returning
from China, was only 18 m long and 6.4 m wide yet carried some 70,000 pieces of
Chinese pottery and 13 tonnes of lead ingots, with space for smaller numbers of
objects made in precious metals (Stargardt 2014). As such, a dhow destined for Unguja
Ukuu could easily accommodate thousands of glass vessels, even if they represented
just a small percentage of the entire cargo.

Should the large quantity of glass estimated for Unguja Ukuu be used to suggest that
the majority of the glass was not destined for use at the site but for onwards trade, then
98,100 vessels is the sum which would need to be broken in transit or upon unloading
simply to account for the archaeological record. If it is considered that just a tiny
proportion of any cargo would be expected to break (or one cargo in many), then an
almost incomprehensibly high figure would be needed to account for all the glass. For
example, an in-transit breakage rate of 1% would require 9.81 million vessels to have
passed through the site to account for 98,100 vessels! This figure is surely too high,
and as such it seems likely that much of the glass was for use at Unguja Ukuu.

6.3.2.3. An alternative role for glass at Unguja Ukuu
In addition to quantity, glass appears to have played a completely different role at
Unguja Ukuu (or across East Africa?) than at any of the Kuwaiti sites. Whereas the
Kuwaiti sites revealed fairly mixed assemblages of open and closed vessels, with the
latter slightly dominant, at Unguja Ukuu open vessel forms make up a huge 86.67% of
the vessels identified. The huge quantity of open vessels, corresponding to tablewares,
demonstrates a strong functional role for glass as an item employed in acts of
consumption and display - far exceeding any such role at any of the Kuwaiti sites. It
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was suggested that rather than a purely practical function, within the context of Unguja
Ukuu glass was exploited for its social value. In this model, the possession, use and
display of glass was a means of demonstrating one’s wealth and status in society.
Perhaps more important were the connections that it suggested between the owner
and the more distant communities of the wider Indian Ocean, particularly the Islamic
heartland of the Abbasid world.

6.3.2.4. Contextualising the large quantity and social importance of glass
at Unguja Ukuu
The above model fits perfectly with the social and economic context in which the
growth and success of Unguja Ukuu must be understood (see §1.3.1.2). The economic
ability to obtain, and demographic capacity to utilise, such large quantities of material
culture is demonstrated in the emergence and growth of several substantial towns
along the East African coast in the second half of the 1st millennium AD (Spear 2000:
258). The coastal distribution of these communities, which continued a precedent
established in the earlier ‘Kwale’/EIW period, attests to a maritime outlook (Horton
1996b: 407). This outlook, in combination with a ‘Abbasid’ desire for the natural
products such as timber and slave labour plentiful in the East African interior, saw the
growth of a heavy volume of trade by the 8th and 9th centuries AD in which the
inhabitants of the coast are suggested as playing the role of middlemen (Horton 1996b:
412). In Chapter Five, a triangular economic model was proposed to explain this
pattern, whereby Arab merchants seeking East African resources, including slave
labour, would trade directly with the coastal middlemen, exchanging a range of produce
of which pottery and glass are the most visible archaeologically (see also LaViolette
2009: 37). These middlemen, ultimately the inhabitants of places like Unguja Ukuu,
would then exchange locally produced goods for the natural resources of the interior.

By the 8th century AD, places like Unguja Ukuu had a sufficient population and source
of wealth to afford incorporating large quantities of non-local culture into their material
lives. This model also offers an explanation of why they should have desired to do so.
Glass, like other imported commodities, would have represented a physical
embodiment of the relationship between Unguja Ukuu and the wider Indian Ocean,
particularly the powerful Abbasid empire (Sinclair et al. 2012; 734). Following
anthropological observations on the effect of geographic distance on value (Helms
1989), it is likely that the inhabitants of Unguja Ukuu had something to gain by
demonstrating an association with such an economic and political power base, whether
financially, politically or socially.
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6.3.2.5. Indian Ocean imports as a means of social differentiation in East
Africa
In the context of East Africa, this thesis also supports a specific role for glass and other
forms of imported material (and non-material) culture as a means of social
differentiation (e.g, Sinclair et al. 2012; LaViolette 2008; Wynne-Jonnes 2007). Material
objects are particularly apt means of expressing belonging to a particular community or
social group by virtue of the fact that they provide a physical, often portable identifier
for that group, and in that access to them can be somewhat easily controlled
(Appadurai 1989). An integral part of community identification is the need to
differentiate oneself from other social groups. It is argued that it is this process which
explains the distribution and use of glass (and indeed other imported aspects of Arab/
Islamic culture) in East Africa. It was mentioned previously that the distribution of
vessel glass was closely restricted to a narrow coastal zone with very little glass found
inland (§1.2.3). This is also true of ceramics imported from the Early Islamic world and,
perhaps most tellingly, the religion of Islam; but is in contrast to the distribution of local/
regional material goods such as TIW pottery, which appear both along the coast and in
the interior (Horton 1996b: 409; Wynne-Jones 2007: 376). In a sense there appears to
have been an invisible barrier to imported goods, preventing their dispersal into the
interior. The triangular economic model proposed above explains the mechanism
through which this operated. However, it was the coastal communities’ need to
differentiate themselves from the interior communities that provided the impetus for
both the adoption of Islam and the import of huge quantities of material culture to
places like Unguja Ukuu, along with the prevention of such items moving inland
(LaViolette 2008; Wynne-Jones 2007). Strong social differentiation was necessary as a
means of legitimising the exploitation of the people of the interior, particularly as this
region provided large quantities of slave labour. The continued distinction between
coast and interior has survived over the centuries, and continues to manifest itself in
the idea of the ‘Swahili’ ethnic community which inhabits the coastline to this day.

6.3.3. Comparing with other sites
As a final point on the aim of exploring the practical and social function of glass, it is
worth attempting to consider the wider significance of these results against the data
from other sites in the region. As noted in Chapter One, there have been very few
attempts to undertake an analysis of the role played by vessel glass in this region and
period. Unfortunately this limits somewhat the comparability of the results of this thesis
with other material assemblages. It is not really possible to get an insight into the
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function of glass at a given site when the extant published information consists of a
discussion of a small number of line-drawings, devoid of context. Reconstructing this
data from published sources may be possible in a few cases, though not within the
time-frame and scope afforded by this thesis.

That said, there appears to be a lot of value in undertaking such a project. Each of the
settlement contexts analysed above has produced glass assemblages which fulfilled
very different functional and social needs. This is true in spite of the fact that the
assemblages are composed of broadly similar vessel forms and types, are broadly
contemporary, and in close proximity to one another. The implication must be that glass
should not be viewed as a homogenous category of material culture, but was quite
malleable in terms of how it could be adopted and utilised by different socio-economic
and cultural groups. This is certainly the case for all types of material culture, however,
unfortunately this theory is not regularly appreciated by material culture specialists. For
example, while much productive work has been done in the definition, dating and
provenancing of ceramic fabrics, much less attention has been paid to the combination
of vessel forms and types, and thus the varying function of ceramics in material life at
different sites.

6.3.3.1. Keller’s ‘functional and economic’ analysis of the glass from Kush
One site which does allow some comparison is that of Kush, located in the Emirate of
Ras al-Khaimah. Kush consists of a tell settlement occupied from the 5th to 13th
century AD (Keller 2010). A brief ‘functional and economic’ analysis of its glass by
Daniel Keller was singled out in Chapter One as one of the very few attempts to
address such issues. Keller bemoans the fact that his contribution is an “isolated case
study”, with the lack of external evidence meaning “it is not possible to compare the
functional characteristics of the assemblage or to establish patterns of trade” (Keller
2010: 78). Although the assemblage analysed by Keller is small, some points of
comparison are possible with the sites explored by this thesis. Furthermore, the fact
that his analysis is dispersed throughout a long time period reveals some chronological
variation in the role of glass which is not visible in the comparatively short-lived
occupations in Kuwait or at Unguja Ukuu.
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2010: 75). As the sequence continues into Periods III (8th/early 9th century AD) and IV
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archaeological record 7. The absence of certain common Sasanian
glass types known from Mesopotamian sites, such as thick-walled dropper flasks, and the surprisingly small
number of stemmed vessels, both present in Mesopotamia in considerable numbers 8, is noteworthy and
The comparability of Keller’s study to the assemblages analysed in this thesis is limited
confirms that the Late Sasanian glass vessels in use in Period I at Kush represent a deliberate choice, made
bytheir
the trade
fact that
only part
the assemblage
is contemporary with Kuwait and Unguja
either by the merchants and
itineraries
or byofconsumers
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Period I are still present in Period II. Thick-walled bowls (fig. 3, 1-2), however, replace the thin-walled cups
impossible to say much about the specific types involved owing to lack of information,
as the most common glass vessel group. Furthermore, brownish, facet-cut bowls (fig. 3, 4) occur for the
first time at Kush in Period II. Together with the greenish, facet-cut bowls
336(fig. 2, 4), which were already
present in Period I, the percentage of facet-cut glass in Period II is greater than it was in Period I. Facet-cut
glass is widely distributed at Sasanian sites in Southern and Northern Mesopotamia and is even present at
small rural sites 9. Its occurrence at Kush is not surprising and reflects its wide distribution. The facet-cut

the mixed assemblages of Period III and IV echo the variability in the role of glass
suggested at all the Kuwaiti sites. The dominance of the assemblage by one particular
aspect such as bowls, as seen at Unguja Ukuu, is hinted at in the late-Sasanian/Early
Islamic transition, that is Periods II and III, however is not a feature of Periods III and IV
in spite of the fact that this is the time period contemporary with the occupation of
Unguja Ukuu. As such, the mixed role for glass as part tableware and part storage item
seen at Kush in the 8th and 9th centuries AD is closer to the picture suggested for the
Kuwaiti sites, also located in the Persian Gulf, rather than the East African site of
Unguja Ukuu. As Kush is also occupied in the 9th century AD, this seems to confirm the
impression that the different roles for glass between Unguja Ukuu and Kuwait (and now
also Kush) relate to functional and socio-economic factors, rather reflecting
chronological change.

Rather than look for confirmation or contrasts between the Kush assemblage and those
from Kuwait and Unguja Ukuu, it is probably better to take the insights presented by
Keller as offering yet another example of the functional versatility of glass within
material life in the late 1st millennium AD. Yet while Keller’s contribution is undoubtedly
valuable, there are a number of issues which limit its impact. The first point is the tiny
numbers of fragments involved, with many types represented by single figures in some
cases. This means that the relative proportions are vulnerable to change with the
introduction of very little new data, leaving the results at the mercy of chance finds. For
example, the dominance of bowls, which are said to make up 60% of the Early Islamic
glass assemblage in Period II, would be much reduced simply by the introduction of an
extra unguent bottle or jar - and thus the interpretation assigned to this period altered
beyond recognition. A second issue is that Keller has been quite liberal in his
assignation of highly specific functions to individual types, with little justification thereof.
There is no discussion as to the difference between a cup or a bowl, or, as many of the
types are defined on the basis of partial rim sherds, why a given rim represents that of
a cup as opposed to a larger jar. This issue is compounded by the absence of a wellsupported and justified typology, something it would be unreasonable to expect Keller
to present in his short article. However this merely serves to reiterate the point that has
been made time and again in this thesis - a standardised, formal typology of Early
Islamic glassware is essential if meaningful comparisons between assemblages are to
be made.
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6.3.3.2. Estimating the size of the East African glass trade
Two sites in E.Africa - Shanga and Manda - offer an opportunity to compare
estimations of the size of the East African glass trade against the figures suggested for
Unguja Ukuu. For Shanga, Horton offers some figures as to the scale of trade in glass
based on the results of trench TR 6-10 (Horton 1996b: 311). A total of 1573 fragments
were excavated from an area of 476 m2. This would amount to 3.3 fragments per m2, a
much lower figure than arrived at using a similar method for Unguja Ukuu (Fig. 6.12).
Extrapolating to the full size of the site, and suggesting a sequence of occupation of
600 years, Horton says this would amount to just 262 sherds per year or 5 vessels
across the whole site. How he comes to this figure is left uncertain but it seems very
low. In this model, the quantity of glass peaks in phases 11 to 13, considered to date to
1000-1120 AD (Horton 1996b: 311). It is commented that most of these pieces are
beakers or bowls, however it is impossible to extract any greater level of detail as to the
relative proportion of different vessel types. Horton is surprised to find large quantities
in these layers as they are poor architecturally. However, the vast majority of the glass
from Unguja Ukuu is found in non-architectural, midden-like contexts. Perhaps the
origin of Horton’s surprise is explained by his assumption that glass vessels are
“normally considered a high-status import which would not be expected in such
levels” (Horton 1996b: 311). Other than this brief insight into the quantity of glass,
ultimately the assemblage from Shanga is not that useful in terms of comparison due to
the lack of detail in its publication.

Fragments/m2

Vessels/m2

Vessels per 1 ha

Unguja Ukuu

139.4

9.8

98,000

Shanga

3.3

?

?

Manda

?

1.4

14,000

FIG. 6.12. ESTIMATED QUANTITIES OF GLASS AT MANDA, SHANGA AND UNGUJA UKUU

Quantity (?)

Proportion

Open types

354

52.3%

Closed types

323

47.7%

TOTAL

677

100%

FIG. 6.13. OPEN VS CLOSED VESSEL TYPES AT MANDA (FIGURES TAKEN FROM MORRISON
1984)
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The site of Manda offers slightly more scope for comparison with the results from
Unguja Ukuu. Estimated quantities are given for the glass assemblage from Period I,
dated to AD 800-1000 based on the site stratigraphy (Morrison 1984: 227). Although no
absolute figures or reference data are published, Morrison claims to have estimated as
many as 1700 vessels in Period I from an excavation area of 1200 m2. This equates to
a figure of 1.4 vessels per m2, a much lower total than estimated at Unguja Ukuu but
somewhat higher than that for Shanga. Based on a site size of 12 hectares, Morrison
suggests this figure might indicate between 60,000 to 70,000 glass vessels (not all of
the site being occupied with an equal density). Recalculating using this data, 1 ha
densely occupied would give a figure of 14,000 vessels - a much lower figure than that
suggested for Unguja Ukuu. Morrison has also estimated the quantity of imported
pottery at Manda as around 140,000-150,000 vessels in Period I. According to these
figures, the glass trade was around half the size of the pottery trade in East Africa.

Morrison also offers some basic quantified data as to range of vessel types present at
Manda (Morrison 1984: 226). Unfortunately she does not indicate whether the given
figures represent fragments or estimated vessels, whether they represent the entire
assemblage or a selection, or what period the originate from. This is frustrating as it
precludes a truly useful comparison with the results from Unguja Ukuu. Regardless, it
is possible to compare the proportions of ‘bowls and beakers’ (i.e, the open vessels)
with the ‘flasks and flasklets’ (i.e., the closed vessels). The resulting picture is starkly
different to that seen at Unguja Ukuu, with open and closed types fairly even in their
proportions. Whether this picture is accurate or how it should be explained is difficult to
say, owing to the lack of available data. It is possible that the figures are inaccurate
while, assuming that they are, chronological differences may account for the different
pattern. It is possible that the dominance of open forms seen at Unguja Ukuu is
particular to that site, however this point must wait for better data before it can be
explored.

6.4. Aim 3: Working from glass fragments to trade,
and the development of the Indian Ocean ‘world’
The third and final aim of this thesis was to examine the potential contribution that
archaeological glass assemblages might make towards furthering the present
understanding of the nature of the Indian Ocean trade and the development of any
Indian Ocean ‘world’. The justification behind exploring this question lay in the
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observation that while glass was a reasonable proxy for studying trade and exchange,
little effort had been made to move beyond a ‘dots-on-maps’ approach and primitive
distribution models (see §1.2.3, §2.1.3). Issues such as the driving forces behind
exchange, or how it was organised in economic and logistical terms, remain
unexplored. Furthermore, this same concept of trade has been shown to have been
used as the justification for the idea of the Indian Ocean ‘world’, with material exchange
both fostering and demonstrating a degree of socio-economic unity between the
various parts of that area (§1.3.2). Chapter One concluded by expressing the ambition
that a study of an archaeological glass assemblage could have something to say on an
issue of this scale. It was noted that this is in fact the greatest strength of archaeology,
“…the ability to start from the smallest fragment and to finish by addressing an entire
world” (§1.3.2). As such, the concept of ‘unity’ within the Indian Ocean was highlighted
as an area where this thesis (and material culture studies, generally) has most potential
to contribute. With these questions in mind, in this final section of the discussion the
thesis turns to explore what the analysis of the Kuwait and Unguja Ukuu assemblages
has to say regarding these wider issues.

6.4.1. Glass and the Indian Ocean trade
The research conducted within this thesis allows several insights into the Indian Ocean
trade. The most accessible questions include those surrounding the origins of the
assemblages and the mechanisms through which they made it to their respective sites.

6.4.1.1. Where did the assemblages originate?
This question must be divided into two parts: first, where was the raw glass produced;
and second, where did the vessels themselves originate? Chapter One noted that there
is good evidence for a separation between raw glass production and glass working. It is
near impossible to say anything about the geographic origins of the raw glass without
compositional analysis, with even this limited at present by the homogenous materials
involved and the effect of recycling and mixing of raw glass from different sources.
Advances in the precision of understanding regarding different compositional groups is
being made all the time, particularly through trace element and isotope studies
(Henderson et al. 2005; Henderson et al. 2009; Henderson 2013; Henderson et al.
2016). This aspect of glass studies is not, however, the focus of this thesis - and indeed
would amount to at least one thesis in itself. That said, by structuring the glass from
Kuwait and Unguja Ukuu into a formal typological system, it is hoped that more
targeted analyses of specific types will now be conducted. By targeting compositional
analysis at some of the more diagnostic rim types of the Early Islamic tradition, such as
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the ribbed necks (narrow), stepped rims, triangular-beaked rims and plain rims
(rounded), it is hoped that ever more well understood links between rim type and
provenance can be elucidated. Even a simple comparison of the compositional profile
of various types, or an analysis of the level of standardisation within them, should prove
incredibly productive.

Regarding the origins of the vessels themselves the best evidence at present comes
from their distribution patterns, the details for each type being included in Chapter
Three. The results of this endeavour have proven inconclusive, and this thesis has
avoided making unwarranted assumptions as to the provenance of specific rim types.
Distribution in fact says little about the provenance of a given type, and more about its
area of circulation. In general, very similar forms are distributed widely across the
central Islamic lands, from the eastern Mediterranean to Iran. Working could have
taken place in any or all of the various regions, and indeed this may be the most likely
interpretation. Decentralised production of identical forms (perhaps in different glass
compositions) might suggest the sharing of ideas between regions, perhaps via the
movement of glass workers themselves. Artisans are known to have been highly prized
assets in the Islamic world, with the elite patrons of the arts often competing to attract
the most highly skilled (Henderson 2013: 254). For example, the decision by caliph
Harun al-Rashid, a particularly keen patron of craft industries, to base his summer
palace at Raqqa certainly drew the best and most innovative artisans there at the end
of the 8th century AD, as seen in the extensive evidence for glass production and
innovation recorded there.

6.4.1.2. Getting glass to the Kuwaiti sites
There is absolutely no evidence for glass working at any of the Kuwaiti sites. Indeed it
is unlikely that they represent a scale of occupation that would warrant such an
industry. The nearest source of glass is thus likely to have been Basra. Basra is less
than a week’s caravan journey away overland, or perhaps two days by sea and river
depending on the winds. As a major city, Basra is likely to have been the immediate
source of the glass vessels, whether or not the glass itself was actually produced and
worked there. It was noted in Chapter Four that all the Kuwaiti sites are located on one
of two roads which linked Basra to the Arabian Peninsula, as well as a general
maritime route connecting it to the Persian Gulf coast. As such, it is possible to imagine
merchants passing through as part of a camel caravan, peddling some glass wares.
Indeed, their ultimate destination may have been the pilgrimage centres of the Hijaz,
with Mecca later famed for its markets around the time of the hajj (Millwright 2013).
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Alternatively, the inhabitants of the sites may have made their own journeys to Basra,
bringing back their own selection of wares purchased there. One point worth making
regarding the glass trade on this scale is that smaller bottles, including those
interpreted as containers for other commodities, are likely to have circulated on
different exchange networks for the reason that their contents rather than the glass
vessel itself are likely to have been the main focus of trade.

6.4.1.3. Getting glass to Unguja Ukuu
A very different model is needed to explain how such a large quantity of glass got to
Unguja Ukuu. The first point to make is that the glass is likely to have began its journey
to East Africa in the Persian Gulf region, ultimately at sites like Basra and Siraf. This is
not to say that the glass was necessarily produced there, but that it was there that it
was organised and collated. This is supported by the fact that the best parallels for the
material are concentrated in this region (see Chapter Three), as well as the general
consideration that the Persian Gulf was the main outlet for Abbasid-inspired activity in
the Indian Ocean at this time (Chaudhuri 1985). The Red Sea region, which had been
the focus on Indian Ocean trade in the Roman period, seems to have been depressed
in an economic sense in the Early Islamic period. Furthermore, it is in fact very difficult
to sail from the Red Sea to East Africa in a single season, owing to the fact that wind
direction necessary to exit through the Gulf of Aden is the opposite of that needed to
sail south down the East African coast. As such, a round-trip from the Red Sea to East
Africa would take two monsoon seasons, compared to the single season cycle possible
with the Persian Gulf.

The next issue is to explain the mechanisms though which the large quantities of glass
identified at Unguja Ukuu made it from the Persian Gulf to Zanzibar. It is worth
remembering that the assemblage from Unguja Ukuu seems to be selective of a certain
type of vessel, at least in the parts of the site that were excavated. It was argued above
that this resulted from a demand for glass as a media for social differentiation. It may
also, however, suggest that a limited variety of glass was being supplied. In this sense,
the almost total dominance of open vessel forms might reflect the range of vessels that
the merchants chose to bring. Open vessels are perhaps easier to stack and thus
transport in bulk.

There is very little evidence as to how the East African segment of the Indian Ocean
trade was organised. It has been argued that the major coastal communities acted as
middlemen in a triangular economy. Within this model, sites such as Unguja Ukuu may
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have functioned as ‘emporia’ or ports of trade, as well as centres of consumption in
their own right (e.g., Chaudhuri 1985). Two models may be proposed to explain the
structure of the trade itself. According to the ‘pedlar’ model, merchant-owned dhows
would travel along the Indian Ocean rim in short, broken journeys; their cargos filled
with a diverse selection of goods acquired at different points along the way. This form
of coastal hopping is perhaps best evidenced ethnographically, representing the
organisation of trade experienced by Alan Villiers in early 20th century voyages as
recounted in Sons of Sinbad (Villiers 1939). As an alternative, the ‘direct’ model
envisages direct journeys between port of origin and predetermined destination, often
on a regularised (annual) basis. In such cases, Arab dhows would contain a more
limited cargo of bulk items to cover costs, included as ballast as much as for their
commercial value, along with a smaller quantity of more valuable items upon which the
profits of the journey would be made. This is the model suggested as explaining the 8th
and 9th century AD Arab-China trade (Chaudhuri 1985: 15, 37), and is indeed
supported by the composition of the cargo of the Belitung wreck (Stargardt 2014). This
second model seems to best explain the limited selection of glass types present at
Unguja Ukuu, as well as accounting for the sheer quantity found there.

6.4.2. Unity and the idea of the Indian Ocean ‘world’
Finally this thesis returns to the question of unity and the overarching idea of the Indian
Ocean ‘world’ as introduced at the start of this thesis (§1.3.2). Chapter One
demonstrated that several of the region’s most eminent historians have argued that
‘trade’ was a major source of socio-economic (if not quite cultural) unity within the
Indian Ocean (e.g., Chaudhuri 1985, 1990; McPherson 1993; Pearson 2003; Sheriff
2010). It was also shown how the concept of unity through trade was used to justify the
existence of an Indian Ocean ‘world’ - both as an historical entity and as a framework
for historical analysis (e.g., Chaudhuri 1985: 21, 148; McPherson 1993: 4). This was
identified as a potential case of circular reasoning, whereby the framework of analysis
was being projected onto the past. By focussing so much attention on trade within the
geographical remit of the Indian Ocean, historians were beginning to see trade as a
central feature of an Indian Ocean ‘world’. The main problem was that there had been
little reflexive critique of the ‘Indian Ocean’ paradigm, particularly seen in the failure to
explore the extent to which trade did in fact create a sense of unity within the region
(e.g., Subrahmanyam 1997: 742). The ultimate ambition of this thesis was to explore
the extent to which a small scale, archaeological study of several glass assemblages
could contribute to this question.
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As such, it is possible to make several observations on the basis of the research
conducted within this thesis. The first point to explore is the assumption that the
distribution and exchange of material culture such as glass over long distances,
particularly as witnessed at Unguja Ukuu, should be considered as ‘trade’. Ultimately,
for the late 1st millennium AD we have no real evidence of there being a strictly
commercial angle to exchange. Indeed, many other stimuli might lead to material
exchange, whether organised on the basis of gifts, personal possessions or otherwise
(e.g., Humphrey & Hugh-Jones 1994). Indeed, even where classic profit-driven
exchange is evidenced, the actual performance of exchange can be bound up in much
more complex conventions and practices. That said, in spite of its weaknesses and
ambiguities the notion of ‘trade’ is as useful a concept as any through which to study
material exchange. Either way, even exclusively non-commercial exchange could still
lead to unity around the Indian Ocean. In fact it may be more likely to do so, particularly
if binding relationships and obligations on gifts etc are involved.

The next question is whether the quantity of exchange was capable of creating a
meaningful sense of unity within the region. What is clear from this thesis is that a
significant quantity of material exchange did take place in the western Indian Ocean
region in the late 1st millennium AD, particularly between East Africa and the Persian
Gulf. Often it is suggested, rightly, that imports make up just a small percentage of
material assemblages - particularly in an East African context (e.g., Priestman 2013).
This brings to mind Horton’s estimation that, at its peak, imports made up just 9% of
the pottery assemblage at Unguja Ukuu (Horton n.d.). While it may well be the case
that imports made up a relatively small proportion of material culture as a proportion of
the overall assemblage, it is clear from Unguja Ukuu that certain imported items, in this
case vessel glass, were present in considerable quantities in absolute terms. It is worth
recalling the vessel numbers estimated for Unguja Ukuu and indeed Manda, with
figures in the tens of thousands predicted at each site over a period of occupation of
two to four centuries (Fig. 6.12). Yet again it is worth recalling the sheer quantity of
Chinese ceramics present in the cargo of just one Arab dhow which sank upon
returning from China in the 9th century AD (Stargardt 2014). With material culture
moving around on this scale, it is easily possible to imagine trade as capable of
fostering a shared material landscape across the region - even if local material culture
still dominated.

It is worth considering the mechanisms through which trade could have contributed to a
sense of unity across the Indian Ocean. The first mechanism is in the existence of what
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is expressed above as a ‘shared material landscape’, whereby glass and other
imported material commodities foster a sense of unity through their visibility in material
life. The glass vessels would act as a physical embodiment or reminder of connections
to a wider world, with possession of such items extending these links to the owner.
Likewise, those travelling around the region, whether merchants or otherwise, would
recognise a similar package of material culture whether in the Persian Gulf or East
African coast, albeit set within a predominately locally-oriented context. Along with the
‘shared material landscape’ is an invisible set of cultural exchanges which do not
generally make themselves evident in the archaeological record. This might include
non-durable items, or cultural practices. One such cultural exchange which has left
considerable archaeological trace was the adoption of Islam on the East African coast,
namely in the form of burials and mosques.

Finally there is the unity fostered by the presence of people themselves. The Indian
Ocean trade worked within the rhythms of the South Asian monsoon system. As such,
any journey ‘there and back’ would involve a sometimes lengthy wait of a matter of
months for the wind direction to change. It is during this time that trade presents the
greatest opportunity for a degree of unity to emerge, owing to the relationships and
familiarity that were ultimately cultivated. For East Africa, Horton suggests a
‘sponsorship’ model, based on later historical texts and 19th century practices on
Zanzibar (Horton 1996b: 412-413; Cassanelli 1982: 156). Horton makes reference to
the writings of the 12th-13th century AD author Yakut who, in describing the trade with
Mogadishu, tells us that: “they have no kings, but their affairs are regulated by elders
according to their customs. When a merchant goes to them, he must stay with one of
them who will sponsor him in his dealings” (Trimingham 1964: 6, in Horton 1996b: 413).
Not only does the potential extension of the sponsorship system back into the late 1st
millennium AD offer a mechanism through which a sense of unity may have originated,
it also suggests a means for the sort of social control of trade postulated above. By
limiting potential sponsors to particular social groups (Horton suggests those who
owned stone houses at Shanga), those with access to foreign merchants could also
control access to imported goods (Horton 1996b: 413).

The analysis of the vessel glass conducted in this thesis does however suggest a limit
to the extent to which a sense of unity existed in the western Indian Ocean during the
Early Islamic period. It has been seen how the scale of the glass trade and the fact that
the Kuwait and Unguja Ukuu assemblages are composed of a broadly similar range of
types might support a great extent of unity between the two regions. Indeed it has been
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suggested that, in East Africa certainly, vessel glass played a role in embodying that
sense of unity, and thus in expressing and maintaining it. However, it has also been
seen how glass appears to have used and appreciated in vastly different ways between
Kuwait and Unguja Ukuu. In Kuwait, closer in proximity to the heartland of the Islamic
world, glass plays a distinctly practical role in material life. At Unguja Ukuu, however,
glass appears to have been desired and employed for its social value as much as
anything. As such, there is a limit to the extent of unity that existed - at least as seen
through vessel glass.

This leads to an interesting hypothesis upon which this discussion shall be brought to
an end. Is it possible that the concept of a unified Indian Ocean world was stronger
around its geographic margins than in its centre? It is perhaps the case that those on
the edge of the monsoon-based trading system had the most to gain or lose by
involvement or exclusion, yet also have to strive the hardest to maintain their links with
the other more connected areas. This idea fits well with the idea that glass and other
imports were desired at Unguja Ukuu particularly for their ability to convey a connection
to the wider Indian Ocean world, while at the same time differentiate the coastal
communities of East Africa from those of the interior. In Kuwait, meanwhile, glass was
simply a part of life, to be utilised for the most part for its practical value in a diverse
range of ways dependent primarily on the requirements derived from site function and
socio-economic context. From an archaeological point-of-view, the Early Islamic glass
tradition is a much more mundane affair than generally assumed. Yet perhaps it is
further exploration in this area that the most productive gains are to be had in the
future.

6.5. Chapter Summary
Chapter Six set out with the aim of presenting and discussing the results from the
previous three chapters, within the context of the aims established in Chapters One
and Two. As such, Chapter Six has progressed through a discussion of the merits of
the new typology employed by this thesis and its resulting contributions to knowledge in
terms of the current understanding of the typological components of the Early Islamic
glass tradition, challenging the ‘art historical’ perspective thereof. Furthermore, it has
discussed the comparative practical and social roles played by glass in the various
Kuwaiti sites and at Unguja Ukuu, arguing that the same material was employed to fulfil
a range of requirements in different cultural, functional and socio-economic contexts.
Finally, Chapter Six attempted to fit these results into a broader narrative, examining
what contribution the glass assemblages analysed within this thesis could make to the
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wider phenomena of Indian Ocean trade and the Indian Ocean ‘world’. The following
and final chapter, Chapter Seven, concludes this thesis by reviewing its content,
highlighting its original contributions to knowledge and evaluating the extent to which
the thesis’ aims were met.
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Chapter Seven
Conclusions
Chapter Seven concludes this thesis with a review and evaluation of the data, analysis,
results and interpretation presented over the course of the previous six chapters. As
such, Chapter Seven begins with an overview of the thesis structure and contents,
before progressing to set out the thesis’ original contributions to knowledge. Having
done so, Chapter Seven will then progress to evaluate the extent to which the aims
established in Chapters One and Two have been met. This chapter, and thus the main
text of the thesis as a whole, concludes with a discussion of potential avenues for
future research.

7.1. Thesis Structure and Contents
The opening paragraph of Chapter One established the research agenda of this thesis
as concerned with exploring the typological attributes and functional role of ‘Early
Islamic’ vessel glass in the western Indian Ocean. Over the following subsections this
agenda was justified on the basis that it represented an avenue of research which had
the potential to fill certain gaps in knowledge regarding the typological components of
the Early Islamic vessel glass tradition, as well as address certain unanswered and
unasked questions as to the manner in which this material was ‘consumed’ in different
parts of the region. On top of this the thesis also sought to explore the extent to which
an artefact-oriented study could contribute to the writing of history on a much larger
scale, specifically in regard to the phenomena of Indian Ocean ‘trade’ and the Indian
Ocean ‘world’. With this in mind, Chapter Two established three explicit aims and a
methodology through which they might be attained. The aims were:

• To improve recognition of the typological components of the Early Islamic vessel
glass tradition, specifically from an archaeological point-of-view;
• To assess the practical and social function of such vessel glass in material life at
different sites in the western Indian Ocean;
• To examine the potential contribution that studying archaeological glass
assemblages can make to current understanding of the nature of the Indian Ocean
‘trade’ and the development of an Indian Ocean ‘world’.
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Chapters Three, Four and Five proceeded to present and analyse the data collected
according to the methodology set out in Chapter Two. Chapter Three applied the
typological method proposed in the former chapter to two archaeological assemblages
of vessel glass, one from the Zanzibari site of Unguja Ukuu, the other from a series of
related sites in Kuwait. Chapters Four and Five then considered the respective
assemblages according to their archaeological context. The results of these chapters
were then discussed in Chapter Six. The discussion revolved around the questions
represented by the aims set out above, in each case commenting on the outcomes of
the research relating to the main issues. On the whole this structure appears to have
been a productive and broadly successful way of organising the research. By
establishing the background to the thesis (and thus the justification for the particular
agenda adopted), Chapter One provided the context for the later data and discussion
chapters. By organising the final discussion of the results according to these aims,
Chapter Six was able to clearly relate the outcomes of the research to its initial agenda.
With this in mind, Chapter Seven now turns to set out what might be considered to be
the original contributions to knowledge made by this thesis.

7.2. Original Contributions to Knowledge
To summarise it in a sentence, the original contribution made by this thesis is ‘to have
created a new typological framework for the Early Islamic vessel glass tradition and to
have used this method to produce new insights into both the typological components of
that tradition as well as functional and social role that glass played in material life in
different contexts in the western Indian Ocean’. This section seeks to explore the
thesis’ original contributions to knowledge in some more detail. The various
contributions are best organised according to the aims to which they relate, not least as
this has been the framework around which the thesis has been structured this far. The
first aim of the thesis was to better recognise the typological components of the Early
Islamic vessel glass tradition, specifically from an archaeological point-of-view. On this
point the following contributions are worth highlighting:

• The thesis has created a new typological framework for Early Islamic vessel glass,
particularly relevant to the western Indian Ocean region, representing the first ‘formal’
attempt to organise this material according to an explicit methodology. It is also the
first typology for this material based purely on variations in form of different parts of
the vessel, such as rim or base, rather than on imagined vessel form.
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• The thesis has applied this typology to two previously unstudied archaeological
assemblages, those from Kuwait and Unguja Ukuu. The outcomes of this have been
to:
A. Introduce a large quantity of new, high quality data into the discipline of
glass studies. This represents a major contribution in its own right,
particularly owning to the limited data sets available for the Early Islamic
period and for East Africa. The publication of these assemblages will
undoubtedly be the most cited contribution made by the thesis.
B. Allow for a series of advances in understanding as to the typological
components of the Early Islamic glass tradition. Among the most noteworthy
points related to this contribution are the demonstration of what an
archaeological assemblage of Early Islamic glass looks like in a western
Indian Ocean context, as well as the identification of certain types as good
chronological markers of the period, including a potential 9th century AD
introduction in the form of an IB glass and the plain rim (rounded) type.
C. Challenge the ‘art historical’ narrative which has dominated the typological
discussion of Early Islamic glass, particularly in quantifying the relative rarity
of decorated and coloured glass in archaeological contexts.

The second aim of the thesis was to assess the practical and social function of such
vessel glass in material life at different sites in the western Indian Ocean. Regarding
this aim, the following original contributions have been made:

• This thesis has offered a rare attempt to explore the practical and social function of
vessel glass within the Early Islamic western Indian Ocean, and indeed has done so
on an unprecedented scale. The promotion of this approach and the resulting
outcomes represent a major contribution in their own right. Otherwise, the main
outcomes have been to:
A. Reveal the wide variety of practical and social functions fulfilled by broadly
the same range of glass vessels at a number of contemporary Early Islamic
settlements in northern Kuwait.
B. Show how the role played by glass changes according to variations in site
function and socio-economic context, and that these patterns are subtly
reflected in the fluctuating proportions of the same set of vessel forms as
much as variations in the range of vessels present.
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C. Suggest that vessel glass was particularly associated with acts of
consumption at Unguja Ukuu, whether eating, drinking or of the purely
ostentatious variety, as evidenced by the dominance of open vessel forms.
D. Reveal the role of imported glass as a means of social differentiation in the
context of the East African coast, particularly in terms of its contribution to
creating a sense of coastal identity distinguished from the communities of
the interior.
• This thesis has quantified the size of the glass assemblages at the various sites, in
doing so offering new insights into the relative importance of glass in material life.
• This thesis has offered the first comparative analysis of vessel glass assemblages
within the western Indian Ocean region, albeit on a small scale owing to the lack of
comparable data. In doing so it has enhanced the value of the few published
assemblages which offer such potential, and should encourage other studies to take
the same approach.

The third aim of the thesis was to examine the potential contribution that studying
archaeological glass assemblages can make to current understanding of the nature of
the Indian Ocean ‘trade’ and the development of an Indian Ocean ‘world’. As such, the
original contributions of this thesis consist of the following:

• This thesis has attempted to model the mechanisms through which vessel glass
came to be distributed around the western Indian Ocean during the latter centuries
of the 1st millennium AD. As such, the main outcomes have been to:
A. Demonstrate that the glass vessels in Kuwait and Unguja have a wide range
of parallels across the Early Islamic world, indicating a wide range of
potential origins.
B. Suggest that Basra, as the local urban centre, may have been the best
source for the Kuwaiti glass, whether it was produced and worked there or
not.
C. Explore the logistical organisation of the maritime trade systems which
brought glass to Unguja Ukuu, suggesting a route via the Persian Gulf.
• This thesis has offered the first attempt to employ an archaeological vessel glass
assemblage to evaluate the degree of unity between the various parts of the
western Indian Ocean. The main conclusion has been that the demonstrable size of
the trade was sufficient to have an impact, that the resulting shared material
landscape created by the widespread distribution of glass (and ceramics) would
have offered a physical reference for this unity, but that ultimately the glass
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assemblage suggests a limit to the degree of unity in that the material was
understood in vastly different ways according to cultural context.
• The thesis has introduced the idea that, in the 7th to 9th centuries AD at least, the
idea of the Indian Ocean was of greater historical relevance around the margins of
the monsoon trading system than in the central Islamic world.

Based on these contributions, the following sections of this chapter will evaluate the
successes and limitations of this thesis in view of the overall research agenda and
specific aims, before suggesting appropriate avenues for future research.

7.3. Success and Limitations
The success of any thesis must be judged against its initial research agenda and aims.
The above section has summarised the original contributions made by this thesis, with
these discussed in more detail in Chapter Six. It remains for this section to assess the
extent to which the three main aims have been met. As such, it is fair to say that the
thesis has been fairly successful in achieving the first aim, that of better recognising the
typological components of the Early Islamic vessel glass tradition. Considerable
success was achieved in this area simply in the introduction of two new assemblages
in the form of those from Kuwait and Unguja Ukuu. The success of the thesis in regard
to this aim can be taken further however. The formal typological system developed by
this thesis appears to have been a success, offering a much more structured approach
to Early Islamic glass ware, and has played a huge part in pushing forward current
understanding of the components of this tradition. The specific contributions made in
this area have already been discussed in Chapter Six and more briefly above. That
said, it is worth reiterating the point that this work has succeeded in its aim of
identifying the various typological components of an Early Islamic glass assemblage,
as well as having identified which types are particularly useful diagnostic tools thereof.
Ultimately the success of this typology will be assessed post-publication, particularly in
the extent to which it is adopted by others. It is possible that the particular typology
promoted herein will not catch on. However, owing to the fact that an alternative system
is lacking, there is considerable incentive for at least those coming into the discipline to
adopt this approach. Not only is it logical, well described and easy to learn, but in doing
much of the laborious ground-work, the typology created by this thesis should make it
easier to become familiar with the Early Islamic glass tradition.
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That said, there are a number of limitations which warrant discussion. First among
these are the standard theoretical problems which are associated with typologies
generally. In answer to this, one need only look at the benefits that the approach has
already produced. Regarding specific issues, the main limitations are that a number of
the types included in the typology have been evaluated as of low integrity, meaning that
they are not altogether convincing. This issue is inevitable, owing to the refusal of
certain sets of material culture to be adequately grouped or distinguished from one
another. It is likely that these parts of the typological system will be refined following
future work. More generally, the thesis has not enjoyed much success in provenancing
particular types, namely due to to their widespread distribution. This issue needs
further analysis of the chemical components of the various types, with a few to
narrowing down their origins or at least level of standardisation. The widespread
distribution of what appear to be highly standardised types has at least led to the
suggestion that mobile glass workers were a feature of the Early Islamic period, with a
high degree of knowledge transfer. Finally, it is worth exercising caution when
attempting to apply this typological framework to the Early Islamic glass tradition as a
whole. Although it certainly has relevance in this regard, it is important to remember
that it is based on just two sites from the Persian Gulf and East African coast, and thus
disproportionately influenced by these geographic, cultural and socio-economic
contexts.

In terms of the second aim, that of assessing the practical and social function of vessel
glass in material life at different sites in the western Indian Ocean, the thesis has also
enjoyed considerable success. Few other studies have attempted to explore these
questions, making the contribution of this thesis useful in its own right. Furthermore, it
has proved possible to get a reasonably good insight into how glass was used particularly when interpreted in light of the archaeological data. The small number of
comparisons between sites that are made also proved beneficial. This, however,
probably represents the greatest limitation of the thesis in this regard, in that there is a
lack of comparable data with which to evaluate our own interpretations and results. The
absence of such data weakens the whole endeavour. However, this situation will only
improve as further studies are carried out. Another limitation lies in the low certainty of
interpretation that it is possible to make regarding function. Ultimately this depends on
the number of assumptions one is happy to make as to the function of a given vessel
form, itself perhaps inferred from a tiny rim fragment. In some cases it may be argued
that this work went too far, or not far enough. In the end this thesis sought to err on the
side of caution, satisfying itself with the inevitable limitations this would entail
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Finally, the final aim of examining the potential contribution of archaeological glass
assemblages to Indian Ocean ‘trade’ and the development of an Indian Ocean ‘world’ is
perhaps the area where this research enjoyed the least success. It was possible to use
the data presented and analysed in Chapters Three to Five to address this question, as
indeed the contributions listed above make clear. That said, it was the case that the
theories stimulated by the data were ultimately beyond the scope of what the data
could confirm or reject. This is a common problem in archaeology, where datasets are
by their very nature incomplete. Rather than answer every question, it is perhaps better
to raise a few for future debate. With this in mind, the thesis turns in its final section to
consider the potential questions and avenues for future work.

7.4. Future Work
A number of outcomes from this thesis represent priorities for future work. First among
these is the publication and extension of the typological system to include other sites.
With each new assemblage, the contributions made by this thesis will be enhanced and
refined. Part of this process must involve the creation of an open access, interactive
GIS-based database of the typology, indicating their distribution and chronological
range. Such accessibility will only encourage further research and advances in this
area. Another priority must be for targeted scientific analysis based on the types
identified above. Both an assessment of the level of standardisation within types and
the identification of specific geographic provenance for individual fragments will prove
vital in working towards a better understanding of the organisation of the Early Islamic
glass tradition. Further work is also needed on the question of the practical and social
function of glass in the western Indian Ocean. It was noted above that the main
limitation of the thesis in this area was the lack of comparable data. As more attention
is paid to this topic, the value of both this research and other comparable studies will
only increase. Finally, more research is needed into the organisation of the Indian
Ocean trade and its role in the question of unity. Trade can and should be studied
through any number of proxies, whether material in nature, linguistic, genetic or
cultural. A multitude of studies in each of these disciplines exploring the extent of unity
within the Indian Ocean region should help to assess the validity of the idea of the
Indian Ocean ‘world’ both as an historical reality and as a framework within which to
conduct archaeo-historical research. It is the view of this author that the Indian Ocean
does represent a valid and useful framework through which certain large-scale
questions can be explored. Its relevance to local communities is another matter, and
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one for another day. Whether the Indian Ocean ‘world’ proves an enduring concept is
not guaranteed, and it may come to outlive its usefulness yet.
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Appendix A
The Kuwait Excavations
Appendix A offers a description of the fieldwork conducted by the Kadhima Project
which produced the glass assemblages presented and analysed in Chapter Four. The
structure of this appendix broadly follows that along which Chapter Four is organised.
Lists of the relevant trenches and contexts are included at the end. The content of this
Appendix is derived from a number of interim reports compiled during the field
seasons, summarised in several published papers (Kadhima Reports 2010-2014;
Kennet et al. 2011; Blair et al. 2012; Blair & Ulrich 2013). It should be borne in mind
that the excavations reported herein have only recently been completed. As such,
some of the conclusions and graphics are provisional in nature. Most of the provisional
dating for the sites is based on the ceramic evidence, supplemented by a number of
C-14 dates from Mughaira.

A.1. The Kadhima Region
A.1.1. The landscape survey
The first act of the Project consisted of a transect survey of the ‘Kadhima’ region, with
the intention of placing the more substantial remains from this region (Areas ABC, E, F
and G) into their wider spatial and chronological context. This was followed by a
programme of topographic mapping, feature planning, artefact plots and collections of
surface material. A total of 143 transects were undertaken (Fig. A.1). The results
demonstrate a small but significant level of off-site activity seemingly contemporary
with the Early Islamic remains at Areas ABC, E and F. Furthermore, there is good
evidence for a background level of landscape occupation from periods not otherwise
represented archaeologically, particularly the pre-modern era, thus adding some
chronological context to the Early Islamic occupation. Much of this seems to have been
fleeting and a-material, as attested by the large number of small shell middens
identified, and some form of nomadic activity was doubtless a factor at various times in
history. It must be noted, however, that much of this occupation was so transient as to
leave little trace, with the greatest evidence of activity belonging to the Early Islamic
period.
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FIG. A.1. THE TRANSECT SURVEY, KADHIMA REGION

FIG. A.2. ARTEFACT SCATTER PLOT, AREA ABC
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FIG. A.3. PICK-UP AREAS, AREA ABC

A.1.2. Area ABC
Area ABC was explored through a surface survey (Fig. A.2), artefact collections from
designated ‘pick-up’ areas (Fig. A.3) and excavations. Nine excavations were
conducted within the locality defined as Area ABC, including EX27, EX28, EX29, EX30,
EX31, EX39, EX40, EX41 and EX42. Two distinct features are evident within: a large
building, and a well and cistern complex.

A.1.2.1. Excavation of the mud-brick building
The large building (see EX27, EX39) consisted of a multi-roomed structure, 8 x 5 m at
maximum extent, surrounding which were a series of more ephemeral stone features,
post holes, pits, and artefactual remains (Fig. A.4). The main building was constructed
on a partially-exposed rocky outcrop, and erected using sun-dried mud-brick,
supported in places by dry-stone walling and, presumably, an organic element. The first
phase consists of a pre-occupation deposit of natural loose sand (330), into which a
series of postholes (417/416), (419/418), (448/447), (607/421), (608/457) were cut, with
these laid out in a semi-circular arrangement. Although no artefacts can be associated
with this activity (making it difficult to date), it was covered by a layer of windblown
sand (333=370), 0.15 m thick, containing pottery dating to the late 7th-8th century, yet
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still pre-dating the building itself. It is uncertain how long this layer would have taken to
accumulate, though it need not be very long owing to the ability of the wind to move
large quantities of sand and small stones. A pit was later cut through 333=370 in the
vicinity of the as then unbuilt southern room (335/296), with a post-hole cut into the
base of the pit in turn (336/319) (Fig. A.5). Its exact stratigraphic relationship with the
post-holes discussed above is uncertain.

FIG. A.4. POST-EXCAVATION PHOTO OF EX27. THE SOUTH ROOM IS AT THE RIGHT, THE NORTH
ROOM AT THE BOTTOM LEFT AND THE EAST ROOM AT THE TOP LEFT.

The first manifestation of the surviving mudbrick building appears to have been the
erection of the walls and structural features of the northern room (Fig. A.9, A.10) 3.6 x
2.7 m - (263), (620), (253), (606), (264), (266), (265), (267) and (271) - some of which
can be seen to be set within a foundation trench (317), itself cut into deposit (446)
which can be associated with the pre-structural and earlier occupation of the locality,
including (333). The main occupation deposit of the north room consists of context
(256), which overlies the windblown layer (333). The northwestern portion of the room
contains a series of disturbed deposits - (410) and (380) - which originally formed as
part of (256) before later disturbance. A number of features appear to have been
constructed within (256), including several clay plinths (331) and linear features (316),
as well as a pit (379) which cuts deposits (410) and (333), and is filled by contexts
(321), (338), (339), (343), (342), (345). Outside of the north room, but contemporary
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with its erection and early use, is a cobbled stone surface (308/397), which sits directly
on the windblown layer (333=370).

FIG. A.5. THE SOUTH ROOM, SHOWING THE PLINTHS (260) AND THE EARLIER PIT (335)

FIG. A.6. THE EAST ROOM, SHOWING THE EXTENT OF THE DEPOSITS
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The third phase sees the addition of a southern room (Fig. A.5), 3.5 x 2.9 m, in the area
of the cobbled surface (308/397), defined by walls (253), (259), (279), (605) and (606)
these lying partly on top of that surface and layer (333=370). A silty sand deposit (294)
sits on top of the cobbles, and seems to form the surface for a series of stone and clay
plinths, (260), as well as stone defined hearth (262/293). These features and deposit
(294) are overlaid by wall tumble (315) and post-occupation deposits (261).

The next structural phase saw the addition of the ancillary east room (Fig. A.6, A.8), 2 x
1.5 m, with stone-built walls (271), (409), (270), (620), (268), and (344). The lowest
natural deposit (330) blended into three slightly higher natural deposits of (337), (334),
and (322). The first occupation deposit in the vicinity of the east room consists of
compact sand (313), into which the walls of the room were set, but which appears to
post-date the construction of the north room thus giving some indication of the time
delay between the erection of the north and east rooms. The latter part of the
occupation consists of a deposit of loose sand, (295/309). Above these, the occupation
of the east room itself is revealed in two surface deposits, (310) and (307), both of
relatively firm sandy clay. On top of this lies another post-abandonment layer, (255). A
number of small features seem to sit within deposit (255), including, in the northwest
corner of the room, a small square stone feature (350), 0.75 x 0.75 m, with a central
stone surface (269) set within loose sand (623), which in turn sat on a more compact
sand (356). Several other features were located immediately outside the structure,
including three stone plinths (363/362). Finally, a pit (604), 0.5 x 0.45 m, was cut
through the stone surface of (269), and filled by (340). This pit was clearly excavated
after the abandonment of the building as it would have undermined the integrity of the
walls. A covering of windblown sand (251) completed the sequence.

Finally, considerable activity seems to have taken place in the vicinity of the structure in
what has been termed a ‘courtyard’ area (Fig. A.7). The main occupation deposit
(349=446) sits upon the natural layers equivalent to (330), including degrading bedrock
(359/413). These occupation layers hosted a series of features which attest to the use
of the area alongside the main building. These include a 2 m long mudbrick wall (362)
which abuts the eastern room and terminates in a cobbled stone surface, (364/400),
1.2 x 1.4 m in size. This surface itself abutted a semi-circular arrangement of stones
(273) some 2 m in diameter, the central area of which contained hard sandy deposit
reminiscent of a surface area (346). Several post-holes were cut into (349) so as to
enclose the eastern end of the courtyard, some of which are supported by
arrangements of support stones including (609/479/610/485/487/488/489/494),
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(474/274/473) and (469/470/624). A fourth posthole without support stones was found
at the southern end of the courtyard (493/492). These were accompanied by a number
of hearth features, each around 0.25 m diameter, including (360/352), (373/358) and
(460/459). A number of compact deposits immediately abutting the building may reflect
packing for the walls or indeed their subsequent erosion, including (272), (357) and
(361). A post-abandonment layer, (254), covers (349) and all the above features. The
courtyard area was, like the rest of the trench, covered by a layer of windblown sand
(252). As mentioned throughout in relation to the different parts of the trench,
windblown sand represents the final and uppermost deposits, including (251), (252)
and (256).

FIG. A.7. THE COURTYARD, WITH THE STRUCTURE IN THE BACKGROUND

FIG. A.8. EAST ROOM, SECTION
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FIG. A.9. NORTH ROOM, SECTION

FIG. A.10. PLAN OF THE NORTH ROOM

A.1.2.2. Excavation of the well and cistern complex
The well and cistern complex (see EX28) was located 50 m to the south of the large
building, on the edge of the same rocky outcrop. The complex consisted of a central
stone-lined well shaft [621], (311), (455), (477), 3.5-4.5 m diameter, 5.5 m deep, cut
into a mix of natural sand and clay sediments (287)(444)(471)(619), the upcast from
which was dumped in a halo in the immediate surrounds (347), (300). The well was
then surrounded by a ring of possible stone cisterns (28.7-325/465), (28.8388/387/389/467), (28.1-276/622/347/618/412/445/461/323), (28.2-471=444/463/464/401/402/278/279/463), (28.3-284), (28.6-282/491/354/304/305/306), a stone channel
(385/365/366/396/394), cobbled areas (392),(280),(281),(395), (328), (283), (329),
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hardened clay deposits (384),(393), (341), (348),(326), (327) and post-holes [442],
[375](374), [377](376), [422], [423], [424], [425], [427], [428], [432], [431](430), [472],
(439)/[440], (433)/[434], (382)/[383], (435)/[436].

The end result is likely to have consisted of a well and series of watering troughs (Fig.
A.11, A.12), filled by lowering a bucket on a rope, and protected from wind and sun by
a wood and textile superstructure such as the recent qubab identified by Ulrich. Clearly
this feature was designed to facilitate the watering of multiple animals at a time, such
as camel caravans and grazing flocks, and represents a considerable infrastructural
investment that would have required continuous upkeep. The decline of the complex
first saw the rearrangement of several stone features (312/324), (386/399/398),
(355/301/302/303) and finally the accumulation of windblown sand (289/290/291/252)
and the filling of the well with (285). In terms of chronology, while the vast majority of
material is identical to that associated with the nearby building, and thus the 7th to 8th
century, some later activity is certainly attested, particularly in the form of a sgraffiato
sherd dating to the 12th century, a rare find indeed along the entire coastline. It is
unsurprising, perhaps, that a known water source might continue to be exploited by
nomadic groups long after sedentary occupation of an area has ceased.

FIG. A.11. AREA BETWEEN STRUCTURES 28.1 AND 28.2 AFTER EXCAVATION
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FIG. A.12. PLAN OF THE WELL AND CISTERN COMPLEX

A.1.2.3. Other excavations in Area ABC
A number of small, often ephemeral features between the mudbrick building and the
well were partially excavated. These included a couple of test slots between the large
building and the well complex (EX29 and EX30), and surface clearances of a
curvilinear wall some 3 m in length (EX31), a ’T-shaped’ stone feature (EX40), an oval
feature (EX41), and a square, stone feature (EX42).

A.1.2.4. Dating evidence for Area ABC
The provisional dating for Area ABC is primarily based on the ceramic evidence. The
widespread presence of turquoise-glazed pottery (TURQ) combined with the more-orless total absence of the so-called ‘Samarra Horizon’ wares which mark the early 9th
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century seem to indicate that the mud-brick building at least was occupied at some
point during what might be called the ‘long 8th century AD’, that is, from the mid-7th to
the very early 9th century AD (Kennet et al. 2011: 167). This dating seems to be
supported by the discovery of a coin dated to 143 H. It is unlikely, based on the nature
of the stratigraphy, that the occupation lasted for anything like this time period. That
said, there is as yet no evidence pertaining to the length of occupation. For the most
part the well and cistern complex seems to share the chronology of the mud-brick
building. A fragment of sgraffiato pottery found nearby to the well might suggest that
this feature continued to be used for some time after the building’s abandonment.

A.1.3. Area E
Twelve excavations were conducted at Area E, (EX2, EX4, EX5, EX6; EX9; EX7; EX8;
EX10; EX12; EX13; EX14; EX15 ) along with a series of intensive surface collections
and surveys (Fig. A.13, A.14. The site consists in the main of a north-south linear
arrangement of structures (structures E3, E4, E5/6, E7, E8, E9, E10 and E11) along
with a smaller number of outlying features.

FIG. A.13. ARTEFACT SCATTER PLOT FROM AREA E
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FIG. A.14. PICK-UP AREAS IN AREA E

FIG. A.15. THE MAIN ROW AT AREA E, POST EXCAVATION
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A.1.3.1. Area E excavations
The main row of buildings is comprised of a series of sub-rectilinear, single-roomed
buildings identified by their stone foundations, separated by a series of semi-enclosed
spaces, some paved, along with extra-mural activity areas (Fig. A.15). These were
explored by trenches EX6, EX2, EX5, EX4 and EX9. Prior to the construction of the
row of structures, the vicinity of Area E consisted of deposits (72)/(98)/(118)/(212)/
(214)/(231)/(243) representing the natural, into and onto which the structures were
erected. Proceeding from north to south, the structural features consist of the following.

E11 - a trapezoidal structure, 2.3 x 2.3 m, defined by wall (029). The interior was filled
by (244). Internal features include an unexcavated pit (104). On the western exterior of
the structure was a surface deposit (103) defined by a square cut [238]. Four possible
postholes at its corners (099/100/101/102/215) are more likely to represent arboreal
root bowls, perhaps deliberately planted to provide shade.

E3 - a sub-square area, 3 x 3 m, defined by wall (006) with gaps on its east and west
(Fig. A.16, A.17). The wall was set in foundation trench [093/094], cut into (012) and
(072). The enclosed area was filled by (010). Internal features consisted of intercutting
pits [054]/(053) and [049](033), stone footings or plinths (025) and (034), and a
possible earth floor (013). This was covered by a post-abandonment deposit (078). A
surface of stones (242) extended outside E3 to the north over a 2.5 x 2 m area, set in
the natural deposit (212).

E10 - a rectangular area, 1.8 x 3. m, between the walls of E3 (006) and E9 (016), with
an additional wall (015) on the eastern side added after the construction of E3 (Fig. A.
17). The enclosed area is filled by (017), which sits on the natural (072), but appears to
pre-date the construction of walls (015) and (016). Internal features include a possible
paved surface (014) sitting top of (017) and possibly contemporary with walls (015) and
(016). A pit [086] lies below (017), cutting into the natural (072), and filled with ashy
sand (081). The surrounding deposit contained a larger than normal quantity of animal
bones, suggesting food preparation in this area, as well as a fragment belonging to a
loom weight or spindle whorl.
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FIG. A.16. STRUCTURE E3, AREA E

FIG. A.17. STRUCTURES E3 (LEFT/CENTRE), E10, AND E9 (RIGHT)

E9 - a rectangular structure, 3.5 x 3 m, defined by wall (016), perhaps open on the
western side. The wall was set in foundation cut [233](216), which appears to have
also cut the deposit within E10 (017). E9 is filled by a compact silty sand (211), 10 cm
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thick, which sat on the natural (072). A clay deposit (213) covered (211) on the
structure’s east side.

E4 - a sub-square structure (Fig. A.18), 3 x 2.6 m, defined by wall (039) with an
entrance gap in the east side, set directly onto the natural deposits (212) and (243).
The enclosed area was filled by the culturally-rich (038), which also sat on natural
(243). Internal features are limited to an untidy deposit of stones (040), which appear to
represent tumble from the walls. The spread of stones and other deposits immediately
outside the structure (151), set into clay (198), extends to E9 and indicates an
extramural activity area.

E8 - an oval structure (Fig. A.19), 3 x 2.5 m, defined by wall (022). The interior
contained a stone pavement with a fill of compact silty sand (011), all set into a clay
layer (148), which in turn overlies the cultural deposit (071) and the natural (072)
respectively. As (071) was part of the wall construction of E5/6, E8 must be a later
feature.

E5/6 - the largest structure (Fig. A.19), consisting of a main room, 4.75 x 4.5 m, defined
by wall (008), and a smaller annex, 2.75 x 2.75 m, defined by wall (080). The main
room is filled by a series of habitation and post-abandonment layers, including (021),
(023), (037), (070), (092) from top to bottom. In the western half of the structure
(excavated separately), these deposits were grouped under (021). These lay on the
natural sand (118) and clay (214). Clay deposit (071) was used to reinforce the walls.
Internal features include an animal burrow [020](019), which disturbs the lower cultural
layers, an ephemeral stone subdivision (235/236), and a series of possible postholes
[054/063/065/067/087/090/239] cutting deposits (037) and (070) and filled by
(051/052/062/064/066/088/089/237). The walls of the annex (080) overlie (008)
showing this to be a later addition. Again (071) was used to reinforce the walls. The
interior consists of a stone pavement (079) packed with sand (096) and set on looser
sand (152), which in turn rested on (072=098=118). Only (096) appears to post-date
the erection of the annex (080), with the others forming as deposits exterior to the walls
of the main room (008).

Courtyard - outside of structures E5/6 and E8 was a hard sand (012=044), which
overlies the main ‘courtyard’ activity deposit (097) and others (041). The courtyard area
here contains a number of possible postholes [074]/(073), [077]/(076), [085]/(084),
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[197](196), indicating further organic structures beyond the stone-defined rooms. This
deposit sat on the natural (072=098=118).

FIG. A.18. STRUCTURE E4, AREA E

FIG. A.19. STRUCTURES E8 (LEFT) AND E5/6 (RIGHT), AREA E
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E7 - a rectangular structure located slightly off the main row, 1.4 x 0.75 m, defined by
wall (024), reinforced by clay (149/150), and which sat on top of courtyard deposit
(097). No occupation deposits can be associated with wall (024), with E7 appearing to
be both ephemeral and late in a stratigraphic sense.

After abandonment, these features were covered by deposits of windblown sand (001),
(002), 003, 005, 007, 018, 026, 027, 028, 031, 050, 68, 246 with some modern activity
traces [020]/(019)

E1 - Located seeming on its own, 30 m west of the main row, and explored by EX7. E1
is a rectangular structure, 2.5 x 3.1 m, defined by wall (222), which was placed in cut
[248]. The enclosed area contained a compact grey layer (217), under which was silty
sand (229), sitting on the natural subsoil (231). A subsidiary wall (223) oriented E-W
began 0.4 m from the southern wall, running for 3 m and curving to the south. Wall
(223) culminated in a stone pavement (227), 1.5 x 1 m, packed with compact sand
(249). All the walls sat within the natural (231).

EX8 - a rectangular structure, 6.5 x 4.7 m, defined by wall (250). Covered by contexts
(030), (048) and (069).

EX10 - a circular deposit of stones, 1 m diameter, with two possible walls. Covered by
windblown sand (032).

EX12 - an arrangement of two large stones possibly representing a heavily disturbed
surface or structure. Covered by windblown sand (059).

EX13 - a deposit of stones, 2 x 3 m, similar to E? (EX10), perhaps representing a
working area rather than a structure. Covered by windblown sand (060).

EX14 - a natural bedrock outcrop, covered by windblown sand (061).

EX15 - a circular deposit of stones, 1 m diameter, similar to the features explored by
EX10 and EX13. Covered by windblown sand (247).
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A.1.3.2. Dating evidence for Area E
The ceramic assemblage for Area E is indistinguishable to that for Area ABC, and has
thus been assigned the same date range of mid 7th to late-8th or early 9th century AD.
Again no Samarra Horizon wares are present in the assemblage. While the assumption
is that Area E and Area ABC are contemporary, this is not necessarily guaranteed. It is
possible that any chronological distinction between these sites is simply invisible in the
artefactual material.

A.1.4. Area F
Area F is located at the northern limit of the Kadhima study area, some 2 km from Area
ABC. Due to time constraints, exploration of Area F was limited to topographic survey,
artefact collections and partial excavations of the surface deposits to determine
structural formations (Fig. A.20, A.21).

A.1.4.1. The excavations
Area F was explored through trenches EX43-48. On the surface Area F appears
ostensibly similar to Area E, with a linear arrangement of simple, single-roomed
buildings surrounded by more ephemeral stone features. Artefact scatter plots
confirmed a considerable off-site distribution of artefacts and ecofacts, though
altogether the density of finds at Area F were less than that found at Areas ABC and E.

EX43, 5 x 5 m, explored a square structure, 4 x 4 m, defined by stone walls (615/616),
and surrounded by loose sand (611).

EX44, 3 x 4 m, explored an oval stone surface (617), 2.1 x 1.7 m, set into loose sand
(611).

EX45, 4 x 4 m, explored a disturbed square building, c. 3 x 3 m, with stone walls (625),
set into the same loose sand (611).

EX46, 6 x 10 m, explored an ephemeral rectangular feature, 6 x 4 m, defined by wall
(626). Set into loose sand (612).

EX47, 4 x 4 m, explored an ephemeral semi-circular structure, 4 m long, defined by
wall (627). Set into loose sand (613).
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EX48, 4 x 4 m, explored a square structure, 2.7 x 2.7 m, defined by wall (628). Set into
loose sand (614).

FIG. A.20. ARTEFACT SCATTER PLOTS, AREA F

FIG. A.21. PICK UP ZONES, AREA F
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A.1.5. Area G
Area G represents a cemetery containing some 76 graves, excavated through trenches
EX15-26.

A.1.5.1. The excavations
All the excavations revealed a similar pattern and are summarised briefly here. In plan
the graves are generally oval, demarcated by a ring of large flat stones, with the interior
filled with small stones and rubble. They range widely in size, from 1 m length up to 3
m length, with a clear spatial division of the cemetery with the larger graves to the west.
In orientation, the more oval of the graves can be seen to lie northwest-southeast
lengthwise. This orientation means that the long axis lies roughly perpendicular to
qibla. This, as well as the simple oval arrangement of the graves, suggested an Islamic
affiliation. No conclusions as to chronology were possible based on the surface
remains.

A.2. The Natural Reserve & Mudira Region
A.2.1. The Natural Reserve
The Sabah al-Ahmad Natural Reserve is a protected area covering some 20 km of
coastline, extending between the shoreline and the Jal al-Zor.

A.2.1.1. The landscape survey
The survey saw a total of 48 sites were added to the LC database. Of these locii the
majority were ‘architectural’ in nature, with 17 of these interpreted as structural
features, 3 as wells, 5 as Bronze Age cairns, 1 as a prehistoric stone long mound and 1
as a grave of uncertain date. The rest of the sites represent scatters of material, with 1
predominately shell, 4 predominately pottery and 3 mixed assemblages. The most
substantial site recorded within the Natural Reserve was LC170, a substantial walled
enclosure measuring some 35 x 35 m, and the subject of the excavations (EX33-35)
detailed below.
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FIG. A.22. THE FORT (LC170), NATURAL RESERVE

FIG. A.23. WALL 506 LOOKING TOWARDS EX33, THE FORT (LC170)
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FIG. A.24. PLAN OF EX33, THE FORT (LC170)
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A.2.1.2. The ‘Fort’ excavations
The ‘fort’ is located at the end of a prominent ridge which offers views of the
surrounding coastline and Kuwait Bay (Fig. A.22, A.23, A.24). The underlying natural
consists of sand, clay and degraded bedrock gravels (548/550/557). The feature is
defined by an irregular square perimeter wall (506/507/521/527/529/
543/545/551/552/553/556), incomplete in places (e.g., gully 530/531), with a
rectangular building (513/514/523/532/533/534/535/536/537/538/554/570/
566/558/565/564/561/562/563/559/560/568/569) on top of a mound in the west corner,
and a smaller structure in the east corner (516) with an associated hearth (508/522).
The interior of the enclosure was explored in trench EX33, and consists of several
deposits mixed with cultural material including (528/544/546), overlying the natural
(548). Other than the corner features, it appears empty based on surface impressions.
The ‘fort’ was covered over with post-abandonment deposits (501/503/504/509/
510/518/520/526/539/540/541/542/555/569), rubble mounds (506/511/512/563), and
disturbed by animal burrows (567), a stake (549) and some burning activity (502).

A.2.1.3. Dating evidence for the ‘Fort’
This feature is difficult to date owing to the dearth of material culture. A small amount of
TURQ and related Early Islamic pottery types seem to indicate a broad association with
this period. However, it has been speculated that the west corner structure is a later
feature.

A.2.2. Mudira
The settlement at Mudira (LC162) is located within the grounds of a police station
immediately to the north of the natural reserve.

A.2.2.1. Site survey
The brief survey of Mudira (LC162) confirmed it as being of the same nature as the
settlements at Area E and Area F. Not only were the surface finds identical to those
identified at Kadhima, but the buildings were of the same architectural style as seen
excavated at Area E. As such, the provision dating for Mudira is as for Areas ABC and
Area E.
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A.3. The Subiyah Region
The Subiyah region is located at the eastern limit of Kuwait Bay’s northern coast. For
the purposes of this study, the survey area is considered to include the Mughaira
region up to the tip of the Ras as-Subiyah peninsula, as well as a rocky spit of land
extending westwards from the Jal al-Zor onto the sebkha, known as the Jazirat Dubaij.

A.3.1. The Subiyah landscape
A total of 59 sites were recorded in the Subiyah region. Forty-three were considered
‘architectural’ in nature (8 structures, 28 ephemeral stone features, 1 grave, 2 cairns, 1
oven, 2 stone long mounds, 1 well), and 16 ‘material’ (1 lithic, 4 shell, 10 pottery). The
Mughaira settlement and ‘Torpedo Jar’ sites are dealt with separately below. The
results of the main part of the Subiyah survey show that this is a landscape that is more
widely occupied that immediately apparent, though much of that occupation is
ephemeral and covers a long period of history.

A.3.2. Mughaira
A.3.2.1. The site survey
The survey of the Mughaira settlement was first conducted via a program of field
walking which sought to identify and record structural features. The main site was given
the code LC233, and each additional feature a subdivision of that number (for example,
LC233.01). Owing to the size of the site, estimated at c.1000 m east-west and 200 m
north-south, a series of low-level aerial photographs were made using a kite (Fig. A.
26). Study of these images and subsequent ground visits allowed for the identification
of further features, as well as the mapping of the site and individual structures. This
process produced an initial 234 sub-loci, many of which were ephemeral and difficult to
interpret, and was whittled down to 148 of ‘high’ or ‘medium’ certainty. Of these 51%
have been interpreted as ‘structural’ in nature, with a further 28% more ephemeral
‘stone features’.

The structural features appear to be organised into several ‘hamlets’ within the site,
including three discrete groupings along the cliff-side and one more linear group on top
of a low ridge slightly further inland. The large building discussed below (LC233.22 EX49) falls into this later group, while the other three buildings (LC233.48-50 EX50/52/53) form one of the cliff-side complexes. We can also identify architectural
variety within the site. Larger rectangular buildings, seemingly multi-roomed, contrast
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with the smaller sub-circular structures similar to those at Area E. Again, EX49 was
chosen to explore an example of the former while EX50/52/53 explore the latter type.
These were joined by a variety of less regular insubstantial structures, none of which
were excavated.

FIG. A.25. PLAN OF MUGHAIRA
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FIG. A.26. THE LARGE BUILDING, EX49

A.3.2.2. Excavation of the large building (EX49)
The large building consists of a three-roomed structure, 9.4 x 5.4 m, with its dry-stone
walls surviving up to six courses deep (Fig. A.27). It was initially recorded in the survey
as LC233.22. The building is one of approximately 75 such features identified at
Mughaira. The natural geology consists of a soft orange bedrock (652), which outcrops
in places. A pre-building phase beneath the upstanding remains is evidenced first by
(774), a sandy habitation deposit underneath the northeast room, along with
(763/795=755) throughout the site and courtyard area. This is covered by deposit
(783), which formed immediately before and during the erection and first use of the
central room. This deposit, and the lower (795), contain a series of post-holes
[787/788/798] which are stratigraphically antecedent to the central room, even found
directly under its walls in the case of [798]. As such, this attests to an earlier timber
structure or shelter pre-dating the stone building.

The central room (STR. 4), 3 x 2.7 m, is defined by walls (674/657/658/740/751),
constructed within the pre-building context (783) and partially contemporary with it (Fig.
A.28). This is the earliest stone structure but appears to have been altered throughout
its life, with the southeastern wall (740) added at a slightly later stage. A floor level
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(752=742) overlaid the pre-building layer (783), with a burnt feature [736]/(737), a
stone platform (766), and two stone protrusions (764) and (765). A second floor level,
(652) contained a further stone box-like feature (741) which was built in the corner
between walls (674) and (657), and incorporated a grinding stone. This floor is overlain
by post-abandonment deposits (675) and (726) which contain traces of wall collapse.
The room was then divided in two following the erection of wall (659) between (658)
and (674). The main part of the newly divided room contains floor (667), then overlain
by (649); while the anteroom contains floor (724), overlain by wall collapse (670).

FIG. A.27. SECTIONS OF THE CENTRAL ROOM (STR. 4)

FIG. A.28. THE NORTH EAST ROOM (STR. 3)
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The northeast room (STR. 3), 3.6 x 3.2 m, is defined by walls (658/745/746/747), and
appears to post-date the construction of the central room (Fig. A.29). The interior of the
room contains an irregular floor of crushed bedrock (771) contemporary with the walls,
with stone tumble (769) and a stone bench (770) set on this surface against the walls.
These are all overlain by deposit (767) - the main habitation accumulation - which
contained a blackened sediment (768) and a dense accumulation of debris and shell
(776). These are in turn overlain by a post-abandonment deposit (761), wall collapse
(749) and loose sand (729). A temporary surface of small stones (748) may indicate a
period of reuse, before the formation of a coarse sandy overburden (653).

The southwest room (STR. 5), 2.2 x 3.5 m, is defined by walls (674/671/663), and
appears to represent a later addition, perhaps at the time of the sub-division of the
central room with the construction of wall (659). Wall collapse is seen in (650), (664),
(655) and (773). Within the room, a clay deposit (739) pre-dates the walls, though is
linked to the use of the central room, as is deposit (723). It is this layer upon which the
walls of the southwest room are placed. The first deposit thus connected to the use and
post-abandonment of this room is (711). Use of the room post-dating its short original
life include construction of an arrangement of stones (672) and a thin sand layer (673).

FIG. A.29. POST-HOLES SHOWING ‘COURTYARD’ ACTIVITY AT EX49
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Considerable amounts of activity took place in a ‘courtyard’ area outside the main
building (Fig. A.30), as evidenced by pits (678), postholes and supports
(710/758/759/779/ 780/781/785/786/790/791/792/793/798), burnt features (704/705)
and tannur ovens (714/715). These were associated with courtyard layers (677) and
(631), which overlie the natural and pre-building deposits discussed above, and form a
complex palimpsest indicating repeated brief phases over a considerable period of
time. The courtyard area was covered, after its abandonment, by layers of wall collapse
(775) and wind-blown sand (630/629/632/754).

Several satellite structures surround the main building. Structure 1, 3 x 2.7 m, is
located to the northeast, and defined by wall (635). The structure was open to the
northeast before addition of a mortar and pebble wall (636). These walls were built on
deposit (709). The interior of the building contains several deposits associated with its
use including (727/735/738), a possible floor (720), wall collapse (645) and an
occupational/post-occupational deposit (637/638/639). A later semi-circular wall
(640/703/647) was constructed over (635), with a cobbled feature (717/719) at its
southern end. The decay of structure 1 is seen in the dislodging of part of the wall by a
car track (733) and the accumulation of covering deposits (642) and (641).

Structure 6 consists of a paved area (665=656), 2.30 m diameter, bonded by sand
(666). This rests on courtyard deposit (668=734=723) indicating its later addition to the
building complex. Structure 8, a rectangular stone structure (651), 1.90 x 0.70 m, is
erected on top of the outcropping natural bedrock (652). Its interior was filed with
windblown sand (644).

A.3.2.3. Excavation of the Cliff-Side Complex (EX50, EX52 and EX53)
The three buildings close to the cliff edge (see EX50, EX52 and EX53) are
comparatively simple structures, with far less depth of stratigraphy than the large
building. In terms of architectural style and plan they exhibit a particularly close affinity
to the structures at Areas E and F. Together, they seem to represent a small complex
different to that observed above.

LC233.50 (EX50)
This building, 4.70 x 4.10 m, was explored by EX50 (Fig. A.31, A.32, A.33). The natural
deposits consist of bedrock and deposit (858). The building was preceded by several
pre-structural occupation layers (812/814/815/874) and a pit [877]/(876). The walls of
the building include (816/817/862/819), and consist of a main room with two smaller
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annexes and an off-shooting wall. The main room (816), 4.70 x 4.10 m, possessed
three post-sockets at the corners, along with an internal stone feature (818/813), c. 1 x
1 m, against its northern wall. Its interior was filled with deposit (809). The first annex
(817), 1.90 x 2.30 m, abutted the south wall. Its interior contained deposit (811). The
second annex (862), 2.50 x 2.05 m, was less well preserved, though abuts the east
wall of the main room. The wall (819) is located to the south of the first annex (817) and
extends for 1.92 m. The area surrounding the building (806) overlay (858). Deposit
(858) and possibly the lower part of (806) context contained a pit [844]/(838). The
abandonment of the building saw the accumulation of windblown sand (805), as well as
the partial collapse of wall (816) resulting in tumble (820) partly covering the second
annex (862).

FIG. A.30. ROOM (816) IN EX50

FIG. A.31. ROOM (817) IN EX50
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FIG. A.32. PLAN OF EX50
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FIG. A.33. PLAN OF EX52

FIG. A.34. SECTION OF EX52

LC233.48 (EX52)
This building was explored by EX52 (Fig. A.34, A.35). The underlying layers consist of
the natural bedrock, which is overlain by several clay-rich deposits with small amounts
of cultural remains (832/875/881), above which are the sandier deposits of
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(861/835/880). A large number of post-holes with packing stones (853/854/
855/857/860/873) and a partly destroyed structure (882) are found in deposit (861).
Destroyed structure (882) is overlain by packed earth (870). As this is found beneath
the main structure and its associated courtyard, it indicates a pre-stone building phase.
The main structural phase consists of a room, 2.40 x 3.60 m, defined by walls
(821/824/822/823). Its interior contains two benches (826) and (856), against walls
(821) and (823) respectively. These rest on a packed floor (831/846). Later, several
other stone features were added, including a stone row (825/842) in the northern
corner and a second bench (836) against wall (824) and partly overlying the former
(856), while the room itself was then partly filled with deposits (810) and (842). A
second room (828), 1.5 x 2.0 m, joins wall (823). Its interior contains deposit (830), the
main occupation layer, which continued until clay (832) and bedrock. A square stone
platform (833) was found in the northeast of the trench. Courtyard deposit (808)
represents an extramural activity phase contemporary with the use of the structure,
with a later deposit (850) perhaps late or post-occupation in formation. The entire
trench was covered by windblown deposits (807) which had been progressively
compacted.

FIG. A.35. PLAN OF EX53

LC233.49 (EX53)
This partially destroyed building was explored by trench EX53 (Fig A.36). The natural
bedrock and silt (872) is overlain by (867) in one part of the trench and a deposit of
coarse sand (840) with a small amount of cultural material in another. These were
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overlain by deposits (851=848) reflecting occupation of the area outside the main
structure and presumably before its construction. The stone structure consists of walls
(841/866/865). The main wall (865), 4.8 m long, is abutted by a second wall (841), and
an arrangement of rocks (866). The main wall rests on (851) while the second wall
rests on (848). A posthole with packing stones (864) was found northeast of but in line
with the main wall, with a second (863) 3.7 m to the east - both of which cut into (851).
A small depression (852) with blacked silty sand from burning (843) cuts into (851) 1 m
east of stone arrangement (865). The entire trench was covered by the modern
windblown deposit (834).

FIG. A.36. CALIBRATED C-14 DATES FROM EX49

A.3.2.4. The dating evidence from Mughaira
As with the Kadhima settlements, the ceramic dating evidence from Mughaira seems to
suggest an occupation during the mid-7th to late-8th/early-9th century AD. This is
based mostly on the presence of TURQ and the corresponding absence of Samarra
Horizon wares. In addition, a series of C-14 dates from the large building at EX49 seem
to confirm this dating, falling broadly between the mid-7th to 9th century AD (Fig. A.37,
A.38; Kennet et al. forthcoming). These dates await Bayesian modelling and a full
evaluation of their reliability, however for now seem to support the received ceramic
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dating evidence. One of the earliest dates, that from sample 138 of 615-763 cal. AD is
from a post-occupational phase and can probably be discounted as from disturbance or
an old wood effect. The dates from the pre-building bases fit well with the mid-7th
century, if not a bit earlier, while the dates from the main building occupation contexts
tend to support a general late-7th to 8th century date, on occasion extending into the
9th century AD.
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FIG. A.37. DESCRIPTION OF C-14 DATES FROM EX49
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A.3.3. The ‘Torpedo Jar’ sites
These sites amount to little more than dense scatters of ‘torpedo jars’, a distinctive
storage and transport jar characteristic of the region during the Sasanian and Early
Islamic periods. Such jars are named after their supposed ‘torpedo’ shape, possess
whole-mouth rims and pointed bases, and are often lined on the interior with bitumen.
The jars are designed for maritime transport (hence the pointed bottoms) and their
coastal location suggests they indicate the sole material remains of an exchange in
organic products between local inhabitants (possibly even visiting nomadic groups) and
maritime traders arriving seasonally from southern Iraq. Another suggestion, not
necessarily incompatible with the above and based on the presence of the net weight
(LC255), is that they represent evidence of a fishing and preserving industry, small fish
being caught in the bay and subsequently dried on shore before being exchanged in
the jars. In either case, or indeed any other eventuality, the related activities seem to
have been short term and left little other trace.

A.3.3.1. The survey
Ten such sites were located in the Subiyah region along the sebkha edge (LC228,
LC229/256, LC248, LC252, LC253, LC254, LC255, LC231, LC258, LC259), particularly
along the Jazirat Dubaij. It is now thought that other scatters of ‘torpedo jars’ at
Kadhima (LC32, LC50, LC140, LC213) and the ‘Fort’ (LC170) could represent the
same tradition. Brief explorations of neighbouring Failaka (LC277) and Miskan Islands
(LC275) suggest this was a regional phenomenon. These sites are very difficult to date
as torpedo jars have a long chronology (Parthian (?) to Early Islamic). The best clue
comes from one of the few diagnostic ceramics associated with these sites, consisting
of a yellow glaze in the form of a vessel with a notched rim - a type dated to the late
Sasanian period (5th-7th century AD) at other sites, particularly Kush (Kennet 2004).

A.4. The Wadi al-Batin Region
A.4.1. Bahra Hushan
The site of Bahra Hushan is possibly the al-Hufayr of the 9th century AD hajj route
guides (Ulrich 2012: 403; al-Ghunaym 1998: 91; Blair & Ulrich 2013). Archaeologically
speaking Bahra Hushan consists of three expansive mounds (LC234, LC235 and
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LC236), each of which is covered with ephemeral stone features, fired mudbrick, and
significant quantities of ceramics and glass.

A.4.1.1. Site survey
The eastern-most mound (LC234) measured some 80 x 95 m in size, and contained
nine structural sub-features (LC234.1-9) as well as abundant quantities of pottery. The
structural features consist of ambiguous arrangements of stone rubble, and ranged in
size from 2 x 2 to 10 x 10 m. These could easily represent dwellings or other settlement
features, or indeed later reuse of the mounds for squatter occupation or even burials.
The middle mound (LC235) measured 60 x 70 m, and possessed a central depression
of around 15 x 15 m. The mound has been truncated along one side by a tarmac road,
with the exposed section revealing part of a fired mudbrick structure. This feature is
immediately reminiscent of a large well or cistern, such as those broadly contemporary
examples known from the Abbasid-period Darb Zubayda. The western mound (LC236)
measured 50 x 80 m and, like the eastern mound, possessed a couple of stone rubble
features (LC236.1-2). Furthermore, large quantities of fired brick were in use at the site,
as seen in the exposed section at LC235. Fired brick is hardly known in the Gulf region
and suggests a ‘Mesopotamian’ orientation for some aspects of the assemblage from
this site.

A.4.1.2. Dating evidence for Bahra Hushan
The ceramic assemblage from these three mounds includes TURQ and can thus be
dated provisionally to the long 8th century AD. There is little evidence for occupation in
the 9th century AD, with a distinct absence of ‘Samarra horizon’ wares. Furthermore,
large quantities of fired brick were in use at the site, as seen in the exposed section at
LC235. Fired brick is hardly known in the Gulf region and suggests a ‘Mesopotamian’
orientation for some aspects of the assemblage from this site.

A.4.2 Shiqaya
The complex of archaeological remains identified at Shiqaya (LC292) may represent
those of medieval al-Shajiya (Blair & Ulrich 2013: 47).

A.4.2.1. Site survey
The site is dominated by a large building (LC292.1), 30 x 15 m, which survives as a
series of plastered walls laid out in a rectilinear, tripartite plan (Fig. A.39). An
interpretative sketch of the layout suggests three main rectangular rooms in the centre,
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three small square rooms to the south, and size even smaller square rooms to the
north.

Surrounding this main building are a number of less substantial single- and doubleroomed structures, evidenced by their simple stone foundations. These buildings are
strongly reminiscent of the buildings excavated at Area E. A large doughnut-shaped
mound in excess of 20 m diameter (LC292.2) located 200 m south of the main building
is again likely to represent a well, with another much larger mound with a central
depression (Mound 5) perhaps a cistern. To the north of the main building, a small
mound (15 x 15 m) strewn with vitrified earth and kiln lining indicates the presence of a
small industrial zone (LC292.3). The surface is densely scattered with complete and
fragmentary fired bricks, almost confirming beyond doubt the presence of a brick kiln.

FIG. A.38. THE LARGE BUILDING AT SHIQAYA

Regional parallels for this structure and complex are hard to come by. The only
comparable buildings in terms of scale, method of construction and architectural style
are the churches at al-Qusur and on Akkaz Island (e.g., Bernard & Salles 1991),
however, the Shiqaya structure’s plan and orientation is almost certainly not that of a
church. More appropriate parallels lie in the Abbasid ‘stations’ constructed along the
Darb Zubayda, such as those illustrated by Whitcomb (Whitcomb 1996). This makes
sense considering the fact that the Wadi al-Batin was utilised in a similar way. The
Shiqaya building may be smaller than the Darb Zubayda examples yet it appears to
have been constructed according to a similar structural template.
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A.4.2.2. Dating evidence from Shiqaya
A vast quantity of material culture litters the surface of Shiqaya, particularly on and
around the main structure. The ceramic assemblage is significant in that it includes
significant quantities of ‘Samara Horizon’ pottery such as cobalt blue and polychrome
splash wares, identified for the first time in Kuwait, thus placing at least part of the
occupation within the mid-9th century AD (Fig. A.40). That said, the so-called Samara
Horizon wares make up just 5% of the Shiqaya assemblage, with the majority
consisting of material that could conceivably range between late-7th to 9th century AD
in date. The absence of lustre and sgraffiato wares seems to indicate that the
occupation did not survive much into the 10th century.

FIG. A.39. SAMARRA HORIZON WARES FROM SHIQAYA
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A.5. Trench Register
Trench No. Location

Description

SEASON

1 64

2m x 1m evaulation of shell midden edge at site 64.
Shallow surface find scatter quickly became sterile
natural

10/11

2 Area E

5m x 11m trench over structure 3, area E

10/11

3 64

1m x 1m evaluation of centre of shell midden with
possible hearth at site 64. Small probably modern
hearth with shallow overburden onto sterile natural.

10/11

4 Area E

7m x 10m trench over structure 5, area E

10/11

5 Area E

7m x 7m between trenches 2 + 4 Area E

10/11

6 Area E

7m x 6m to E and of trenches

10/11

7 Area E

7m x 9m over structure 1

10/11

8 Area E

Structure to west of Area E fence

10/11

9 Area E

5m x 6m trench on SE edge of EX 004

10/11

10 Area E

4m x 5m trench

10/11

11 LC 31

5m x 5m trench over structure

10/11

12 Area E

4m x 4m to N of Ex 7

10/11

13 Area E

4m x 4m to E of Ex 7

10/11

14 Area E

5m x 4m to S/E of Ex 7

10/11

15 Area G

Grave1

10/11

16 Area G

Grave2

10/11

17 Area G

Grave3

10/11

18 Area G

Grave4

10/11

19 Area G

Grave5

10/11

20 Area G

Grave6

10/11

21 Area G

Grave7

10/11

22 Area G

Grave8

10/11

23 Area G

Grave9

10/11

24 Area G

Grave10

10/11

25 Area G

Grave11

10/11

26 Area G

Grave12

10/11
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Trench No. Location

Description

SEASON

27 ABC

Trench over 'Area B' (mud-brick bldg.)

18/12/2011

28 ABC

Trench over 'Area A' (stone structures)

18/12/2011

29 ABC

1.5 x 7 m slit trench between EX027, EX028

20/12/2011

30 ABC

Slit trench between EX027, EX028

20/12/2011

31 ABC

6 x 8 m over stone structure near tents

22/12/2011

32 MUG

Trench over damaged building

24/12/2011

33 FORT

2011/2012

34 FORT

2011/2012

35 FORT

2011/2012

36 MUG

Trench 8 x 8 m SE of EX032

27/12/2011

37 MUG

Trench 8 x 8 m N of EX036

27/12/2011

38 SAB

Trench at torpedo jar site, 1 x 2m

15/01/2012

39 ABC

Extension of EX027, 3 x 4 m on SW side

28/01/2012

40 ABC

3 x 4 m square near bedrock between EX027, EX031

28/01/2012

41 ABC

3 x 4 m small square structure E ABC near fence

28/01/2012

42 ABC

3 x 4 m small square structure E ABC, S of EX027

28/01/2012

43 F

5 x 5 m trench near S gate, inside F

30/01/2012

44 F

3 x 4 m trench North of 43, inside gate

30/01/2012

45 F

4 x 4 m trench North of 44, inside gate

30/01/2012

46 F

6 x 10 m trench East of fenced area F

30/01/2012

47 F

4 x 4 m trench to N of EX046

31/01/2012

48 F

4 x 4 m trench to NE of EX046 towards National Park

31/01/2012

49 MUG:

30x20m Trench at Mughairah, 4 room building

2012/2014

50 MUG

10x7m Trench 2 room round building

2012,
2013/2014

51 MUG

5x1m Trench, Torpedo Jar Scatter

52 MUG

12x12 m square over stone built structure

2013/2014

53 MUG

10x6 m square over crescent shaped structure.
Cluster with EX50 and 52

2013/2014
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A.6. Context Register
Context Trench

Building

Type

Description

001 001

OS

Deposit

Topsoil sand deposit of large grained wind
blown sand.

002 001

OS

Deposit

Natural Sand deposit

003 003

OS

Deposit

Topsoil sand deposit of wind blown sand

004 003

OS

Deposit

Black fire stained ash like deposit

005 002

2

Deposit

Wind blown Sand covering structure 2
(006)

006 002

3

Wall

Wall of structure 3

007 004

5

Deposit

Wind blown Snd (covering Structure 5
(008)

008 004

5

Wall

Wall of structure 5

009 002

3

Deposit

Deposit below surface 010

010 002

3

Deposit

Hard packed surface within 003

011 004

5

Deposit

Pavement to E of Building 5

012 004

5

Deposit

Hard packed surface outside building 5

013 002

3

Deposit

Hard packed floor inside walls Ex2

014 002

10

Wall/Stray

Stone pavement against 015 Ex2

015 002

10

Wall

Dry stone wall Ex2

016 002

9

Wall

Dry stone wall L-Shaped

017 002

9

Deposit

Hard packed pavemet outside building
Ex2

018 005

OS

Deposit

Surface Sand

019 004

5

Deposit

Modern pit with plastic sheets/sand

020 004

5

Cut

Cut of modern pit

021 004

5

Deposit

Floor inside building 5

022 004

5

Wall

Masonry around pavement E of struture 5

023 004

5

Deposit

Limey mortar deposit in structure 5

024 004

5

Wall

Masonry to W of structure 5
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Context Trench

Building

Type

Description

025 002

3

Wall

Possible internal feature within structure
003

026 006

OS

Deposit

Surface Sand

027 007

OS

Deposit

Surface Sand

028 006

OS

Deposit

Hard sand surface below (026)

029 006

11

Masonry

Wall in Ex 006

030 008

OS

Deposit

Surface Sand

031 009

OS

Deposit

Surface Sand

032 010

OS

Deposit

Surface Sand

033 002

3

Deposit

Possible Hearth

034 002

3

Stone

Circular stone within 010

035 007

1

Deposit

Dep. hard sand layer

036 007

1

Masonry

Stone structure of trench 007

037 004

5

Deposit

Yellowish grey sand deposit

038 005

4

Deposit

Floor surface within structure 039

039 005

4

Structure

Curvilinear wall, structure within trench 5

040 005

4

Structure

Flat paving or tumble associated with 039

041 005

OS

Deposit

Hard compacted 095 in trench 5

042 005

OS

Structure

Possible paved area outside 039

043 005

OS

Structure

Stones poss. Associvted with 016 TR.2

044 004

OS

Deposit

Lower hard surface under 012

045 004

OS-8

Deposit

Posthole Deposit

046 004

OS-8

Cut

Posthole Cut

047 004

OS-8

Deposit

Sand (loose) below Posthole Fills (045)

048 008

OS

Burnt Deposit

Burnt area under 030 of E of EX 008, but
over structure

049 002

3

Cut

Cut of 033

050 011

OS

Surface

Surface sand

051 004

5

Burnt Deposit

Burnt area S of animal pit

052 004

5

Burnt Deposit

Burnt area N of animal pit

053 002

3

Deposit

Lower fill of 049

054 002

3

Cut

Cut of 053

055 007

1

Deposit

compact grey surface
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Context Trench

Building

Type

Description

056 007

1

Deposit

reddish sandy deposit under 055

057 007

1

Wall

Wall of square structure

058 007

1

Wall

Wall to N of square structure

059 012

OS

Deposit

Surface sand

060 013

OS

Deposit

Surface sand

061 014

OS

Deposit

Surface sand

062 004

5

Deposit

Posthole ashy deposit

063 004

5

Cut

Posthole cut

064 004

5

Deposit

Posthole ashy deposit

065 004

5

Cut

Posthole cut

066 004

5

Deposit

Posthole ashy deposit

067 004

5

Cut

Posthole cut

068 011

OS

Deposit

Compacted sand under 050

069 008

OS

Deposit

Compacted sand below CX 069

070 004

5

Deposit

Dep. below 037 in structure 5

071 004

(OS) 5-6

Deposit

Wall bonding layer

072 004

OS

Deposit

Pinkish sand

073 004

OS (5)

Deposit

Burnt area in CX012 to the south of
structure 5

074 004

OS

Cut

Cut of burnt area/dep.

075 012

OS

Deposit

Hard clay west of 'Windbreak'

076 004

OS

Deposit

Burnt area in CX012

077 004

OS

Cut

Cut of burnt area in CX076

078 002

OS

Deposit

compact grey surface

079 004

6

Masonry
(MAS)

Wall of structure to SW of structure 4

080 004

6

Masonry
(MAS)

Floor of structure to SW of structure 5

081 002

3

Deposit / Fill

Poss. Posthole

082 011

OS

Deposit

Sand with small rocks + rubble

083 011

OS

Wall

Wall

084 004

OS

Deposit

Posthole/Burn area fill dep

085 004

OS

Cut

Posthole/Burn area cut

086 002

OS

Cut

Cut of Posthole filled by 081
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Context Trench

Building

Type

Description

087 004

OS

Deposit

Posthole/Burn area fill dep Assc.w. /
CX062/063

088 004

OS

Cut

Posthole/Burn area cut dep Assc.w. /
CX062/064

089 004

OS

Deposit

Posthole/Burn area fill dep Poss. Assc.w. /
CX064/065

090 004

OS

Cut

Posthole/Burn area cut dep Poss. Assc.w /
CX064/65

091 011

OS

Deposit

Loose sandy soil outside of feature

092 004

5

Deposit

Compact sand under CX044 inside
structure 5

093 002

3

Cut

Cut of fundation trench for wall 006 W

094 002

3

Cut

Cut of fundation trench for wall 006 E

095 002

3

Deposit

Fill of 094

096 004

6

Deposit

Compact sand inside building 6

097 004

OS

Deposit

Fairly compact sand layer under CX071 N
of building 6

098 004

5 (NAT)

Deposit

reddish sand loose. Natural dep.

099 006

11

Deposit

North corner structure 11. Possible
posthole North

100 006

11

Deposit

North corner structure 11. Possible
posthole East

101 006

11

Deposit

North corner structure 11. Possible
posthole South

102 006

11

Deposit

North corner structure 11. Possible
posthole West

103 006

11

Deposit

North corner structure 11. Possible
surface

104 006

11

Deposit

South end of structure 11. Burnt area

105 006

11

Deposit

South corner of Trench 006. Possible
posthole

106 006

11

Deposit

Possible posthole

107 006

11

Deposit

Possible posthole

108 006

11

Deposit

Possible posthole

109 006

11

Deposit

Possible posthole

110 Grave 1

G1

Deposit

Surface, loose sand

111 Grave 2

G2

Deposit

Surface, loose sand

112 Grave 3

G3

Deposit

Surface, loose sand
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Context Trench

Building

Type

Description

113 Grave 4

G4

Deposit

Surface, loose sand

114 Grave 5

G5

Deposit

Surface, loose sand

115 Grave 10 G10

Deposit

Surface, loose sand

116 Grave 11 G11

Deposit

Surface, loose sand

117 Grave 12 G12

Deposit

Surface, loose sand

118 004

NAT

Deposit

Compact red sand below 092 in structure
5

119 005

4

Deposit

Red silt, poss.surface below CX038 in
structure 4

120 G12

G12

Deposit

Deposit around grave

121 G10

G10

Deposit

Deposit outside grave stones

122 G5

G5

Deposit

Sub-surface silty-sand

123 G5

G5

Deposit

Layer below CX122

124 G3

G3

Deposit

Sand around stones of grave G3

125 G1

G1

Deposit

Sand around stones of grave G1

126 G2

G2

Masonry
(MAS)

Outer stone deposit

127 G2

G2

Deposit

Inner stone deposit

128 G2

G2

Deposit

Dub hole deposit

129 G2

G2

Cut

Dub hole cut

130 G1

G1

Deposit

Loose sand with stone poss. Animal

131 G11

G11

Structure

Inner stone deposit

132 G12

G12

Deposit

Inner stone deposit

133 G12

G12

Deposit

Matrix within stones limits + weaker stone
cap

134 G12

G12

Structure

Grave stones (outer) - Boat shape

135 G10

G10

Structure

Inner stones grave 10

136 G2

G2

Deposit

Grave cut fill

137 G2

G2

Cut

Grave cut

138 G11

G11

Cut

Grave cut

139 G10

G10

Deposit

Sandy fill inside grave

140 G11

G11

Structure

Outer stones grave 11

141 G11

G11

Deposit

Sandy fill inside grave 11

142 G4

G4

Deposit

Loose sandy fill below CX164
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Context Trench

Building

Type

Description

143 G4

G4

Deposit

Loose sandy fill at outer ring of stones

144 G10

G10

Structure

Outer stones of grave 10

145 G10

G10

Structure

Stone heap concentration NW

146 G2

G2

Cut

Cut of poss. later (2nd) Grave

148 004

8

Deposit

Mud/Clay layern - Matrix of CX022/011

149 004

7

Deposit

Mud/Clay layern - Matrix of CX024

150 004

7

Deposit

Ashy deposit in CX149

151 005

OS (4)

Deposit

Deposit on outside of building (structure 4)
SE quad.

152 004

7

Deposit

Mud/Clay layern - Matrix of CX079/80

153 006

11

Deposit

Surface, Compact sand under CX078

154 G4

G4

Deposit

Surface outside gravestones

155 G2

G2

Deposit

Deposit outside gravestones

156 G11

G11

Deposit

Deposit outside gravestones

157 G4

G4

Deposit

Chalky surface inside G4 outer stones

158 G1

G1

Large stones defining G1

159 G1

G1

Stones within G1

160 G1

G1

Matrix of stones 159 + Deposit within G1

161 G3

G3

Large stones defining G3

162 G3

G3

Stones within G3

163 G3

G3

Matrix of stones 162 + Deposit within G3

164 G4

G4

Deposit

Fill dep. Under CX157

165 G4

G4

Deposit

Surface dep. Inside grave around CX 157

166 G5

G5

Deposit

Gravel grave fill?

167 G12

G12

Cut

Grave cut

168 G10

G10

Deposit

Fill under CX139,144,145

169 G1

G1

Deposit

Poss. lower fill of soft brown sand

170 G2

G2

Deposit

Stone deposit in Cut CX137

171 G10

G10

Deposit

Soil fill under CX145

172 G4

G4

Deposit

Loose sand fill, large grain in poss. late cut

173 G4

G4

Cut

Cut of CX172

147
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Context Trench

Building

Type

Description

174 G4

G4

Deposit

Outer stone ring of G4

175 G4

G4

Deposit

Inner stone ring of G4

176 G4

G4

Deposit

Stone fill within CX175

177 G1

G1

Cut

Cut of Grave G1

178 G5

G5

Cut

Cut of Grave G5

179 G4

G4

Deposit

Loose sandy layer around NW of CX176

180 G4

G4

Deposit

Loose sand with large(10") cobbles

181 G2

G2

Deposit

Natural Sand at base of grave

182 G10

G10

Cut

Cut of grave 10

183 G10

G10

Deposit

Deposit inside CX182

184 G3

G3

Cut

Cut of 093

185 G10

G10

Deposit

Depositoutside CX185

186 G10

G10

Deposit

Deposi inside small stone concentration

187 G4

G4

Deposit

More compact yellowish Deposit with
CX165

188 G4

G4

Cut

Cut marked by inner stone ring

189 G2

G2

Deposit

Grave (NW corner) Deposit

190 G2

G2

Cut

Grave (NW corner) Cut

191 G4

G4

Cut

Cut of grave 4

192 G4

G4

Deposit

flaking material

193 G1

G1

Deposit

Material stony deposit

194 G4

G4

Deposit

More compact greensh sand layer inside
CX188

195 004

Disturbed Deposit

Mixed contexts, fall in, etc from animal pit

196 004

OS

Deposit

Dark fill of CX197

197 004

OS

Deposit

Round cut in CX097 to NW of structure 5

198 002/005

OS

Deposit

Between E4 and E9 stone tumble

199

N/A

200

N/A

201

N/A

202

N/A

203

N/A

204

N/A
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Context Trench

Building

Type

Description

205

N/A

206

N/A

207

N/A

208

N/A

209

N/A

210

N/A

211 002

9

Deposit

Fill/Deposit inside house E9

212 002

OS (9)

Deposit

"Cultural" deposit outside building E9

213 002

9

Deposit

Clay deposit within E9

214 004

5

Deposit

Clay deposit in structure 5

215 006

11

Deposit

Pothole fill

216 002

OS (9)

Deposit

"Cut" Deposit out NW building

217 007

1

Deposit

Thin grey surface layer

218 004

OS (5-6)

Deposit

Pink sand near mudwall

219 004

5

Deposit

Posthole/burn area

220 007

OS

Deposit

Tire track

221 007

OS

Deposit

Bakedmud/mudbrick(?) S of structure

222 007

1

Masonry
(MAS)

Stone structure of trench 007

223 007

1

Masonry
(MAS)

Stone wall (linear) NE adjacent to strucure

224 007

1

Deposit

Poss. post/stakehole

225 007

1

Deposit

Poss. post/stakehole

226 007

1

Deposit

Poss. post/stakehole

227 007

1

Masonry
(MAS)

Stone scatter in NW corner of trench

228 007

1

Deposit

Possiblle feature in N. corner of structure

229 007

1

Deposit

Interior of structure

230 007

1

Deposit

Poss. post/stakehole

231 007

1

Deposit

Orange surface outside structure

232 007

1

Deposit

Stone group S of structure

233 002

9

Cut

Cut of structure E9

234 007

1

Deposit

Possiblle feature between NW. corner of
structure and Wall (CX223)
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Context Trench

Building

Type

Description

235 004

5

Structure

half circular row of pebbles in SE building
5

236 004

5

Deposit

Fill between stones CX235

237 004

5

Deposit

Ashy almost circular depression in CX021

238 006

11

Cut

Cut of surface CX103

239 004

5

Cut

Cut of ashy deposit/fill CX237

240 007

1

Deposit

Burnt red clay (?)

241 007

1

Deposit

Grey surface around CX224,225, 226

242 002

4

Deposit

Stone deposit/surface to W of E4

243 005

4

Deposit

Naturalpink sand surface in E4

244 006

11

Deposit

Deposit/surface within EX6

245 G4

G4

CUT

Cut of Cx179

246 007

1

Deposit

Modern ash deposit

247 015

OS

Deposit

Sand overburden

248 007

1

Cut

Cut of structure E1

249 007

1

Deposit

Deposit around stones 227

250 008

no
Structure
structural
nr

Wall defining structure in Ex8

Context Trench

Site

Type

Desc

251 EX027

ABC

Dep

Surface sand

252 EX028

ABC

Dep

Surface sand

253 EX027

ABC

Struct

Mud brick wall

254 EX027

ABC

Dep

Compact grey sand / in Ex 027

255 EX027

ABC

Fill

Ashy dark sand inside square structure

256 EX027

ABC

Fill

Fine grey sand within structure

257 EX029

ABC

Dep

Surface sand

258 EX029

ABC

Dep

Natural soil, modeled white-yellow-red

259 EX027

ABC

Struct

Mud brick wall S building

260 EX027

ABC

Struct

Stone footing in S building

261 EX027

ABC

Dep

Grey fine sand in S building

262 EX027

ABC

Dep

Tumbled stone in S building
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Context Trench

Site

Type

Desc

263 EX027

ABC

Struct

Mud brick N wall, N building

264 EX027

ABC

Struct

Stone wall N wall, N building

265 EX027

ABC

Struct

Mud brick N wall, N building, N side

266 EX027

ABC

Struct?

Stones within mud brick 263

267 EX027

ABC

Dep

Stones tumbled from 265

268 EX027

ABC

Struct

Stone setting in E building

269 EX027

ABC

Struct

Rectangular structure in E building

270 EX027

ABC

Struct

S wall in E building

271 EX027

ABC

Struct

N wall in E building

272 EX027

ABC

Dep

Collapsed and decayed mud brick in round
structure

273 EX027

ABC

Struct

Circular setting of stones

274 EX027

ABC

Struct

Cobbles in "yard"

275 EX027

ABC

Dep

Tumble from mudbrick

276 EX028

ABC

Struct

Stone wall EX 28.1

277 EX028

ABC

Dep

Tumble from 276

278 EX028

ABC

Struct

Stone wall EX 28.2

279 EX028

ABC

Struct

Stone paving EX 28.2

280 EX028

ABC

Dep

Tumble from 278

281 EX028

ABC

Struct

Wall between EX 28.1 - 28.2

282 EX028

ABC

Struct

Stones (possible building) S of Ex 28

283 EX028

ABC

Struct

Stones in NE of EX 28

284 EX028

ABC

Struct

Stones between 278 - 283

285 EX028

ABC

Dep

Sand in area between Structures EX 28

286 EX028

ABC

Fill

Compact grey sand (sand as 254)

287 EX028

ABC

Dep

Natural sand EX 28

288 EX027

ABC

Dep

Wind blown sand around west structure

289 EX028

ABC

Dep

Compact sand across trench

290 EX028

ABC

Dep

Compact sand in building EX 028.1

291 EX028

ABC

Dep

Compact sand in building EX 028.2

292 EX031

ABC

Surf

Surface sand

293 EX027

ABC

Fill

Ashy deposit in S building

294 EX027

ABC

Surf

Mud brick soil /surface

295 EX027

ABC

Floor

Possible floor level under CX 255
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Context Trench

Site

Type

Desc

296 EX027

ABC

Fill

Loose sand , many bones (burrows?)

297 EX032

MUG

Surf

Surface sand

298 EX036

MUG

Surf

Surface sand

299 EX037

MUG

Surf

Surface sand

300 EX028

ABC

Fill

Hard clay across trench

301 EX028

ABC

Fill

Soft sand inside 303

302 EX028

ABC

Fill

Loose rocks inside 303

303 EX028

ABC

Struct

Circle of stones SW of bedrock

304 EX028

ABC

Fill

Soft sand inside 305

305 EX028

ABC

Struct

Circle of rocks S of bedrock

306 EX028

ABC

Dep

Loose rocks inside 305

307 EX027

ABC

Dep

Compact clay inside structure

308 EX027

ABC

Struct

Stones (floor) inside structure

309 EX027

ABC

Fill

Loose fill under CX 307 inside rectangular
structure

310 EX027

ABC

Fill

compact mud brick/ clay deposit

311 EX028

ABC

Mas

Wall of well

312 EX028

ABC

Mas

Large stones outside 28.1

313 EX027

ABC

Fill

loose sandn with pebbles

314 EX027

ABC

Fill

loose pink sand in pit

315 EX027

ABC

Dep

Mud brick wall tumble in S building

316 EX027

ABC

Dep

Compact sand/mud brick tumble in N room

317 EX027

ABC

Cut

Cut of foundation/support rocks

318 EX028

ABC

Dep

Tumble in SE corner of 28.2

319 EX027

ABC

Struct

Possible posthole in S room

320 EX027

ABC

Dep

Ashy grey patch with nummerous ceramic
finds

321 EX027

ABC

Dep

Mud brick tumble in N room against N wall

322 EX027

ABC

Dep

Pinkish coarse sand dep.

323 EX028

ABC

Dep

Floor (cobbling) of structure 28.1

324 EX028

ABC

Dep

Blown sand betweens 28.1 and well

325 EX028

ABC

Dep

Cobbling? Between 28.1 and 28.2

326 EX028

ABC

Dep

Mud brick/ pisas to the S of 28.1

327 EX028

ABC

Dep

Mud brick/ pisas between 28.1 and 28.2

328 EX028

ABC

Mas

Stone pavement to SE of Structure 28.6
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329 EX028

ABC

Mas

Stone pavement to S of well

330 EX027

ABC

Dep

Natural pink sand

331 EX027

ABC

Dep

Possible tumble or deliberate clay supports
in N room

332 EX027

ABC

Dep

Floor'/walking surface under 313

333 EX027

ABC

Dep/Fill

Red coarse sand layer below 256

334 EX027

ABC

Dep

Clayey deposit under 322

335 EX027

ABC

Cut

Cut of pit (filled by 296)

336 EX027

ABC

Cut

Cut of pit (filled by 319)

337 EX027

ABC

Dep

Clay features surface under 334

338 EX027

ABC

Fill

Fill at top of Pit Feat. in North Room

339 EX027

ABC

Fill

Fill below Context 338

340 EX027

ABC

Fill

Pit dug into 269 East corner

341 EX028

ABC

Fill

Pisae to North of 281

342 EX027

ABC

Fill

Dark gray feat. At bottom of N Rm pit (E)

343 EX027

ABC

Fill

Dark gray feat. At bottom of N Rm pit (S)

344 EX027

ABC

Dep

Debris at position of broken mudbrick under
309

345 EX027

ABC

Fill

Pit feature fill below 256

346 EX027

ABC

Dep

Hard gray deposit in circular structure (273)

347 EX028

ABC

Dep

Gray deposit under (?) (326)

348 EX028

ABC

Dep

Hard mudbrick to south of 281

349 EX027

ABC

Dep

Semi-hard sand "courtyard" between
mudbrick house and round structure

350 EX027

ABC

Dep

Wall of stone platform

351 EX027

ABC

Struct.

Gray relatively compact sand below? 333

352 EX027

ABC

Dep

Possible hearth

353 EX027

ABC

Dep

Gray, loose, very fine sand

354 EX028

ABC

Dep

Very compact sand around 261

355 EX028

ABC

Cut

Post-abandonment cut into 286

356 EX027

ABC

Dep

Interface floor on 313 inside 269

357 EX027

ABC

Dep

Possible natural clay dep courtyard

358 EX027

ABC

Dep

Possible hearth feature SE of East Room

359 EX027

ABC

Dep

Reddish-grey coarse sand (degraded
bedrock?)

360 EX027

ABC

Cut

Possible pit dug for a hearth (352)
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361 EX027

ABC

Dep

Hard grey clay/mudbrick rubble E of East
Room

362 EX027

ABC

Struct.

Three aligned stones E of East Room

353 EX027

ABC

Struct.

Possible mudbrick wall

364 EX027

ABC

Struct.

Stone surface beside 273

365 EX028

ABC

Mas

Masonry, base of possible drain 281

366 EX028

ABC

Dep

Soil in/under base 365

367 EX028

ABC

Dep

Fill of robber trench in 325

368 EX028

ABC

Cut

Cut of 367

369 EX028

ABC

Dep

Possible posthole

370 EX027

ABC

Dep

Pink mottled grey sand in South Room

371 EX027

ABC

Dep

Mudbrick against wall in NW quadrant

372 EX027

ABC

Dep

Compact gray sand in NW quadrant

373 EX027

ABC

Cut

Cut of hearth feature 358

374 EX028

ABC

Dep

Dark brown loose in 375

375 EX028

ABC

Cut

Posthole cut to S of 282

376 EX028

ABC

Dep

Dark brown loose in 377

377 EX028

ABC

Cut

Posthole cut to NW of 281

378 EX027

ABC

Dep

Gray compact sand E of 371

379 EX027

ABC

Cut

Cut of pit in North Room

380 EX027

ABC

Dep

Light grey sand beneath 371, 372, 378

381 EX028

ABC

Cut

Cut of 369

382 EX028

ABC

Dep

Possible posthole

383 EX028

ABC

Cut

Cut of 382

384 EX028

ABC

Dep

Hard surface under 327 - Contemporary
with 325

385 EX028

ABC

Dep

Large stones - possibly 281 tumble

386 EX028

ABC

Mas

Wall connecting to 275 to well 311

387 EX028

ABC

Dep

Loose in possible structure 384

388 EX028

ABC

Mas

Stone area in 387

389 EX028

ABC

Mas

Possible wall around 387

390 EX028

ABC

Dep

Loose sand in ditch/burrow

391 EX028

ABC

Cut

Cut of 390

392 EX028

ABC

Stone

Stones in 384 to West of 281

393 EX028

ABC

Dep

Grey sand deposit under 341
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394 EX028

ABC

Cut

Cut in 327 for drain 281/365/366

395 EX028

ABC

Mas

Large stones at well end of drain

396 EX028

ABC

Mas

East wall of drain

397 EX027

ABC

Dep

Matrix in which stones 308 sit

398 EX028

ABC

Dep

Loose sand in 399 around 386

399 EX028

ABC

Cut

Cut of 398/386

400 EX027

ABC

Dep

Hard compact sand/silty layer similar to 346

401 EX028

ABC

Dep

Hard green/grey clay in feature West of 282

402 EX028

ABC

Cut

Cut of 401/403

403 EX028

ABC

Dep

White chalk/shell dep lining 402

404 EX028

ABC

Dep

Loose sand in 405

405 EX028

ABC

Cut

Suspected modern toilet cut

406 EX038

ABC

407 EX038

ABC

408 EX038

ABC

409 EX027

ABC

Struct.

South wall Eastern Building/stone wall

410 EX027

ABC

Dep

Yellow sand beneath 380 on South side,
above Natural

411 EX038

ABC

-

For use at EX038

412 EX028

ABC

Dep

Fill between cobbles 323, building 28.1

413 EX027

ABC

Dep

"Natural" pink-red, very loose sand with
gray burrows

414 EX027

ABC

Dep

Apparent natural red sand below 345
(same as 413)

415 EX028

ABC

Dep

Inside NE "structure" remains, sand

416 EX027

ABC

Dep

Post hole in 413 #1 (E)

417 EX027

ABC

Cut

Cut to 416

418 EX027

ABC

Dep

Post hole in 413 #2 (center)

419 EX027

ABC

Cut

Cut to 418

420 EX027

ABC

Dep

Stake hole #1 in niche

421 EX027

ABC

Cut

Stake hole #2 (W of #1)

422 EX028

ABC

Dep

Stake hole to NW of 28.1

423 EX028

ABC

Dep

Stake hole to NW of 28.1

424 EX028

ABC

Dep

Stake hole to NW of 28.1

425 EX028

ABC

Dep

Stake hole to NW of 28.1
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426 EX028

ABC

Dep

Stake hole to NW of 28.1

427 EX028

ABC

Dep

Stake hole to N of 28.1

428 EX028

ABC

Dep

Stake hole to N of 28.1

429 EX028

ABC

Dep

Stake hole to N of 28.1

430 EX028

ABC

Dep

Post hole fill to N of 28.1

431 EX028

ABC

Cut

Post hole cut to N of 28.1

432 EX028

ABC

Cut

Post hole cut to NW of 28.1

433 EX028

ABC

Dep

Post hole dep

434 EX028

ABC

Cut

Cut of 433 into 393

435 EX028

ABC

Dep

Post hole dep

436 EX028

ABC

Cut

Cut of 435 into 393

437 EX028

ABC

Dep

Post hole dep - very loose

438 EX028

ABC

Cut

Cut of 437 through 388

439 EX028

ABC

Dep

Post hole dep (possible)

440 EX028

ABC

Cut

cut of 439 through 388

441 EX028

ABC

Cut

Cut of linear containing 390

442 EX028

ABC

Cut

Post hole cut in NE corner of 325

443 EX028

ABC

Dep

Grey sand - cobble fill inside NE structure

444 EX028

ABC

Dep

Clay layer beneath cobbles/stones around
inside NE structure

445 EX028

ABC

Dep

Redding brown sand under 412/323

446 EX027

ABC

Dep

Sand below 254 in N of trench 27

447 EX027

ABC

Dep

Post hole 3, North Room

448 EX027

ABC

Cut

Cut of 447

449 EX027

ABC

Dep

Stake hole S of 420

450 EX027

ABC

Dep

Stake hole SSE of 449

451 EX028

ABC

Dep

Possible posthole

452 EX028

ABC

Cut

Cut possible post hole 451

453 EX028

ABC

Cut

Possible stake hole cut

454 EX028

ABC

Dep

Possible stake hole fill (gray sand)

466 EX028

ABC

Dep

Clay and shell bonding for well wall 311

456 EX028

ABC

Dep

Greyish compact clay dep

457 EX027

ABC

Dep

Stake hole 5 in S wall niche, North Room

458 EX027

ABC

Dep

Stake hole 6 in North room, SW of stake 3
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459 EX027

ABC

Dep

Fill of post hole 460

460 EX027

ABC

Cut

Cut of posthole on North side of structure

461 EX028

ABC

Dep

Clayey gritty sand with lime old natural
surface

462 EX028

ABC

Dep

Fill between cobbles 279 (B 28.2)

463 EX028

ABC

Dep

Foundation trench fill for 28.2

464 EX028

ABC

Cut

Foundation trench cut for 28.2

465 EX028

ABC

Dep

Foundation trench fill for 325

466 EX028

ABC

Cut

Foundation trench cut for 325

467 EX028

ABC

Dep

Foundation trench fill for 388

468 EX028

ABC

Cut

Foundation trench cut for 388

469 EX027

ABC

Cut

Cut of post hole

470 EX027

ABC

Dep

Fill of post hole 469

471 EX028

ABC

Dep

Yellowish brown sandy clay

472 EX028

ABC

Cut

Post hole in 200 to S of 28.2

473 EX027

ABC

Dep

Fill of post hole 74

474 EX027

ABC

Cut

Cut of post hole

475 EX028

ABC

Dep

Loose sand under 384

476 EX028

ABC

Dep

Lumpy clay under 475

477 EX028

ABC

Dep

Brown/grey sand against outer well wall

478 EX027

ABC

Struct.

Outer stones of circular structure (already
assigned!)

479 EX027

ABC

Struct.

Stones of feature under circular building

480 EX027

ABC

Dep

Sand matrix of outer stones 478

481 Ex028

ABC

Dep

Grey-reddish sand

482 EX027

ABC

Struct.

High stones around feature, on top of 478

483 EX028

ABC

Dep

Hard clay deposit around 389

484 EX028

ABC

Cut

Cut into 484 for 389

485 EX027

ABC

Dep

Compact gray surface with yellow clay,
inside feature

486 EX027

ABC

Dep

Resembles 485 but looser and sandier,
inside circular building

487 EX027

ABC

Dep

Grayish red sand below 485 inside feature

488 EX027

ABC

Dep

Dark gray sand under 487

489 EX027

ABC

Dep

Loose, gravelly red sand under 488

490 EX031

ABC

Dep

Sand in EX031
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491 EX028

ABC

Cut

Old part of 355 cut around 282

492 EX027

ABC

Dep

Black fill of post hole

493 EX027

ABC

Dep

Cut of 492

494 EX027

ABC

Dep

Yellowish loose sand below 482

495 EX042

ABC

Dep

Surface sand EX042, same as 251

496 EX041

ABC

Dep

Surface sand EX041

497 EX040

ABC

Dep

Surface sand EX040

498 EX42

ABC

Mas

Tall stones in approximately rectangular
outline

499 EX42

ABC

Dep

Hard dark grey pebbly surface

500 EX40

ABC

Mas

Large stones in approximate T-shape

501 Surface

LC0170

Fill

Wind blown sand across site

502 Surface

LC0170

Fill

Ashy material just east of southwest corner
of fort

503

LC0170

Fill

Gray friable sand in interior of building on
mound

504 EX35

LC0170

Fill

packed sand and rubble slope, SW side

505

LC0170

Feature

Orange-gray stoney mound on S corner

506 EX33

LC0170

Feature

Perimeter wall

507

LC0170

Feature

Suspicion section of wall on NW Wall

508

LC0170

Feature

Possible burnt cist/heath

509

LC0170

Fill

NE, NW, and SE SW of mound, dirty gray,
inclusions

510 EX34

LC0170

Fill

Interior of building

511 EX34

LC0170

Feature

Rubble cluster on building (E)

512 EX34

LC0170

Feature

Rubble cluster on building (W)

513 EX34

LC0170

Feature

Mound building walls

514

LC0170

Feature

Possible structure, NW Slope of Mound

515 VOID

LC0170

Fill

Windblown sand

516

LC0170

Feature

Rectangular structure, East corner

517 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Loose sand at South end of excavation

518 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Compact greyish sand with rubble

519 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Compact greyish sand at South end of Ex

520 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Compact grey fill outside wall

521

LC0170

Struct.

NE walll

522

LC0170

Fill

Ashy fill inside 503
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523 EX34

LC0170

Struct.

Partition wall

524 VOID

LC0170

Struct.

Extensions to 513, connection to 506?

525 VOID

LC0170

Struct.

Linear walling

526

LC0170

Fill

Windblown sand in interior of fort

527 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Deposit of compact material against fort
wall

528 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Dense, stoney deposit

529 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Very compact deposit at base of wall

530

LC0170

Cut

Cut of drainage channel

531

LC0170

Fill

Fill of drainage channel

532 EX035

LC0170

Struct.

Wall NNE-SSW connecting to corner of 513

533 EX035

LC0170

Struct.

Wall NNE-SSW, connecting to mid wall of
513

534 EX035

LC0170

Struct.

Wall WNW-ESE, possibly continuation of
506

535 EX035

LC0170

Struct.

Wall N-S, connecting to corner of 513

536 EX035

LC0170

Struct.

Wall N-S, connecting to 534

537 EX035

LC0170

Struct.

Wall NNE-SSW connecting to 534, may
postdate 536

538 EX035

LC0170

Struct.

Wall N-S, connecting to 513 and 535, may
postdate both

539 EX035

LC0170

Struct.

Linear band of rubble (collapse? structure?)

540 EX035

LC0170

Struct.

Linear band of rubble (collapse? structure?)

541 EX035

LC0170

Fill

West interior fill of SW mound partitions

542 EX035

LC0170

Fill

East interior fill of SW mound partitions

543 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Deposit of compact material against
outside of wall

544 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Compact grey sand with gravel

545 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Very compact grey material near wall

546 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Dense stoney deposit

547 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Mottled orangey sand near bedrock

548 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Mottled orangey sand with burning

549 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Greyish remains of stake

550 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Gravelly deposite NW of wall

551 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Very compact material pact against outside
of wall

552 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Degraded stone rubble against wall
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553 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Layer of yellowish mortar at base of wall

554 EX034

LC0170

Struct.

Wall extending from 513

555 EX034

LC0170

Fill

Grey sandy deposit, windblown sand

556 EX033

LC0170

Fill

Degraded mortar SE of wall

557 -

LC0170

Fill

Natural

558 EX034

LC0170

Structure

Four red/purple pillars

559 EX034

LC0170

Cut

Rectangular cut of 562

560 EX034

LC0170

Cut

Sub-square cut against 523

561 EX034

LC0170

Structure

Dwarf partition

562 EX034

LC0170

Fill

Mudbrick debris

563 EX034

LC0170

Fill

Rubble piling

564 EX034

LC0170

Structure

Possible basin

565 EX034

LC0170

Structure

Two green/grey platforms

566 EX034

LC0170

Structure

Composite of 558 and 565

567 EX034

LC0170

Cut

Animal burrow

568 EX034

LC0170

Fill

Fill of 523 and 570

569 EX034

LC0170

Fill

Silty accretion

570 EX034

LC0170

Structure

Partition wall

571-599 Not used

Reserved for use but not attributed.

600 EX040

ABC

Dep

Hard compact dark grey clay surface
similar 499

601 EX042

ABC

Dep

Yellowish grey clay around 498

602 EX039

ABC

Dep

Hard dark grey clayish sand surface

603 EX039

ABC

Mas/Dep

Stones in EX039

604 EX027

ABC

Cut

Cut of pit in the NE corner of E room

605 EX027

ABC

Struct

W wall in N room

606 EX027

ABC

Struct

Small frag of W wall S room

607 EX027

ABC

Cut

Stake hole cut (421)

608 EX027

ABC

Cut

Stake hole cut (457)

609 EX027

ABC

Cut

Cut of PH in courtyard

610 EX027

ABC

fill

Fill of 609(multiple lenzes already assigned
contexts)

611 EX043,
044, 045

F

Dep

Area F, Loose wind blown sand/topsoil

612 EX046

F

Dep

Near Area F, loose wind blown sand/topsoil
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613 EX047

F

Dep

Surface sand

614 EX048

F

Dep

Surface sand

615 EX043

F

Struct.

Sandstone wall

616 EX043

F

Struct.

Sandstone wall

617 EX044

F

Struct.

Stones, cobbled 'pavement'

618 EX28

ABC

Dep

Hard sand to W of 28.2

619 EX28

ABC

Dep

Hard grey gritty sediment at base of the
well

620 EX027

ABC

Struct

W wall in N room

621 EX28

ABC

Struct

Cut of well

622 EX28

ABC

Struct

cut of 276 structure 28.1

623 EX027

ABC

624 EX027

ABC

fill/struct

stones around ph 469

625 EX45

ABC

Struct

walls of sandstone bocks

626 EX46

ABC

Struct

walls of sandstone bocks

627 EX47

ABC

Struct

walls of sandstone bocks

628 EX48

ABC

Struct

walls of sandstone bocks

Context Trench

Matrix of surface 269

Structural area Description

629 49

OUT

Surface wind blown sand

630 49

OUT

Greyish compact layer of modern surface

631 49

OUT

Reddish brown coarse sandy deposition

632 49

OUT

Yellow grey fine sand

633 49

OUT

Tyre track NE trench

634 49

OUT

Tyre track NE trench

635 49

STR_1

East wall of structure 1

636 49

STR_1

North wall of structure 1

637 49

STR_1

Rubble inside North wall structure 1

638 49

STR_1

Rubble outside North wall structure 1

639 49

STR_1

Rubble inside East wall structure 1

640 49

STR_1

connecting south wall structure 1

641 49

STR_1

Reddish yellow sand inside structure 1

642 49

STR_1

Reddish brown coarse sand inside structure 1

643 49

STR_7

Stone 'wall' structure 7
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644 49

OUT

Loose pinkish sand in the west corner of the trench

645 49

STR_1

Reddish yellow semi-compact sand associated
with STR_1

646 49

STR_2

Stone 'wall' structure 8

647 49

STR_1

Surface of circular stone structure connected to
structure 1

648 49

STR_1

Circular construction of stones connected to
structure 1

649 49

STR_4

Sand deposit inside structure 4

650 49

STR_5

Stone rubble deposit N/W side of structure 5.
Upper wall CX671 fallen over NW wards with
recognizable stacks of stones

651 49

STR_8

Stone 'walls' of structure 8 in SW of trench

652 49

OUT

Natural deposit of greyish-pinkish clayish bedrock

653 49

STR_3

Red-brown sandy deposit inside structure 3

654 49

STR_4

Later phase wall SW structure 4

655 49

STR_5

Deposit of stone rubble over the interiar and SE
Wall of structure 5. Part of collapse CX663

656 49

STR_6

Stone surface circular structure 6

657 49

STR_4

Stone wall N.W structure 4

658 49

STR_4

N.E stone wall structure 4

659 49

STR_4

S.E stone wall structure 4

660 49

STR_4

N.W collapse of wall CX659

661 49

STR_4

Orange clayey mortar connected to CX654 stone
wall

662 49

STR_4

Orange clayey mortar connected to CX657-8 stone
wall

663 49

STR_5

South wall of structure 5

664 49

STR_5

Stone collapse SW of STR 5 connected to wall
CX663

665 49

STR_6

Stone deposit 'pavement' circular structure 6

666 49

STR_6

Fill of loose sand between stones structure 6

667 49

STR_4

Deposit associated to later phase use structure 4
underneat CX649
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STR_6

Yellowish grey sand deposit underneath CX666
(=723=734)

669 49

STR_8

Stone collapse SW of trench down the slope, near
structure 8: CX651

670 49

STR_4

Wall collapse NE wall structure 4 connected to
later wall: CX659

671 49

STR_5

NW wall structure 5

672 49

STR_5

Circular stone construction inside structure 5
connected to latest phase

673 49

STR_5

deposit connected to CX672 and later phase of
use structure 5

674 49

STR_4

East wall of structure 4, curving NW-NE.

675 49

STR_4

occupational/post-occupational deposit connected
to first phase structure 4, underneath 667

676 49

STR_4

Stone debris of wall collapse with CX675,
connected to first phase structure 4.

677 49

OUT

Surface of use underneath CX631, connected to
use main structures (later and earlier phase:
palimpsest)

678 49

OUT

Burnt rocks and ashy soil NE-SE buildings

679 49

OUT

Burnt rocks and ashy soil NE-SE buildings

680 49

OUT

Burnt rocks and ashy soil NE-SE buildings

681 49

OUT

cut burnt patch 682

682 49

OUT

fill ashy deposit

683 49

OUT

Cut burnt patch CX684

684 49

OUT

Ashy fill CX683

685 49

OUT

Cut burnt feature CX686

686 49

OUT

Ashy fill CX685

687 49

OUT

Small stones connected to posthole with ashy fill

688 49

OUT

Ashy fill connected to posthole CX687

689 49

OUT

Circular cut of burnt patch CX690

690 49

OUT

Ashy deposit associated with CX689

691 49

OUT

Cut burnt feature CX692

692 49

OUT

Ashy fill CX691

693 49

OUT

Cut burnt feature CX694
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694 49

OUT

Ashy fill feature CX693

695 49

OUT

Cut associated to ashy fill CX696

696 49

OUT

Ashy fill associated with cut CX695

697 49

OUT

Cut ashy fill CX698

698 49

OUT

Ashy fill CX697

699 49

OUT

Cut burnt patch CX702

700 50

DEP

Topsoil cleaned EX50

701 50

DEP

Hard compact grey surface underneath CX701

702 49

OUT

ashy fill connected CX699

703 49

STR_1

Large flat stones part of CX640. No strict separate
context.

704 49

OUT

cut ashy fill CX705

705 49

OUT

Ashy fill CX704

706 49

OUT

Cut of ashy fill CX707

707 49

OUT

Fill of ashy deposit CX706

708 49

STR_4

Rubble from collapse of wall CX740

709 49

STR_1

Brown grey sand with chalk stone inclusions
=CX755 on outside surface

710 49

OUT

base posthole with large bone (camel bone)

711 49

STR_5

Sand deposit between stones CX663 and 671
corner structure 4 and 5

712 49

OUT

Posthole outside area SE trench

713 49

OUT

Stones connected to circular clay structure East of
structure 4

714 49

OUT

circular clay wall (tannur remains?) East of
structure 4

715 49

OUT

Fill within circular clay structure CX714

716 49

OUT

Posthole structure with Turquoise sherd
incorporated close to CX714

717 49

STR_1

Stone tumble North of CX640

718 49

STR_1

Tumble of stones south/inside circular enclosure 2

719 49

STR_1

Cobble stone flooring south of structure 1 East of
CX640

720 49

STR_1

Compact grey floor surface
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Context Trench
721 49

Structural area Description
STR_4

Fill associated with wall collapse CX660 NW
structure 4

722 49

STR_1

Fine loose yellow-grey sand South of structure 1

723 49

STR_5

Sandy deposit inside structure 5 underlying the
wall (=CX734 and CX668)

724 49

STR_4

Fill/Dep structure 4, under 670 wall tumble

725 49

STR_4

Clayey 'mortar' inside structure 4 underneath
deposit CX675

726 49

STR_4

Clayey 'mortar' floor against walls CX659

727 49

STR_1

Yellow-brown loose sand under CX717

728 49

STR_1

Stones in haphazard position associated with
Structure 1

729 49

STR_3

Deposit within structure 3 underneath CX653

730 49

STR_1

Division wall between circular enclosures 1 and 2

731 49

STR_1

Stake or posthole in stones of CX640

732 49

STR_1

Sand fill of CX640

733 49

STR_1

Row of shifted stones from CX640

734 49

OUT

Sand deposit with building fragments SW of wall
CX654 and 657 structure 4 and NW of wall CX671
structure 5. Deposit associated with habitation
STR_4 first phase.

735 49

STR_1

Soft yellow-brown sand under CX718

736 49

STR_4

Posthole? Cut filled with ashy deposit CX737

737 49

STR_4

Ashy fill of possible posthole CX736

738 49

STR_1

Soft yellow-brown sand under CX728

739 49

OUT

Clayey layer of yellowish grey colour exposed in 1
m wide trench SW of structure 4 and NW of
structure 5 underneath CX739

740 49

STR_4

Outer SE wall structure 4

741 49

STR_4

SW corner of structure 4 circumferenced by reused grinding stone and large stone blocks

742 49

STR_4

Deposit of yellow/green sand between walls
CX740 and CX659

743 49

OUT

Cut of ashy pit CX744

744 49

OUT

fill of ashy pit CX743
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Context Trench

Structural area Description

745 49

STR_3

NW wall of structure 3

746 49

STR_3

North wall of structure 3

747 49

STR_3

NE wall of structure 3

748 49

STR_3

Stone 'pavement' top layer structure 3

749 49

STR_3

Stone collapse of walls inside structure 3

750 49

OUT

Bitumen deposit Southwest of structure 5

751 49

STR_4

Clay 'mortar' deposit on 'floor surface' CX752

752 49

STR_4

floor level surface' inside structure 4

753 49

OUT

Posthole base, circular stone group next to CX687

754 49

STR_4/OUT

Wind blown sand deposit to the NW ofs structure 4
against wall collapse CX660 of wall CX657

755 49

OUT

Natural' red sand with limestone concretions

756 49

STR_1/OUT

Cut of circular ashy pit east of CX719

757 49

STR_1/OUT

Ashy fill of pit CX756

758 49

OUT

Posthole with large bone shaft and stones packed
against it, similar to CX710

759 49

OUT

Posthole with large bone shaft and stones packed
against it. Similar to CX710

760 49

OUT

Heavy concentration of fragmented Strombus
Pers./Conus shells

761 49

STR_3

Deposit underneat 749 stone collapse inside
structure 3

762 49

OUT

Shallow ashy deposit with Strombus Pers. Shell
fragments connected to CX760

763 49

STR_4

Pre-occupational layer inside structure 4. Reached
with sondage in North corner of building

764 49

STR_4

Stone structure perpendicular to wall CX658

765 49

STR_4

Stone structure perpendicular to wall CX658

766 49

STR_4

Deposit of stones against base of wall CX658

800 51

Whitish grey loose find sand with frequent
moderate sandstone inclusions

801 51

Brownish grey compact sand with frequent shells

802 51

Brownish/grey compact sand with frequent small
shells
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Context Trench

Structural area Description

803 51

Structural context, consists of sandstone rocks in
association with ceramic sherds

804 51

Context Trench

Whitish yellow compact sand silt

Area

Type

Description

767 49

STR_3

Deposit

post-depositional fill inside Structure 3

768 49

STR_3

Deposit

Dark ashy lens in CX 768 inside structure 3

769 49

STR_3

Deposit

Stone tumble in CX 767; inside structure 3

770 49

STR_3

Deposit

Irregular course of rubble close to wall
structure 3

771 49

STR_3

Deposit

Compacted crushed bedrock flooring in
structure 3

772 49

STR_5

Structure

Structure of fallen stones, partly overlying
Structure 5

773 49

STR_5

Fill

Fill within stone circular setting CX 772

774 49

STR_3

Deposit

Pre structural 3 deposit underneath clay/
sandstone packed floor CX 771 inside
structure 3

775 49

STR_3

Deposit

Collapse wall 747 of structure 3 to the SE

776 49

STR_3/
OUT

Deposit

Concentration of shells underneath the top
layer of stones wall CX 747

777 49

OUT

Structure

Posthole in NW facing section of 2x2 trench
to the SE of Structure 3.

778 49

OUT

Deposit

Midgray silty deposit below 677 visible in
SW facing section 2x2 trench SE of
structure 3

779 49

OUT

Structure

Posthole of at least 2 packing stones

780 49

OUT

Structure

Posthole of at least 3 packing stones

781 49

STR_4

Structure

Butress wall 740 to the SE, SE end of wall
658.

782 49

STR_4

Structure

Structural gap in wall 740, 20 cm in
diameter. Likely post-hole support. Slightly
to the SW of the wall

783 49

STR_4

Deposit

Deposit under 742 in the ante-room of
structure 4

784 49

STR_4/
OUT

Deposit

Stone collapse S edge of wall 740 and 674

785 49

OUT

Deposit

Posthole in CX 677 SE of structure 4

786 49

OUT

Structure

Posthole in CX 677 SE of structure 4
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Context Trench

Area

Type

Description

787 49

OUT

Structure

Posthole in CX 677 SE of structure 4

788 49

OUT

Structure

Posthole in CX 677 SE of structure 4

789 49

OUT

Structure

Mortar? Feature SE STR 4 (740) = animal
burrow filled with 652 natural deposit

790 49

OUT

Structure

Posthole in 677 SE of wall 740

791 49

OUT

Structure

Posthole in 631/677 SE of wall 740

792 49

OUT

Structure

Posthole in 677 SE of wall 740

793 49

OUT

Structure

Posthole in 677 SE of wall 740

794 49

OUT

Structure

Burnt patch in 755

795 49

STR_4/
OUT

Deposit

coarse gravely sand under 783 within
confines of STR_4 = pre-structural and =
755

796 49

STR_3

Deposit

Stone packed pit/wall terminus underneath
747 of structure 3. Early structure?

797 49

OUT

Structure

Posthole support

798 49

OUT

Structure

Posthole in 783 underneath 740.

799 49

OUT

Structure

Oven of fired clay to the North of the 20x30
trench. Excavated in a 1x1 m trench

805 50

MUG

Deposit

Wind blown sand/ Accumulated detritus
overlying structures

806 50

MUG

Deposit

Area surrounding structure 1 and 2

807 52

MUG

Deposit

Wind blown sand/ Accumulated detritus
overlying whole area

808 52

MUG

Deposit

Area surrounding structures

809 50

MUG

Deposit

Area inside structure 816 occupation layer

810 52

MUG

Deposit

Area inside main structure

811 50

MUG

Deposit

Area inside structure 817

812 50

MUG

Deposit

Context underlying 809 in main structure
816

813 50

MUG

Deposit

Inside box structure in structure A (818)

814 50

MUG

Deposit

Underlying 813, probably pre-habitation
occupation

815 50

MUG

Deposit

Inside 817, underlying 811, probably prestructure occupation

816 50

MUG

Structure

Large sub-rectangular structure

817 50

MUG

Structure

Small circular structure abutting S end of
816

818 50

MUG

Structure

Rectangular Structure within 816
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Context Trench

Area

Type

Description

819 50

MUG

Structure

Wind break/ Wall? At S-end of area 50

820 50

MUG

Structure

Stone tumble adjacent to NE of 816

821 52

MUG

Structure

Wall running NW-SE (South Structure 1)

822 52

MUG

Structure

Wall running NW-SE (North Structure 1)

823 52

MUG

Structure

Wall running NW-SE (North Structure 1)

824 52

MUG

Structure

Wall running NW-SE (South Structure 1)

825 52

MUG

Structure

Falling stones N-S in NE corner Structure 1

826 52

MUG

Structure

Row of stones front of wall Structure 821

827 52

MUG

Deposit

Deposit within 826

828 52

MUG

Structure

Circular wall east of Structure 1

829 52

MUG

Deposit

Deposit within 828 (structure 2)

830 52

MUG

Deposit

Inside room, defined by 828 and 823, under
821 (Structure 2)

831 52

MUG

Deposit

Occupation layer? Structure 1

832 52

MUG

Deposit

Test slot through 830 down to probable
natural

833 52

MUG

Structure

Probable tumble of stone

834 53

MUG

Deposit

Aeolian deposit/ wind blown sand overlying
T53

835 52

MUG

Deposit

Deposit underlying context 833

836 52

MUG

Deposit

Tumble of stone within structure 1 (SE)

837 52

MUG

Deposit

Tumble, possible doorway

838 50

MUG

Fill

Fill of pit (844)

839 52

MUG

Structure

Stone tumble on East of Structure 2

840 53

MUG

Deposit

Deposit within 841

841 53

MUG

Structure

Circular structure

842 52

MUG

Deposit

Deposit under 825, 810

843 53

MUG

Fill

Possible Hearth/ burnt soil

844 50

MUG

Cut

Pear shaped pit

845

Context number not assigned

846 52

MUG

Deposit

Deposit underlying 842 = 831

847 52

MUG

Deposit

Deposit underlying 831 and 842

848 53

MUG

Deposit

Deposit above 840 within structure 841

849 50

MUG

Deposit

Surface area of extension trench running SE
from T50
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Context Trench

Area

Type

Description

850 52

MUG

Deposit

Deposit under context 839 (Tumble)

851 53

MUG

Deposit

Deposit under 834

852 53

MUG

Cut

Shallow concave pit

853 52

MUG

Structure

Stones making posthole

854 52

MUG

Structure

Tumble of posthole

855 52

MUG

Structure

Stones making posthole

856 52

MUG

Structure

Structure against wall 823

857 52

MUG

Structure

Stones making posthole

858 50

MUG

Deposit

Deposit underlying 806

859 50

MUG

Deposit

Deposit within 862 underlying 806

860 52

MUG

Structure

Stones making posthole

861 52

MUG

Deposit

Deposit underlying postholes

862 50

MUG

Structure

Sub-circular structure within tumble

863 53

MUG

Structure

Stones making posthole

864 53

MUG

Structure

Stones making posthole

865 53

MUG

Structure

Semi-circular stone structure

866 53

MUG

Structure

A series of rocks inside 865

867 53

MUG

Structure

A thin rocky deposit

868 50

MUG

Deposit

Burnt spread on 869 within structure 862

869 50

MUG

Deposit

Deposit within structure 862 underlying 859

870 52

MUG

Deposit

Outside clearing SE wall 824

871 52

MUG

Structure

Posthole

872 53

MUG

Deposit

Deposit under 867 and 851

873 52

MUG

Structure

Pile of stones under wall 823

874 50

MUG

Deposit

Deposit underlying 869 within structure 862

875 52

MUG

Deposit

layer before bedrock

876 50

MUG

Cut

Irregular pit within 874

877 50

MUG

Fill

Fill of pit (876)

878 52

MUG

Levelling

Layer running with wall Structure 1

879 52

MUG

Structure

Row of stones (structure?) under 839

880 52

MUG

Deposit

Layer under 870

881 52

MUG

Deposit

Layer under 835

882 52

MUG

Structure

Tumble or structure laying on 870
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Context Trench

Area

Type

Description

883 52

MUG

Structure

Tumble related to Structure 879
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Appendix B
The Unguja Ukuu Excavations
B.1. The Sealinks Excavations
B.1.1. UU10
Trench UU10, 4 x 1 m in extent, was located to the south of the site on the edge of a
small mound, positioned with the ocean to the west and the Uzi channel to the east.
The area to the south had been levelled by the military, possibly removing part of the
deposits excavated by Horton in the 1980s. The total volume of deposits excavated is
estimated at 2.6 m3.

The excavated sequence was divided into twelve contexts, though (010) and (011)
seem to have been later disregarded (Fig. B.1, B.2). At the base of the sequence was a
sterile deposit of clay (012), directly into which two pits were cut, subsequently referred
to as Pit A and Pit B. Pit A, filled by deposit (004a), extended to a depth of 0.5 m below
surface level, revealing the shallow depth of stratigraphy in this part of the site.
Unfortunately the finds from (004a) were mistakenly included with the overlying context
(003). Pit B, filled by deposits (004)-(009), reached a depth of 1.75 m below surface
level. The division of the fill into multiple contexts appears to have been conducted so
as to allow greater precision over excavation and findspot recording, rather than in
reflection of any significant stratigraphic differences. Pit B was provisionally dated to
the 8th-9th century by the excavator based on the presence of the imported ceramics,
while two C-14 dates for charred food residue found in (008) give results of 680-865
cal. AD and 670-840 cal. AD. Both pits are overlain by sealing layer (003), placed in the
9th-10th century by the excavator, which appears to have been partially disturbed at a
later date. The upper layers of the sequence are made up of the present-day sub-soil
(002) and top-soil (001) - both of which have been heavily disturbed by modern activity.

By way of interpretation it would appear that trench UU10 did not explore an area of
habitation, with Pits A and B instead suggesting waste disposal activities located on the
edge of the main occupation - a practice supported by the high density of artefactual
material located within. Although this part of the site is mounded, the shallow depth of
stratigraphy clearly reveals this to be a natural phenomenon.
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FIG. B.1. SECTION OF TRENCH UU10 (SEALINKS PROJECT 2011)
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Trench

Context

Type

Description

Interpretation

Flotation
sample (l)

UU10

001

Layer

Slightly compacted,
brownish-grey, sandy soil

Modern topsoil

0

UU10

002

Layer

Compact, brownish-black
to dark grey, humic sandy
soil

Subsoil layer

0

UU10

003

Layer

Very compact, light yellow
sandy soil

Layer capping both
pits

30

UU10

004A

Pit fill

Very compact, dark brown/
black, humic soil

Fill of pit

0

UU10

004

Fill

Very compact, dark brown,
humic sand

Fill of pit

55

UU10

005

Fill

Very compact, dark
orange-brown sand

Fill of pit

0

UU10

006

Fill

Very compact, mottled
black and orange, humic
sand

Fill of pit

30

UU10

007

Fill

Very compact, orangebrown/yellow sand

Fill of pit

0

UU10

008

Fill

Very compact, dark brown,
humic sand

Fill of pit

10

UU10

009

Fill

Very compact, orange sand

Fill at base of large
pit

30

UU10

010

Canceled

-

-

20

UU10

011

Canceled

-

-

0

UU10

012

Layer

Very compact, orange, clay

Sterile subsoil

0

FIG. B.2. LIST OF CONTEXTS FOR TRENCH UU10 (SEALINKS PROJECT 2011)
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B.1.2. UU11
Trench UU11, 2 x 2 m in extent, was located 25 m from the modern beach and 10 m
from a brick wall built around the site of the Menai Bay beach bungalows resort. The
excavations reveal a complex recurring pattern of ‘progradation and regression’ of the
beach. The occupation evidence is concurrent with intermittent midden activity as well
as trading activity, and no structural remains were found. The total volume of deposits
excavated is estimated at 9.34 m3.

The UU11 sequence consists of 19 unique contexts, which the excavator has divided
into 14 phases (Fig. B.3, B.4). Phase 1 is represented by contexts (019) and (018),
which are interpreted as an ephemeral occupation overlying limestone bedrock. Phase
2, consisting of contexts (017), (016) and (015), is described as a shell midden,
representing either a dumping event or waste left from an occupational horizon. This
phase is said to be rich in organics and artefacts, suggesting intense activity. Phase 3,
composed solely of context (014), consists of a transition layer of beach sand with low
levels of cultural material, and seems to represent the first of a series of beach
transgression events. Phase 4, evidenced by contexts (013) and (012), has been
interpreted as a return of the intensive occupational activity seen in phase 2, leaving a
similar shell midden-like deposit rich in artefacts and organics. Three C-14 dates from
charred seeds found in (013) gave results of 640-760 cal AD, 645-765 cal AD, and
660-770 cal AD respectively, while two dates from (012) gave results of 605-760 cal AD
and 675-770 cal AD. Phase 5, consisting of context (011), sees another beach
encroachment leaving a deposit of beach sand low in cultural material. This pattern of
consecutive layers of occupation midden and beach transgression is repeated
throughout the sequence. In Phase 6, context (010) is composed of occupation debris,
while phases 7 and 8 see a return of the beach in contexts (009) and (008). A charred
seed from (010) gave a C-14 date of 665-855 cal AD. Phase 9 represents what
appears to be more dumping of occupation debris, revealed in context (007) in the form
of yet another rich midden-like deposit, a charred seed from which gave a C-14 date of
660-860 cal AD. Phase 10 is slightly different in that it reveals a dumping event during
a period of beach transgression, so that context (006) is composed of a deposit of pure
beach sand with high quantities of artefactual material. A C-14 date from (006) gave a
result of 680-885 cal AD. Phase 11 sees, in context (005) an ephemeral trace of
occupation on top of the beach sand found in (006). A much more intensive occupation
then returns in Phase 12, with context (004) revealing dense organic and cultural
material. A seed from (004) gave a C-14 date of 775-985 cal AD, a result significantly
later than that seen in the previous phases for which material was analysed. Phase 13
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sees the end of the pattern of intermittent occupation debris and beach transgression,
marked by a series of pits filled with sand (003). These pits are covered in Phase 14,
contexts (002) and (001), by the sub- and top-soil, and include vegetal traces and
modern cultural material. A seed from (002) gave a C-14 result of 980-1030 cal AD.

It seems clear that the sequence revealed by trench UU11 evidences a number of
phases of intermittent dumping of occupation debris along the beach and foreshore,
with this activity punctuated by periods when storms and high tides saw the beach
temporarily encroach further inland. Such beach progradation is a normal feature of
coastal environments, and happens regularly during storm events. It seems that such
transgression events represent short term interruptions in the process of dumping
which took place continually throughout the occupation of the site, and likely
characterises the archaeological sequence along the entire ancient beach and
foreshore. In terms of dating, the excavators preliminary interpretation has suggested
that Phases 1-7 can be loosely placed in the mid-7th to 8th century AD, Phases 8-13 in
the 9th century and later, and Phase 14 in the modern era. The C-14 dates fall broadly
within this range, though are not precise nor numerous enough to allow much in the
way of refinement of the chronology. The 980-1030 cal AD date for context (002)
seems far to early for a context which includes modern cultural material, and suggests
disturbance of the lower part of the sequence somewhere in the vicinity of UU11.
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FIG. B.3. SECTIONS FOR TRENCH UU11 (SEALINKS PROJECT 2011)
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Trench

Context

Type

Description

Interpretation

Flotation
sample (l)

UU11

001

Deposit

Compressed but friable, dark
greyish-brown, sandy silt

Overburden, disturbed layer
with vegetation

0

UU11

002

Deposit

Compressed but friable, dark
greyish-brown sandy silt

Mixed deposit with
occasional modern
intrusions

30

UU11

003

Deposit

Compressed but friable, grey
silty sand, a bit iron-rich

Consecutive pits filled with
sand

60

UU11

004

Deposit

Very compressed,
homogenous deposit of dark
black to navy blue, silt

Rich with cultural materials
and organics suggesting a
period of dense occupation,
although no structural
features recorded.

60

UU11

005

Deposit

Friable to loose, gray, silty
sand to silt

Either a more ephemeral
occupation on top of beach
deposit, or alternatively a
transitional period between
dense occupation (004) and
a beach (006).

20

UU11

006

Deposit

Soft, yellowish, pure beach
like sand deposit,
manganese-rich

Beach like deposit of very
clean pure sand but with a
fair amount of archaeological
material pointing either to its
use during human
occupation of the site or of
cultural materials
subsequently deposited on
the beach

30

UU11

007

Deposit

Very hard, compressed (hard
as constipation - Heidi),
blackish, silt with some sand

Very rich midden-like deposit
of highly organic sediment
with large quantities of
shells. Very rich with
artefacts. Possibly some sort
of dumping event onto
beach? Shell midden?

80

UU11

008

Deposit

Soft, dark yellowish brown,
sandy (fine to mid grains)
layer

Beach like deposit? Sandy
layer with some organic
material

0

UU11

009

Deposit

Soft, yellow, sand (fine to mid
grain)

Deposit very much like a
beach, small quantities of
cultural material including
large pieces of pottery that
could have moved
downwards through the
section

0

UU11

010

Deposit

Friable to loose, dark brown
to greyish, sandy silt

Organic deposit, dumping
event, possibly a shell
midden

30

UU11

011

Deposit

Soft, friable, yellowish grey
sand

Yellowish beach-like deposit,
possibly reflecting a period
when the beach came back
onto the site (climate and
sea level changes?)

0
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Trench

Context

Type

Description

Interpretation

Flotation
sample (l)

UU11

012

Deposit

Very compacted and hard,
blackish, sandy silt with clay

Shell midden-like deposit,
very organic and blackish
layer, very dense with shell
material and vast quantities
of cultural material.

40

UU11

013

Deposit

Very compacted, blackish to
navy blue, sandy silt

Organic layer (inc. 013A,
013B, 013C) forming an
occupational horizon similar
to context 004

60

UU11

014

Deposit

Loose to soft, light grey,
medium sand

Transitional layer?

30

UU11

015

Deposit

Compacted, reddish brown,
medium to fine sand

Occupational horizon

30

UU11

016

Deposit

Compacted, blackish, wet
coarse sand

Shell midden or a dumping
deposit? Possibly also an
occupational horizon - black
organic layer very rich with
finds

30

UU11

017

Deposit

Soft but compressed,
brownish, wet, coarse sand

A layer of ephemeral
occupation

65

UU11

018

Deposit

Soft, orangey, coarse sand

Occupational horizon

18 (100%)

UU11

019

Deposit

Soft, waterlogged (tidal), light
greyish, coarse sand

Early occupation?

24 (100%)

FIG. B.4. LIST OF CONTEXTS FOR TRENCH UU11 (SEALINKS PROJECT 2011)

B.1.3. UU12
Trench UU12, 3 x 1 m, was to be located at the south of the site in the same area as
UU10, however it was abandoned after 0.2 m due to lack of time. Just 0.6 m3 of
deposits were excavated.

Only two contexts were recorded, the present-day topsoil and sub-soil. Both contexts
are likely to have been much disturbed owing to their proximity to the modern surface.
As such, no interpretation of this sequence is given.

B.1.4. UU13
Trench UU13, 2 x 1 m, was located behind the Menai Bay beach resort on the northeast side. Most of the strata consisted of midden deposits lying above blocks of coral
rag which probably represent the natural bedrock, though this could not be confirmed
due to lack of time. There was an initial suggestion that this area of the site might
reveal slightly latter occupation (10th-11th century) on the basis of the discovery of
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some sgraffiato, however part of the sequence had been disturbed by lime burning of
unknown date, perhaps associated with the pit though this is far from clear in
stratigraphic terms. The total volume of deposits excavated from trench UU13 has
been estimated at 2.4 m3.

The UU13 excavations produced a total of nine contexts (Fig. B.5, B.6). The lowest,
context (009), represents a sterile silty-sand which represents a pre-activity stratum
and itself appears to sit on top of a coral rag bedrock, though was not fully excavated.
Contexts (008), (006) and (005) might be grouped into a provisional ‘phase 1’, each
consisting of a similar mix of occupation debris which appears to have formed as a
result of dumping from associated settlement and trading activities. Cutting through
these early contexts into the sterile layer was pit (007), extending around 1.45 m in
diameter and 0.70-0.80 m deep, with the fill seemingly composed of a
disproportionately high quantity of shell. The appearance of sgraffiato wares and bead
punctuate rim pottery from (007) seem to date this activity to the late-10th to 11th
century AD. Covering this pit was another midden layer (primarily of shell), represented
by context (004), followed by a layer of lime (004a), presumably resulting from burning
of the shell midden. The purpose of this burning is not clear, but it is clearly deliberate,
being confined to the western half of the trench. Above the burning is context (003),
representing a build up of sediment which is high in organic material and may
represent a time of low occupation due to the relative sparsity of finds. It forms the
horizon between the upper disturbed root layer and top soil and the lower,
archaeological layers. Finally, in phase 3, the upper topsoil and root layers, contexts
(002) and (001), represent fairly recent activity, including both natural vegetation action
and deliberate gardening.

As with the previous trenches, the majority of the UU13 sequence appears to have
formed through a process of dumping of occupation debris, particularly the early
contexts (008), (006) and (005). The pit and subsequent shell and burning layers are
probably related activities, perhaps involving the production of lime. Lime was used as
a bonding material in the construction of coral rag structures, and may attest indirectly
to the presence of stone architecture at Unguja Ukuu. Alternatively, it was also used in
the caulking of boats. In terms of dating, the lower contexts appear to belong broadly to
the 7th-9th centuries AD, with the pit and subsequent layers to the 10th-11th century
AD. Such a provisional dating of the lime-burning activity to the late 10th to 11th
century falls outside the generally accepted occupation chronology for Unguja Ukuu,
and thus it is slightly strange that construction activity should have taken place at this
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time - though it is at least in keeping with the chronology of the stone construction
boom seen elsewhere on the East African coast. Perhaps it is possible that the little
stone architecture which was erected at Unguja Ukuu was done on a small scale and
when occupation activity levels at the site were much reduced.

FIG. B.5. SECTION FOR TRENCH UU13 (SEALINKS PROJECT 2011)
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Trench

Context

Type

Description

Interpretation

Flotation
sample (l)

UU13

001

Layer

Loose, dark brown-black, sandy
silt

Modern topsoil

0

UU13

002

Layer

Compact, dark brown-black soil

Root Layer

0

UU13

003

Layer

Compact, brown brown soil

Layer capping shell midden
pit

0

UU13

004A

Layer

Calcium-rich lense

Lime burning lense

UU13

004

Layer

Moderately compact, dark brown,
soil

Shell midden lense

0

UU13

005

Layer/
Fill

Compact, brown to dark brown,
soil

Shell midden and
occupation

30

UU13

006

Layer/
Fill

Loosely compacted, dark brown,
soil

Shell midden and
occupation

0

UU13

007

Fill

Loosely compacted, dark brown to
reddish-brown, silty clay

Shell midden-filled pit

30

UU13

008

Layer

Compact, reddish-brown silty clay

Occupation

30

UU13

009

Layer

Moderately compact, dark brownblack, silty sand

Sterile subsoil/primary
deposit?

0

FIG. B.6. CONTEXTS IN TRENCH UU13 (SEALINKS PROJECT 2011)

B.1.5. UU14
Trench UU14, 3 x 3 m, was located 3 m to the northeast of UU11, and in the area
where Juma claimed to have found late 5th century material, approximately 7-8 m from
the back-beach. The sequence revealed a late burial (possibly as late as the 15th
century) which had been cut into material rich midden deposits initially considered
mid-7th to 9th century in date. This was by far the most materially-rich sequence,
providing good dating evidence. The total volume of deposits excavated amount to
18.39 m3.

Trench UU14 was excavated according to 50 contexts, which the excavators later
divided into 10 phases (Fig. B.7, B.8, B.9). These phases were then organised into
three chronological periods, and assigned an absolute date range. The dating
evidence, or reasons for distinguishing between the different phases, is not made clear
by the excavators.

Period I - mid-7th to late-8th century AD
Phase 1 consists of context (1449), a sterile deposit of eroding bedrock. Phase 2
consists of an ephemeral occupation, contexts (1446) and (1444) which are both above
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and below sand deposits, contexts (1445), (1443) and (1441), indicating an apparent
beach transgression. Phase 3 can be interpreted as an ongoing ephemeral occupation
of the foreshore in a tidally-affected area, with very sandy deposits, including contexts
(1442), (1440), (1439) and (1438), holding large quantities of cultural material. The
excavators speculated that the occupation activity might relate to trading or ‘offsite’ (non-occupational) activities, with intermittent marine transgression responsible for
the patterns observed. Indeed, rather than evidence of direct occupation, again the
early part of the UU14 sequence suggests intermittent dumping or other deposition.
Phase 4, the last to be included in Period I, sees a continuation of this pattern of
redeposited occupation debris and sandy intrusions, albeit with more organic material
and clearer distinctions between the occupation and beach deposits. The deposits take
on a more ‘midden-like’ appearance, with the incorporation of marine shell presumably
from subsistence. Phase 4 includes contexts (1437), (1436), (1435), (1434), (1433),
(1431), (1430), (1429), (1428), (1427) and (1424). The beach deposits are indicated
with italics. A subset of Phase 4, Phase 4a, refers to several episodes of burning in
three small hearth settings within the main midden deposits, and includes contexts
(1448), (1447) and (1432). It is suggested by the excavators that this burning activity
relates in some part to the subsistence practices which are evidenced in the organic
midden deposits.

Period II - 9th century AD
Period II begins with Phases 5 and 5a, which consist of a continued accumulation of
the midden deposits with burning activity. Phase 5 is recorded in contexts (1426),
(1425), (1423), (1421), (1420), (1418); while the burning activity of Phase 5a is
recorded in contexts (1422), (1419) and (1417). Large quantities of charred sorghum
grains in context (1417) lend support to the suggestion that this is the remains of a
cooking fire. Phase 6 represents a large sandy deposit, context (1414), within a pit
(1413) some 0.6 m deep. The excavators are unsure as to whether this represents a pit
which has been filled with sand deliberately, or results from a natural incursion of sand
following a storm. A recent animal burrow, contexts (1416) and (1415), seems to
confuse the picture somewhat. Phase 7 sees a return to the previously observed
pattern of cultural deposits, rich in organics and artefacts. While contexts (1412) and
(1408) are typical midden-like accumulations, context (1406) seems to represent a
trampled surface or floor with archaeological material laid flat across its surface. This
suggests a more direct occupation in the exact vicinity of UU14, as opposed to
redeposition of occupation debris. That said, no structural remains were found in
association. Phase 8 concludes Period II with a final episode of occupation and
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dumping. Context (1404) represents another trampled layer with horizontal lenses of
artefactual material, followed by context (1403), a heavily eroded deposit rich in
archaeological material. It has been suggested that the phase 8 contexts represent a
‘black earth’, that is an anthropogenically-enriched sediment high in organics. This
could result from manuring or, more likely, dumping of organic-rich sediment.

Period III - Post-15th century AD
Period III includes phases 9 and 10, and represents activity of a much later date
divorced from the original occupation of Unguja Ukuu. Phase 9 consists of a burial in
the western half of the trench, the cut for which (1409), extends some 0.6 m deep and
cuts into phase 8, context (1403). The skeleton, context (1410), is well preserved and,
though the lower body extends into the western section of the trench, apparently
oriented towards Mecca. The absence of grave goods in the fill of the burial pit, context
(1405), is also in keeping with Islamic burial practices. Finally, phase 10 represents
another enriched earth and represents the recent and modern sub-soil and top-soil,
with evidence of a cassava plantation and recent rubbish dumping. As such, these
upper contexts, (1402), (1401) and (1400), contain much modern material, including
plastics, metal and rubber.

In summary, UU14 appears to reveal a similar pattern but slightly more complex
sequence of occupation as the nearby UU11. The early part of the sequence consists
of the previously observed pattern of intermittent lenses of unstructured occupation
material and beach sand, suggesting a period of redeposition of debris from a nearby
occupation interrupted by regular episodes of beach transgression. A departure from
the pattern of activity observed in UU11 takes place at the transition between Periods I
and II, dated to the late 8th or early 9th century, with two trampled surfaces suggestive
of direct occupation within the vicinity of UU14. That said, the lack of associated
structural features makes this difficult to confirm or interpret, and it could simply be that
an area used for dumping became trampled due to frequent use. The later activity in
the form of the burial does not appear relevant to understanding the late 1st millennium
AD history of Unguja Ukuu, though does at least indicate a later presence at the site.
Juma dated several burials from his earlier excavations to the late-15th/early 16th
century AD (Juma 2004), and it seems appropriate to continue this association.

The evidence used to date the first two periods at UU14 is not always clear, but
appears to rest upon the field observations of the excavators, and particularly the
ceramic assemblage. Period I is dated from the 7th century AD on the basis that
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Turquoise Glazed or so-called ‘Sasanian/Islamic’ wares are present from the earliest
occupation levels, context (1445), though an 8th century origin would be a better fit.
Period II is dated to the 9th century on the basis of the appearance of Chinese ‘Yue'
ceramics and Islamic ‘White-Glazed’ wares. It is worth noting that the UU14 phases
were later used to reorder the contexts from the UU11 excavation.

FIG. B.7. SECTION OF TRENCH UU14 (SEALINKS PROJECT 2012)
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FIG. B.8. SECTION OF TRENCH UU14 (SEALINKS PROJECT 2012)
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Phase

Context

Type

Sediment description

Interpretation

Sedimen
t volume
(L)

Flotation
sample
(L)

X

1400

Deposit

Very loose, dark greyish
sandy silt

Overburden with evidence of
numerous burning events of
the dump as well as few
cases of burrowing.

n/a

0

X

1401

Cut

—

Cut for cassava ditches (Fill
1402).

n/a

0

X

1402

Deposit

Very loose and quite fertile
(rich, black, very organic)
farming soil.

Fill of a cassava ditch

n/a

0

VIII

1403

Deposit

Very bioturbated/mixed
deposit of black organic silt
with some sand and small
quantities of clay (loam);
compacted but broke into
loose lumps

1030

0

VIII

1403

Deposit

Bioturbated mixed deposit
of dark greyish sandy silt.

1190

60

VIII

1403

Deposit

Lightly compacted dark
greyish sandy silt

The assemblage differed
slightly from the overlying
contexts, however the
sediment remained
unchanged

790

60

VIII

1404

Deposit

Very mixed, very
compacted (almost
cemented) and very dark
brownish, organic sandy
silt; slightly lighter in colour
than 1404E

Trampled layer with
horizontal spread of pottery
lying at the interface with
1404E

1190

120

VIII

1404

Deposit

Very compacted, dark,
organic silty sand.

820

120

IX

1405

Burial fill

Homogenous dark, firm,
silty sand

60

0

F ill of shaft burial [1409]. The
near-lack of cultural material
suggest that the person was
buried without any grave
goods, which is typical of
Islamic burials.
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Phase

Context

Type

Sediment description

Interpretation

Sedimen
t volume
(L)

Flotation
sample
(L)

VII

1406

Deposit

Dark, organic and very
compacted silt

This level clearly marked a
floor or trampled surface of
what seems to be a rich and
extensive rubbish dump or
occupational horizon.

1070

120

IX

1407

Feature

A feature comprising animal
bones directly overlying 1406
but cut by the burial [1405]
(see drawing of East
Section). Probably a
truncated animal skeleton.

0

0

VII

1408

Deposit

Very dark, organic silt,
compressed

Shell midden deposit present
mainly in the vicinity of the
western wall part of the
trench (?)

250

120

IX

1409

Cut

Cut for a burial. Did not
have very sharp or distinct
edges in plan but was
clearly visible in the
eastern section

If similar to other shaft burials
from this period (according to
preliminary dating), the cut
would have been made from
higher up making the burial
shaft deeper, suggesting
some of the overlying
deposits have been removed
(erosion?)

—

—

IX

1410

Burial
feature

—

Burial feature located in the
western part of the trench at
c. 60cm depth below surface.
Comprised a very well
preserved skeleton, of which
the head, torso and upper
pelvis were exposed in the
trench (i.e., the top 70cm).
The lower pelvis and legs
extended into the western
wall and were not excavated.
The skeleton was lying on its
back facing north towards
Mecca, which suggests an
Islamic burial.

—

—

0

0
60

1411
VII

1412

Deposit

Dark, rich, organic silt, very
compact

Human occupation horizon
trampled surface and
horizontal distribution of
finds.

660

Vii

1412

Deposit

?

?

?

VI

1413

Pit

As for 1414, but very loose
and much lighter in colour.

Sand pit’ feature associated
with context 1414

10
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Phase

Context

Type

Sediment description

Interpretation

Sedimen
t volume
(L)

Flotation
sample
(L)

VI

1414

Pit

Large pit of loose, sand
with some darker, more
organic patches and
lenses; slightly darker
(more orange) than the
yellowish ‘beach sand’
deposits of Phase IV and
the overlying 1413. The pit
had well defined edges at
the top but was more dilute
towards the bottom. It was
confined to the western
part of the trench. The
areas underlying the burial
[1410] were more
compacted and had a
much darker orange colour
on account of bleaching
from the overlying skeleton
bones.

610

0

VI

1415

Fill

Very loose and greyish
sand

Small animal burrow.

n/a

0

VI

1416

Cut

—

Cut of small animal burrow
[1415]

—

—

Va

1417

Hearth

Charcoal-filled feature,
20cm thick and 70cm long,
concave in section..

Heart-like combustion
feature, probably used for
cooking as indicated by the
large chunks of charred
sorghum grain.

130

60

V

1418

Hearth

Very organic-rich soft
clayey sand that had
formed around the diluted
edges of combustion
feature 1419

110

60

Va

1419

Hearth

Roughly circular feature (c.
40cm diameter in section)
of burnt orangey clayey
sand with very diffused
edges

Hearth/combustion feature

10

10

V

1420

Deposit

Very cemented silt.
Cementation probably
caused by the percolation
of material from the
overlying context [1418 and
1412], or from dissolved
calcium carbonate from
shells.

Dump deposit/shell midden

410

60

V

1421

Deposit

Soft brownish mixed
deposit (silt and sand)
present along the northern
edge of the trench.

60

60
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Phase

Context

Type

Sediment description

Interpretation

Sedimen
t volume
(L)

Flotation
sample
(L)

Va

1422

Hearth

A 20cm thick and 1m long,
compact, dark and bright
orange burnt silt feature
with some sand and with
fairly diluted edges.

Hearth/combustion feature

20

20

V

1423

Deposit

Light grey mixed deposit of
silt and sand present in the
southeastern corner of the
trench, deposited directly
over the sand 1427 and
extending over to the west
with a lower density of
shells filling in an
undulating surface of this
underlying deposit (1427).

Shell midden

310

60

V

1423

Deposit

Blackish-brown silty sand
sediment , much softer,
richer and moister than
1423P

Shell midden

440

60

V

1423

Deposit

Thin deposit of silty sand
up to 7cm, directly
overlying 1424 and dipping
into it

Shell midden

290

60

IV

1424

Deposit

Loose, light yellowish to
white sand. Parts of the
deposit were more orange
in colour and more
compacted, which probably
resulted from the
percolation of dilute
ironised material from
combustion feature 1419.

730

60

V

1425

Deposit

Very compact (to
cemented) dark grey to
greyish brown sand, very
hard to dig through. Very
similar in composition to
1423 ( the segregation of
these into two contexts in
based largely on their
physically discrete
locations within the trench).

410

60

V

1426

Deposit

Lightly compacted dark
grey organic sand.

n/a

n/a

IV

1427

Deposit

Loose, clean white sand.

Beach deposit with little—no
archaeological occupation

70

70

IV

1428

Deposit

Dark, organic layer that
varied slightly in colour
depending on the character
and bleaching from overand under-lying sediments.
It was firm and olive in
colour just below the 1429
sand and then got more
yellowish to white and
acquired darker lenses.

Occupation layer sandwiched
between two layers of clean
white sand (1427 and 1429).

710

60
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Phase

Context

Type

Sediment description

Interpretation

Sedimen
t volume
(L)

Flotation
sample
(L)

IV

1429

Deposit

Clean yellow sand

Beach deposit with little—no
archaeological occupation

n/a

0

IV

1430

Deposit

Organic deposit of sand
mixed in with some silt with
white calcified inclusions,
located largely in the
northeastern corner of the
trench.

150

60

IV

1431

Deposit

Loose, very light, almost
white clean sand.

Beach deposit with little—no
archaeological occupation

740

60

IVa

1432

Hearth

Very dark, almost black
deposit

Hearth, similar to features
1448 and 1447.

IV

1433

Deposit

Brownish friable sand
present mainly in the
northwestern part of the
trench, thinning out
towards the east

35

35

IV

1434

Deposit

Brownish sand, slightly
compressed and firmer at
the top and looser and
more yellowish towards the
bottom. This context was
very extensive and clearly
visible in plan.

500

60

IV

1435

Deposit

Very loose yellowish-white
sand with some orange
and olive shading.

80

80

IV

1436

Deposit

Loose, moist, dark
brownish, organic, mid to
coarse sand mixed with
small patches of yellow
sand at its edges.

180

80

IV

1437

Deposit

Loose, moist, yellowish
white coarse sand that
underlay a sandy lens,
which separated it from
Context 1435.

40

40

III

1438

Deposit

Loose, moist, yellowish
coarse sand with some
darker, blackish, organic
inclusions, with some of the
same ‘ironised’
characteristics of the
heavily-ironised underlying
Context 1439.

140

140

III

1439

Deposit

Medium-grained, ironised
yellowish-white sand, with
black organic lenses,
slightly more compressed
and softer towards the top,
and more rocky and darker
towards the northeastern
corner.

400

60
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Phase

Context

Type

Sediment description

III

1439

Deposit

III

1439

III

Interpretation

Sedimen
t volume
(L)

Flotation
sample
(L)

Very organic and ironised
layer of lighter grey sand,
present only in the
northeastern part of the
trench

400

60

Deposit

Loose and moist, very dark
grey to blackish coarse
sand with some ‘ironised‘
rocks, present only in
northeastern corner of the
trench.

30

30

1440

Deposit

Brownish sand associated
horizontally with Context
1442 - the interface
between the two contexts
was sharp in some places
and more dilute in others,
giving some degree of
lateral mottling where they
conjoined.

160

160

II

1441

Deposit

Whiteish, very coarse sand
with some finer sand
inclusions and a clayey
feel; quite wet but not as
much as 1445

60

60

III

1442

Deposit

Brownish, coarse and
crumbly sand restricted
horizontally to the
northeastern corner of the
trench, where it was
directly overlying Context
1445

20

20

II

1443

Deposit

Very wet, whiteish, coarse
sand with minor clay
inclusions

160

160

II

1444

Deposit

Very organic, black soil
layer containing some
clayey deposits.

Organic midden layer from
ephemeral occupation

140

140

II

1445

Deposit

Loose, crumbly and very
wet, pale greyish/beige,
very coarse, clean beach
sand.

Beach layer

140

140

II

1446

Deposit

Mid brownish-grey coarse
sand with a clayey feel;
restricted to the
northwestern corner of the
trench.

Ephemeral occupation
deposit

90

90

IVa

1447

Hearth

Charcoal-rich hearth
feature recorded in the
third step of the south wall
of the trench

Hearth

7

7

IVa

1448

Hearth

Charcoal-rich hearth
feature recorded in the
third step of the south wall
of the trench

Hearth

2

2
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Phase

Context

Type

Sediment description

Interpretation

Sedimen
t volume
(L)

Flotation
sample
(L)

I

1449

Bedrock

Heavily eroded calcareous
packstone (grain-supported
rock containing micrite
(lime mud) in its matrix)

Bedrock probably deposited
in a back-reef setting during a
slight rise in sea level during
the last Interglacial maximum

0

0

FIG. B.9. CONTEXTS IN TRENCH UU14 (SEALINKS PROJECT 2012)

B.1.6. UU15
Trench UU15, 2 x 2 m, was located 4 m west of trench UU13. The majority of the
sequence contains material apparently datable to the 7th-9th centuries AD, seemingly
concurring with the other excavations. A series of post-holes indicate the presence of
buildings in this part of the site, again dated to the 7th-9th century based on the
material assemblage. Later this area seems to have transitioned to a midden zone, as
with the other trenches, with this phase of activity continuing until abandonment. It is
only the very upper activity layers that suggest an 11th century date, as indicated by
imported sgraffiato pottery and a local bead punctuate rim. The excavated deposits
totalled 4.43 m3.

The excavation of trench UU15 saw the recording of 58 contexts, which the excavator
has divided into three main phases (Fig. B.10, B.11, B.12). Phase 1 is dated from the
mid-7th to 9th century AD based on the excavators’ interpretation of the ceramic
evidence. The archaeological deposits of this phase, contexts (1557-1551) sit on top of
a hard bedrock, context (1558). The earliest archaeological contexts (1557) and (1556)
reveal only small traces of occupation in the form of occasional artefacts, however the
last deposit associated with phase 1, represented by context (1551), is considerably
richer. The excavator has interpreted this as indicating a progressive intensification of
activity at Unguja Ukuu, but stops short of considering these deposits as direct
occupation layers. Thus one might consider the artefactual material to have been
redeposited in the area of UU15 following more formal occupation practices in the
surrounding area - much as seen in the other trenches. That said, two brief episodes
which occurred during the formation of context (1551) reveal a more direct human
association with this area of the site, in the form of two shallow pits. Pit (1554),
measuring 0.32 x 0.14 m in area but only 0.06 m deep, was filled (1553) with bone and
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charcoal and appears to represent the remains of a subsistence event. Pit (1552) is
smaller, measuring 0.18 x 0.10 x .05 m, but also contains charcoal suggesting a similar
formation process.

Phase 2 begins with context (1511), a deposit seemingly unique in the Sealinks
excavations at Unguja Ukuu. Context (1511) appears to possess a slightly different
artefactual assemblage to that seen elsewhere in terms of the proportions of differing
materials, with seemingly less ‘bulky cultural materials’ such as bone, shell and pottery,
but large quantities of beads and glass. Its most distinctive feature, however, is the
large number of features its contains, particularly small pits and post-holes - the only
examples of the latter discovered by the Sealinks Project. The post-holes and smallpits, specifically contexts (1524/1525), (1526/1527), (1532/1533), (1534/1535),
(1540/1541), (1542/1543), and (1546/1547), either in a right-angled or circular
arrangement, almost certainly indicate the presence of a timber-built structural feature,
and thus the first direct evidence of probable habitation. A number of other cuts and
fills, represented by contexts (1512/1513), (1516/1517), (1518/1519), (1520/1521),
(1522/1523), (1528/1529), (1530/1531), (1536/1537), (1538/1539), (1544/1545) and
(1548/1549) may well result from bioturbation, rather than anthropogenic activity,
though it is of course difficult to be sure. Finally, context (1550) refers to a small shell
deposit, perhaps another subsistence-related activity of the type identified in phase 1.
The constant clearing of this habitation area might explain the absence of bulkier
cultural remains, these having been regularly cleared and dumped nearby, as well as
the greater proportion of smaller and more fragmentary materials such as glass and
beads. In terms of dating, the ceramic assemblage points to a similar range to that of
phase 1, that is, the 7th-9th century AD.

Phase 3 witnesses a shift in the nature of activity in UU15 from direct occupation
towards dumping and midden-accumulation. Context (1510) represents the transitional
layer between the structural occupation of phase 2 and the dumping of phase 3, with
no features identifiable in stark contrast to context (1511). The midden-like nature of
phase 3 is confirmed in context (1507), with the continued accumulation of organic and
artefactual refuse. Indeed some individual dumping episodes appear to have been
captured by the excavators, such as the shell and bone accumulations in contexts
(1508) and (1509). The remaining, upper contexts of (1501) and (1500), while they
contain some shell dumping in context (1502), are generally much disturbed by root
action, as in contexts (1503/1504) and (1505/1506), and modern activity, and indeed
contain modern cultural materials. The presence of imported sgraffiato wares and local
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bead punctuate rim pottery in this phase seems to indicate a date range from the
late-10th century to the 11th century AD. It is uncertain based on the present evidence
whether there is a break or continuity in occupation from phase 2 to phase 3.

Altogether then, the evidence from UU15 offers both similarities and contrasts when
compared to the trenches discussed above. The sequence begins in typical fashion,
with an unstructured accumulation of artefactual material suggestive of ephemeral
occupation or, more likely, redeposition of debris from activity areas elsewhere on the
site. There is, however, no trace of the intermittent beach transgression identified
elsewhere - though not, significantly it would appear, in the adjacent trench UU13. In
phase 2 the sequence differs markedly from that seen elsewhere, with the identification
of a definite occupation layer and several post-holes and small pits relating timberframe structure. Thus UU15 offers much more definite evidence of occupation than
seen in the other trenches, including the trampled surfaces identified in UU14. The
absence of evidence of structural features from UU13 is not evidence of their absence,
this sequence having been heavily disturbed by the cutting of pit (007). Finally, UU15
(like the pit and lime-burning activity seen in trench UU13) seems to have been
occupied slightly later than the other trenches, with artefactual material from the 11th
century accumulating after the main, structural, occupation appears to have ceased.

FIG. B.10. PLAN OF CONTEXT 1511 BEFORE (LEFT) AND AFTER (RIGHT) EXCAVATION
(SEALINKS PROJECT 2012)
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FIG. B.11. SECTION OF TRENCH UU15 (SEALINKS PROJECT 2012)
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Context

Type

Description

Interpretation

Flotation
sample (L)

1500

Deposit

Very loose, dark brown (10YR 2/1)
clayey silt

Loose topsoil

—

1501

Deposit

Compact dark brown (10YR 2/1)
clayey silt

Undisturbed humic topsoil

—

1502

Deposit

Compact, dark brown (10YR 2/1)
clayey silt

Shell midden

60

1503

Cut

irregular shape cut

Cut from root activity

—

1504

Fill

Loose dark brown (10YR 2/1)
clayey silt

Bioturbation

—

1505

Cut

Round cut, 15 cm deep

Cut from root activity

—

1506

Fill

Loose dark brown (10YR 2/1)
clayey silt

Bioturbation

—

1507

Deposit

Compact medium-dark brown
(10YR 3/2) clayey silt

Dump area, since random
accumulations of shell

E = 60
F = 60

1508

Feature

Firm medium brown (10YR 3/2)
clayey silt

Shell refuse/midden (one meal?)

10

1509

Feature

Firm medium brown (10YR 3/2)
clayey silt

Shell refuse/midden (one meal?)

—

1510

Deposit

Compact brown (7.5YR 4/3)
clayey silt

Refuse area

60

1511

Deposit

Very compact, red (2.5YR 3/4)
coarse silt with dark brown
inclusions

Occupation layer, high activity
area

H = 60
J = 60
K = 60

1512

Cut

Elongated irregular shape

Cut from root activity

—

1513

Fill

Firm, pale brown sandy silt

Bioturbation

—

1514

Cut

Rectangular with rounded corners,
15 x 18 cm in size, 6 cm deep;
sloping sides and horizontal/level
base.

Most possibly cut from root
activity

—

1515

Fill

Pale brown sandy silt

Most likely bioturbation

—

1516

Cut

Small, round in plan

Small bioturbation

—

1517

Fill

Loose pale brown sandy silt

Small bioturbation

—

1518

Cut

Small, round in plan

Small bioturbation

—

1519

Fill

Loose pale brown sandy silt

Small bioturbation

—

1520

Cut

Small, round in plan

Small bioturbation

—

1521

Fill

Loose pale brown sandy silt

Small bioturbation

—

1522

Cut

Round in plan, shallow (3 cm
deep)

Bioturbation

—

1523

Fill

Firm dark brown gritty silt

Bioturbation

—

1524

Cut

Round in plan, 13 cm diameter

Post-hole

—

1525

Fill

Dark brown gritty silt

Post-Hole

—
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Context

Type

Description

Interpretation

Flotation
sample (L)

1526

Cut

Rectangular cut with rounded
corners, 15 x 13 cm

Post Hole

—

1527

Fill

Firm dark brown sandy silt

Possibly post-hole

—

1528

Cut

Irregular shape in plan

Bioturbation

—

1529

Fill

Firm dark brown sandy silt

Bioturbation

—

1530

Cut

Elliptical shape in plan

Bioturbation

—

1531

Fill

Firm dark brown sandy silt

Bioturbation

—

1532

Cut

20 cm wide, shallow (5 cm deep)

Pit

—

1533

Fill

Firm dark brown/blackish sandy
silt

Pit

—

1534

Cut

Semi-circular in plan, 4 cm deep

Pit

—

1535

Fill

Black clayey silt

Pit

—

1536

Cut

Semi-elliptical in plan, shallow

Burrow/bioturbation

—

1537

Fill

Firm pale brown sandy silt

Burrow/bioturbation

—

1538

Cut

Diamond shape in plan, shallow

Bioturbation

—

1539

Fill

Firm pale brown sandy silt

Bioturbation

—

1540

Cut

Elliptical shape, shallow

Pit

—

1541

Fill

Firm dark brown/blackish humic
sediment

Pit

—

1542

Cut

Circular in plan, 8 cm deep

Post-hole

—

1543

Fill

Dark brown sandy silt

Post-hole

—

1544

Cut

Circular in plan, 8 cm deep

Bioturbation

—

1545

Fill

Pale brown sandy silt

Bioturbation

—

1546

Cut

Round in plan

Post-hole

—

1547

Fill

Slightly firm red fine sand

Post-hole

—

1548

Cut

Semi-circular in plan, very deep

Bioturbation or coring

—

1549

Fill

Dark brown clay silt

Bioturbation or coring

—

1550

Feature

Reddish brown silt

Shell midden type refuse

—

1551

Deposit

Compact dark brown (5YR 3/2)
sandy silt with red inclusions

Area of marginal human activity

90

1552

Cut

Elliptical in plan, 5 cm deep

Pit

—

1553

Fill

Loose brown (5YR 2.5/2) clayey
silt

Pit

—

1554

Cut

Semi-elliptical in plan

Pit, remains of a meal

—

1555

Fill

Compact dark greyish brown
clayey silt

Pit, remains of a meal

—

1556

Deposit

Brown (5YR 3/2) clayey silt with
red inclusions

Transitional layer between 1551
and 1557

30
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Context

Type

Description

Interpretation

Flotation
sample (L)

1557

Deposit

Compact red (10R 3/6) clay silt

Low activity area

60

1558

Bedrock

Bedrock

Bedrock

—

FIG. B.12. CONTEXTS IN TRENCH UU15 (SEALINKS PROJECT 2012)
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